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AND TO. 

Flu much Eſteemed Fx18NDds, 

The Members of the Society of 

COLLEDG YOUTHS. 

T_T OO. 

| Gentlemen ; 

gS your Society EVER 
W 4b origine hath de- 

ſervedly acquired an 
P cminency in many 

reſpe&ts above others 
of this kind ; ſo more"elpeci- 

d - 0190 A3/- ally 



[- | The E piſtle 
ally#or the”. Fg. 

Peals. SC pred d Y of 
Croſs-pricking lay enveloped” in 
fo obſer 4 that A wW 
choughr impoſſ fivi> that Aouble 
Changes on fve bells could be 
made-ro extend farcher chan to, 
and triple and double Chan- 
ges on. J1x farther than ſixty 
ther,” it was that a woithy 
and knowing Member of your 
Society, to Saipare thoſe miſts 
of -Fnorance;, and to uſher in 
the bright morn of ot eu 
pricke thoſe much a 
Peals of ' Grandfire and re 
Bob; which for their i 

of / its 

have for- "many" years Or 
COn- 

\ 

ar | 



Dedicatory. 

continued tritimphanc in pradtice 
atridft all others whatfoever : 
and which indeed have / been 4 
great light in the produ@tion of 
thae great vatiecy of new Peals 
herein conratned ; the greateſt 
part of which being alſs the off- 
(pring of your Society, I chere- 

I ore though. ht ro uſher them 

| 
| 

imo the world under the wings 
of your Procedtion. R 

Gentlemen, as a member I held 
my ſelf obliged to add my Mite 

; to your full fraught Treafury of 
——— 

" —— ”"—_—__—— - R_ 

Specularrve and Practical Know- 
ledg of this kind ; though I con- 
tels your acquiſition on this ac- 
count will be very mean, fince 
my want of ability ſufficiept'ro: 

| A 3 un-f] 
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The. Epiſtle 
' undertake a thing of this nature, 
and alſo want of opportunity 
by converſe with others to ſup- 
5 & my own dete&ts, have ren- 
dred the Book lets acceptable 
than ir might have been done by 
ſome more knowing head and 
acuter Pen. And although I 
am conſcious that it meriteth 
not your acceptance ; yet I aſ- 
ſume the conhdence to believe 
chat you will favour it with a 
kind entertainment amongſt 
you; and the racher, for that ] 
now you are too judicious to 

ſearence it without firſt cating 
-igro the ballance of your indif- 
ferent judgmeats ſome Grains of 

Allowance: * The countenange 
you 



Dedicatory. 
you ſhew it will ſilence Detra- 

| &tors, and be Armour of proof 
againſt the fools bolts which. 
may —__ to be ſoon ſhot ac 
the Author, who is 

Genilemen, 

A conflant well-wiſhe# to 
the Proſperity (though an 

unworthy member ) 
of your Soctety , 

F. S. 
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Courteous Reader, | 
Ome to vr pier Preſs : & pag. 27 | 

ful. 
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a Heſc clear dayes of Know- | 
ledge ,. that have ranſacke 
the dark - corners of moſt 

FLY Arts and Sciences , \and 
freed - their hidden myſte- 

| ries from the bonds of ob- 
curity, have alſo regiſtred this of Ringing, 
in key won Ames their -bodbuarc. - 
as well the Speculative as the Praftick part, 
which of late years remain'd in Zmbryo , are 
HOW become perfeR; and _—_ the wok 
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2 Of the Art of Changes. 
ledge of the moſt ingenious. - Although the 
PraQick part of Rznging is chiefly the fubjet 
of this Diſcourſe, ”u I will ſpeak ſome- 
thing of the Art of Changes, its Invention be- 
ing Mathematical, and produceth incredible 
eſtes, as hereafter will appear. But firſt, 
[ will premiſe a word or two , to ſhew what 
the nature of thoſe Changes are. Some cer- 
tain number of things are preſuppoled to be 

. changed or varied; as 2. 3. 4. 5-6. or any 
greater number whatloeyer; then the num-| 
ber of things to be ſo varied muſt have the 
like number of fixed places aſſigned them. As 
if five men were fitting upon He ſtools in a 
row ; the ſtodls*are {uppdfed” to be fixed 
places for the fivemen, bn# the men by con- 
ſent may move or change to each others pla- 
ces at pleaſure, yet ſtill ſitting in a row asat 
firſt : now this Art direts how, and in_what 
order thoſe five men may change-places with 
each other, whereby they may fit. ſxx{core 
times in a row, and not twice alike. And 
likewiſea Peal of five Bells, being raiſed up 
0a fit compals for ringing of Ehanges, are 
there ſuppoſed to have five fixed places, 
which time afſigns to their notes or ſtxokes; 
yet the notes of the Bells may-c into 

chang- 
each others places at pleaſure: now 
alfodiretsthe manner and. method of 

: ww g 
. 
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Of the Art of Changes. ; 
ing the five notes in ſuch fort, that they 
may ſtrike ſx{core times round; 'and not 
twice alike. | 

The numbers of ves are thus ts be 
diſcovered.” Two muſt 'furt be admitted t6 
be vatied two wayes; then to find-our the 
oo in three, the”Changes on two maſt 

tiplied by three, and the produ@ will 
" fix , which are the compleat number 6f 
Changes on thtee, _ -- 

Thoſe fix Changes being multiptic by 
j jour; will produce 24, which are the cont 
p teat number of Changes on four. - The: 24, 
hanges on four, being molriplied by five;: 

will produce 120, which are the compleat 
number of Changes on five: 'And 1jn-tike 

roduce-720,- which -are the compleat 
len ah onfix.. The 720, -being multiplied. 
by ſeven, will produce 5040, which ate the 
_— of Changes on __ = 504.0, 

multiplied by eight, ' will produce 
| 2056 wy are the > Ha. of Changesor 
| eight,  Thole Changes on eight, being mut- 
|  tiplied by nine, will Se 362880, which 
| are the oliber of Changes on nine,”” 
| Changes'on nine, being multiplied dy: ten, 
will br nite, 3628800, which are the-nam- 

lten, Thoſe 0 — being 

2 



4 Of the Art of Changes. 
byeleven, will produce. 39916800, which 
are thenumber on eleven. Thoſe alſo be- 
ing multiplied by twelve, will - preduce 
499201600, which are the compleat num- 
ber of Changes on twelve. And if twelve 
men ſhould attempt to ring all thoſe Chan- 
ges on twelve Bells, they could not effet it 
mlefs than ſeventy.five years, twelve Lunar 
Months, one week, and three days, notwith- 
ſtanding they ring without intermiſſion, and 
after the proportion of 720 Changes every 
hour., | Or if one man ſhould attempt to 
prick'them downupon Paper,he could not ef- 

feCt it/if leſs than the aforciaid ſpace. And 
2449 being prickt'in a ſheet, they would 
take up fix hundred fixty five Reams of Pa- 
per, and upwards, ' reckoning five hundred 
Sheets to a Ream; - which Paper at five ſhil- 
lingsthe Ream, would coſt one hundred fx- 
ty ſix Pounds five Shillings. 

The reaſon of the aforeſaid Multiplication, 
by which the numbers of Changes are diſco- 
vered, and alſo that thoſe Pr are the 
true numbers of Changes, | will plainly and 
maniteſtly appear in theſe following Demion- 
ſtrations. | nw ot 
But firſt, ro muſt be admitted tobeyaried | 

two ways, thus —— —— Fas L.'2 

And then conſequently , three will {2:11 

\ 

- make 



_ Of the Art of Changes. 5 
make three times as many Changes as two z 
for there are three times two figures to be 
produced out of three, 'and not twice two 
the ſame figures, which are to be produced 
by caſting away each of the three fi- | 
Sures oneaſter another. Firſt, caſt a-| 123 
way 3, and 1.2 will remain; caſt away | 213 
2, and 1.3'will remain ; caſt away 1,and| (298 
2.3 will remain. So 6 cy pxeb + 
times two figures produced out. of the : 
three, FO ne two the ſame fi F-- 
gSnres, as 12.13.23. .cach two. may .be var. 
ried two ways, as befare':, then to the chan, 
ges which each two makes add the. thirdfi- 
Sure which is wanting; as to the. two, chan- 
ges made by 1.2 add the 3, to the chang 
1-3 add-the 2, and tothe Ix: and Z 
the '1, and the three. figures will 
times tbgether, and not, twice alike, as 
appeareth. 

Four will make © four times: as many 
For there are. fa1 

as he 

hog DT 

B 3 will 
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6 Of the Art of Changes. 

will remain; and laſtly, caſting away | 2413 
1, and 234-will remain; ſo that here | 4213 
S123, T24, 134, 234, and not twice | 1342 

the fame figures. Now each | 2- 
ſieve may be variedfix ways, accor-| 122 
ing to the preceding Example. Then Lal 
fo ſx ch which each three. 4312 
i Add the' _ figure which is | 2347 
wanting; as to the fix changes on 123 [3241 
add the 4, to the fix changes on 124 | 2431 
add the 3, to the fix changes on 134 | 4231 
add the 2, and tothe” ſix changes on | 3421 
2.34 add the 1, which renders the chan- 4321 
ges eat; fot then the four figures ſtand 

gr times can and 'not twice 
alike, as here a 
"Exe will make retitnes as many chan- 
S AS "fonr for there are five times ' four 

es” to be had out of five , © and- not 
twice. four the ſame figures, which are 
to be produced is before, by caſting a- 
way each of the five figures by turns2Caſt 

þ Fo 8 _ 1234 oy remain ;/'@fÞ"a- 
| Fig will remain ; caſtBaivay 

5509 12 1245 will remain; caft- Away 2, 
-will remain; caft away 1, 

2545 remain. Sothat here are hve times 
Dh produced;and not twice ſour the 
fame Es, Now each four _— ns 

} © 
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Of the Art of Changes.” 7 
twenty four ways, as in the-preceding.. ex-/. 
ample ;- then. to the: twenty. four changes - 
which each four makes, add the -Gfth: figure - 
which 'is wanting : as to the twenty fbbr 
changes on 1234-4 add the 5 ; to-the-twenty 
four. changes on/ 1235, add: the.4.-' to: the 
changes on 1245; add 3. to the-changes 'on. 
1345; add 2. and''to the changes 0n-2 345, 
add 2. which renders the ry TE 
for then the five figures ſtand fixſcore times 
together, and not-twice alike. Ia; 

| $2345 1.352041 12453 [13452 
21345 [21354] 21453[31452 | 42: 
13245 | 13254 F14253 [14352 
31245 | 31254] 4x255 142 354 
2.3145 [23154] 24153 4 34157 

1, 32145 | 32154| 42183143152 
"T2435 | 12534] 12543 |13542 

+1. 23435 215 34|12 154341544 | y059 
14235'} 35234 25243 35342 {25I0%... F 4,6 

48235 | $1234 51943 [$1344 II00t 
' 24135 | 25134] 25143 [35144 $33 248 ©-) 

2 431 35-þ $22 34,| $214 3 [5 314243236 > 
13425 | 13524 145.23 | 145324: 
31. wh 

% 

(7h 
311 41523 41532 hes & Le 

' T3325 \ 15324415423 [1543 29490 © 7 
20.7 423254 1513244 514232 51:432% : 
oo, + 34525 351.24 45 1 | 4 

wy \ 431.25 $4 F083! 41 Y 

—- + 23415 |235r4}'2 AFT® | 
324715 [325 PEPE 3 [43509 

my 4215-12534 5 1313 $12 

1 CASTS 1532314 Ph Bel 
415 135214 bd d heb inc 

; » 8 <, 

1348321 v1532 14159313 154308! 

OST 

p#+ 44 

4 | bs. 
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8 Of the Art of Changes. 

And in this manner the” compleat numbers 
of changes on ſix, ſeven, eight, nine, ten, 
cleven;twelve,c.may alſo be demonſtrated. / 
' The numbers of changes will alſo plainly - 
appear by the: methods,” whereby they are 
commonly pricktand rung. Now the natutc 
of theſe methods is ſuch, 'that'the changes'on 
one number comprehends'the' changes/on all 
leffer numbers, and that ſo regularly, that 
the compleat number of changes on each left. 

x ſer number are made in a moſt exa&t method 
2 within the greater; inforueh that a com- 
FW pleat Peal of changes on 'one number ſeemeth 

to be formed by uniting of the compleat 
Peals oj all. lefſer npmbers into one entire 
body ; which will manifeſtly. appear in the 

| 479001600 changes on twelye: for that 
Peal cofiprehends the 369 16800 changes on 

| eleven ;, - theſe likewiſe comprehend- the 
3628800. changes on ten , | theſe changes 
on ten |comprehend the 362880 on nine , 
theſe on nine. comprehend the. 40320 on 

' eight ; theſe: ;on eight comprehend- the 
5©40 on ſeven '; © thefe likewiſe the, 720 

- 6n fix, the- 520 alſo comprehend the 120 
on five; the 120- comprehend the 24: chan- 

EF. -1f es on .four theſe alſo. comprehend the 
| © fixchangesonthree, and the ſix comprehend 

the two changes on two. | Each of wn 

7 — a 
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. Of the Art of Changes. [1 
Peals (v:z.) on eleven,ten, nine, eight;ſeven, 
ſix, five, four, three, and two, being made-in! 

| 4moſtexa@t-method within the changes ow 
twelve. For Example, two are firſt admit- 
ted to be varied two ways, thus — | r2 

' Now the. figure 3 being. hunted | 22: 
| through each'of thoſe two changes, will pro-' 

duce the fſix-changes on three. The term' 
' Hunt, is given toa Bell to expreſs its motion 

in Ringing, which in figures'is after this 
manner , It muſt lie behind; betwixt, afd 
before the two figures: firſt:behind theny 
thus, 1 2 3 ;.then betwixt them, thus, 1 3-2 
now before them, thus, 3 1:2 : this is:called 
a hunting motion, - and here it has: hunted 
through the firſt change of the two, wherein 
it made three variations, as appears 1n the 1- 
gures, ſtanding thus in. order, 123 
'* Now it pauſt hunt through thewo- | 232 
ther-change, which is 2 1, in theſame-]. 313 
manner as before; that is, firſt it muſt- lie be- 
fore, then betwixt the two figures , thenbe- 
hind them, thus, 321, 231, 213; Here |: 
it has hunted through again,whercinit | 123 
-made three more - variations; which 1 132 
three being ſet directly under the for- | 21 
mer, the fix vatiations will then plain- 1 234 
ly appear , asin theſe figures: where: | 213 
the three figures ſtand ſix times toge- 
ther, and not twice alike. Now 

'F 
a : 
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S {> Of the Art of Changes. 
Now the figure 4 being in 

like manner hunted through each: 
of thofe ſix changes, will pro- 
duce the 24 changes on four 
Firſt', therefore it muſt hunt 
through the firſt, which is 123, 
letter (4); then through the. 
ſecond change of the fix, which is 
r32, letter (+); - then through 
the third, which is 312 , letter 
(c), and 10 it being huuted 
through the reſt of the changes 
likewiſe, will produce the twen- 
ty four changes on four. 

The figure 5 being hunted 
through each of thoſe twenty 
four changes, will produce the 
120 changes on five. Firſt there- 
fore it muſt hunt through the 
firſt, which is 1234, letter (a); 
then through the ſecond, which 
is 1243, letter (b); then alfo 
through the third, which is 1423, 
letter (c). In which manner it 
being hunted through the reſt of 
the twenty four changes, will 
produce the 120 on five.; And 
then the figure 6 being 
through each of thoſe ſix{core 

hunted | 

- 

CO I em mmmm—_—_ - —GutAuey—_— O_o 
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Of the Art of Changes. LI, 
changes will produce the 720 changes on fix., 
Andthe figure 7 being hunted through eagly 
of thoſe 72ochanges, will produce the 509. 
In which manner alſo-the eighth, ninth, 
tenth, eleventh, and twelfth, being ſucce{- 
fively hunted througheach Peal in the afore- 

| faidorder, will at length produce the-eom- 
pleat number of changes on twelve. Wherein 
?tis obſervable, that. all the figuires,,/ except 
two,: have a hunting motion 3 which zwo 
may properly be term'd the Center, | about 
which the reſt do circulate. By theſe ae- 
thods it isevident, that every hunting figure 
hath a certain number -af- figures-aſhgned, 
through which tis conſtantly to hunt: asinthe 
aforeſaid Example on twelve, where the 152 
are aſſigned for the figure 3/to hunt oougy 
as appears in the {ix changes before. Andin 
like manner, 123 are aſbpried for the figure 
4. to hunt through ; 1234-are afſigned forthe 
Jew 5 to hunt through; 12345: for 6-to 
hunt through, &c. Now the figure 4 hants 
as many-times through the: x: 2. as thol&twy 
make changes, that is, two times wherein-it 
makes twice three changes, that is, ſix, as Þ&- 
fore appeareth. The figure 4 hunts .as'ma. 
ny times through the 123; as thoſe three #1 
gures make c , that is, ſix timesz 

wherein it makes fix times four cndgns 
| 5s *.- 4 ©. - 4 oo_ 
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12 Of the Artof Changes. 
which amounts to twenty four. The figure 
5hunteth as many times through the 1234, 
asthoſe four figures make changes ,- that is, 
twenty four timez;, wherein it makes twen- 
ty four times five changes, which amounts to 
120. | The figure 6 hunts as many! times 
through the 12345, as thoſe five make chan- 
ges,' that is 120 times, wherein it maketh 
126 times fix changes, which amounts to 
7520. ' And in like manner the figure 7 hunts 
720 times through 123456 , wherein it ma- 
keth 720 times ſeven changes, which amounts 
to5040. The cighth hunteth 5040 times 
through 1 234567) 'wherein'it makes 40320 
changes.The g® hunteth 4.03 20 times through 
12345678, wherein it makes 362880 chan- 
ges,''' The "tenth hunteth 362880 times 
through 123456789 , wherein it makes 
3628800. The eleventh hunteth--3628800 
times through 1.2.3:4.5.6.7.8.9.-10; wherein 
itmakes 39916800. And laſtly; the-twelfth 

39916800 times throush 7-2. 3.4.5. 
6418.9.10.11. wherein it makes'39916800 
times twelve changes, which amounts to 
479001600, being the compleat number on 
twelve. By which *tis evident, that eve 
hunting figure hunts as many times throug 
itsaſſigned number of figures, as thoſe figures 
are capable 'of making changes, _ in 
19:54; Ort 



of the Art of Changer, 13 
ſhort comprehends the ſurnme and ſubſtance- 
of this. method, which is univerſal from'two, 
to all greater numbers whatſoever. 

If we conſider the multitude of different 
words, wherewith we expreſs our felyes in 
Speech, it may be thought almoſt impofhible 
that {ſuch numbers ſhould ariſe out of twenty 
four Letters; yet this Art of variation will 
produce much more incredible effe&s; To 
Sive an inſtance thereof, I will ſhew the num- 
bers of every quantity of Letters from two 
to twelve, that may be produced. out of the 
Alphabet. The generality of Words conſi- 
ſting of theſe quantities, (v:z.) two letters, 
three- letters, four, five, fix , ſeven, eight, 
nine, ten, eleven, and twelve letters. - There 
are 10626 times four letters to be produced 
out of the twenty four letters of the-Alpha- 
bet, and not twicefour all the {ame Letters. 
There are likewiſe. 42504 times five letters, 

' 134596 times ſix letters; 346104. times {c- 
venz"735471 times eight , 1307504 times: 
nine, I961256 times ten, 2496144. times 
eleven, and 2704156 times twelve. Now 
each ity being varied by the rules of 
this. Art, wilt produce 1 ible aumbers. 
Firſt the- 10626 times four letters; being 
multiplied by 24, which are the number of 
ways t0\ vary each four letters, —_ 

uce 
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14 Of the Art of Changes. + 
duce 245024 thatis toſay, four letters may 
be wa 495 out of the A aver toftand to- 
gether after this manner (z bc 4): two hun- 
dred. fifty five thouſand and twenty four 
times, and not twice alike. And in like man- 
ner, the 42504 timesfive Letters, being mul- 
tiplied by 120, which are the number of 
ways to 'vary each five, will produce 
5100480. The' 134596 times fix letters; 
being alſo multiplied by 720, will produce 
96909120. The 346104, being multiplied 
by 5040, will produce 1564364160. The 
735471 , being multiplied by 40320, will 
produce 295 54-2907 20. The 1 3075045 be- 
ing multiplied by 362880, will produce 
474467051520. The 1961256, being mul- 
multiplied by 3628800 , will © produce 
7117009772800. The 2446144 , bei 

iplied by 39916800 ,. will 
0972807981 9200; And laſtly, the-2yo04r56 
time twelve letters ; being multiplied by 
479001600, will produce 129 295050649600, 
which produds being;altadded together, as 
alſo 12696 which arethe numbers confiſting 
oftwo and three letters, the whole. will a- 
moutit to 1402645824276320 ; wherein 
there are-not two alike, nor two letters of 
one- ſort in any one of them; which being 
writren'or printed on'large Paper” in fobo;'al 
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Of the Art of Changes. ns 
| lowing 5000 to a ſheet, they would take up 

561058329 Reams of Paper and upwards, 
| reckoning 500 ſheets to aReam : which Pa- 

per all the Houſes in the City and Liberties 
of London would not contain; and in quan- 
tity doubtleſs infinitely exceeds all the 
Books that ever were printed in the world, 

' reckoning only one of each Impreſſion. And 
at the rate of five ſhillings the Ream, the Pa- 
per would coft 140564582 Pounds ſterling ; 
which is above four times as much as the year- 

| lyRent ofall the Lands and Houſes in ng 
' laud amountsto. Andall the people bot 

young and old in the City and Suburbs of 
London (admitting they are five hundred 

| thouſand) could not ſpeak the- like numbers 
of words under forty yearsand upwards, each 
of them ſpeaking 15000 eyery heur , 
and twelve hours every day. e” pro» 
digious numbers are the more to be admired, 
conſidering that the greateſt number of let- 
ters in any of them, exceeds not twelve, ne * 
ther are two letters of one fort in- any one 
of them : but by producing and yarying all 
the greater quantities, and placing two or . 
more letters of one fort, or two of one- fort 
and two- of another, with all. varitty of the 
like nature that commonly-happens if words 
the numbers arz{ing thereby -wotld infisite 

EXCEE 
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t6 Of the Art of Changes. 
exceed the former. And if all the numbers of 
every quantity 6f lettets fron one to twenty 
four; together with all the'variety as afore- 
ſaid, were methodically drawn out and va- 
ried according to the ryles of this Art; 
which might eaſily be performed-in reſpe& of 
the plain and praQical method: of doing it; 
but the infinite nutnbers of them would not 
permit a Million of men to effe& it in fome 
thouſands of years: it would be evident; 
that there is no word or {yllable in any lan- 
guage or ſpeech in the world, which can be 
expreſt with the charaer of our Alphabet, 
but might be found {teratim and entire 
therein; and more by many thouſands »of 
Millions than can be pronounced, or that 
eyer were yet made uſe of in any language: 
- Iwrill here (give one inſtance _of another 
Kind, ſhewing the admirable effetts of this 
Art, and foconclude. A man having twen: 
ty Horles, contrats with a Brick-maker to 
give him one hundred pound Sterling; con- 
titionally that the Brick-maker will deliver 
him as many Loads of Bricks, as there are ſe- 
veral Teams of ſix Horſes to be produced out 
ofthe aforeſaid twenty to-fetch them, and 
not one Team or Sett of fix Horſes to fetch 
two Loads. The Brick-maker might be 

to have made a very advantageous 
| bargain, 
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bargain, but the contrary will appear.: --For 

| thereare thirty eight thouſand ſeven: hun- 
dred and (ixty ſeveral Teams of ſix' Horſes, 
to be produced out of twenty, and not twice 

' fix the fame Horſes; then the Brick-maker 
muſt deliver as many Loads as there are 
Teams, and each Load conliſting of five hun- 
dred Bricks, the whole. would amoynt ro 
193 80000, which beinþ bought for one hun- 
dred pounds as aforeſaid, would not coft- a- 

' bovefive Farthings a thouſand : and at the 
| rate of thirteen ſhillings and four pence the 
| thouſind, they amount to twelve thouſand 
| nine hundred and twenty pounds Sterling. 

But ſhookd a contrat be made with -the 

twerity, which ſhall Kand.in the Cart-inadif- 
fering manner ; that is to fay, although:there 

' maybe the ſame Harſes in ſeveral Teams, 
et their places ſhall beſo changed, that they 
all not ſtand twice alike in any two Teams, 

On this account the Brick-maker muſt deli- 
| verſeven hundred and twenty times as many 

as before for there are 38760 ſeveral Teams 
| as before I have ſhewed : then each Team 
| May be placed 720 ways in the Cart, and8/ * 
| not twvicealike , which is to be done accors 

ding 

| Brick-maker to deliver as many. Loads: of 
| Bricks, as there ate Teams of fix. Hovles:in 
| each, to be produced out. of the aforeſaid 
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18 Of the Art of Changes. 

ding to the methods whereby the 720 chan 
ges on fix Bells are rung. So that 38760 
which are the number of Teams, multiplicc 
by 720, which are the number of ways to va 
ry the ſix Horſes in each Team, the produ& 
will be be 279072060, which are the com 
pleatnumber of Teams; and every Team car 
rying one Load , confiſtng of five hun 
dred Bricks, the Whole will amount tc 
1 395 3600000 Bricks. And after the pro. 
portion of a hundred and fifty thouſand of 
Bricks to a Houſe, they would build ninety 
three thouſand and twenty four Houſes: 
which are above fix times as many as the late 
dreadful fire in London confumed. And at the 
rate of thrteen ſhillings and four pence the 
thouſand , they are worth. 6976800 pound: 
Sterting,which is at leaſt four hundred Wag- 
-gon-loads of money, as much as five Horſes 
can ordinarily draw. 

AN 
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INTRODUCTION 
To the Practice of 

RINGING 
S the original deſign of caſting Peals 
of Bells was in order to make plea» 
ſant Mulick thereon ; fo- the. Notes . 

1 in every Peal are formed apt for 
that end and purpole , every Peal of Bells be- 
ing tun'd according to the principles of Mu- 
ick ; for in a Pealof fix Bells are the-ſix plain 
ng-Notes, whereupon all Muſick "conf 

namely , [4 ſol fa mi re wt. Byti in reg 
that in ringing of them the Notes cannot be 
had at command, as the Notes of other Inſtru- 
ments may ; therefore, as the PraQtitioners in 
ancient time found ſome neceſſity to cauſe all 
the Notes to ſtrike ſucceſhvely after one»a- 
nother, ſo likewiſe they thought! it-in ring» 
ing them to place:the Notes in this follow- 
ing order. The leaſt note to leador ſtrike 
firft, then the Note which is C— 

C4 .. 
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deeper or flatter, and fo the reft of the notes 
to ſtrike after each other according to their 
degrees, the flatteſt ſtriking laſt; in which 
order the notes were fuccetſively reiterated 
both at fore-ſtroke and back-ſtroke, from the 
beginning to the end of each Peal. And at 
this day the ſame order  alfo obſerved in 
raiſing, ceaſtng, and ringnig them at a low 
compals ; wherein each; note being confin'd 

_ to ſtrike in a certain-place, therefore had 
they their terms of Firſt, Second, Third, 
Fourth, Fifth,” &c. given them, to dehote 
their order 'and places *of ſtriking ; from 
whencealſo the Bells derive thoſe terms of 
diſtintion by which they are now known. 
Although 'the ringing of a Peal of Bells 
in the aforeſaid order, (which is commonly 
term'd Round-ringing) is in it ſelf Muſical; 
yet the Notes may be ſo placed in ringing, 
that their Muſick may be rendred much.more 
pleaſant: for in Muſick there are Concords, 
which indeed may be ternyd the very life 
and foul of it, that renders all Muſick ex- 
ceeding pleaſant : the principal are Thirds, 
Fifths, and Eights; Thirds are 1 3.2 4. and 
fuch like: Fifths are 12 5.2 6. cc. Eights 
are-.1 8.2*9. 3 10. Cc. each Concord con- 
fiſting oftwonotes. They may well be ter- 
med Concords, in reſpe& of their ne" 

Die ; Þ | 
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and harmony ; for the two notes (as if it were 
by mutual conſent) being ſtruck together at 
one inſtant, or elſe immediately after one 
another , affords delightful melody to the 
ear; in which reſpec, apeal offive Bells are 
capable of making better Muſick than a peal 
of four; ſix better than five; and more eſpe- 
cially will ten or twelve make more excellent 
Muſick than any leſſer numbers can poſſibly 
do, there being greater-variety of Concords 
therein,and eſpecially of Eights. For this Mu- 
fical end were changes on Bells firſt practiſed, 
changes being nothing elſe but a movihg and 
placing of the Notes in ringing, whereby va- 
riety of pleaſant Mulick is made ; and as the 
manner. of moving the notes, is, for two 
notes to change places with each other, 
therefoae are they called Changes. The me- 

- thods of changes being ſomewhat intricate, 
| have therefore penn'd the following Trea- 
tiſe as a Clue to guide the Practitioner 
through the Labirinth of them, wherein. I 
have made uſe of figures to repreſent the 
notes of Bells, the manner thus, Ina pealof 
five Bells there are five ſeveral notes, which 
with figures are thus expreſt, 12 34 5: the 
figure 1 repreſentsthe leaſt or ſharpeſtnote, 
which is term'd the Firſt, becaule its place 
in round ringing is tolead z this note is molt, 

C 3 cone 
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commonly called the Treble. The figure 
repreſents the note which is the next cegre 
deeper or flatter, and is term'd the Seconc 
becauſe it ftrikes in the fecond place. And i 
like manner 3 repreſents the note of the thir 
Bel), 4 the note of the fourth Bell, and 
the note of the Fifth or Terinor. In whic 
manner, the figures in all the following me 
thods do likewiſe repreſent the notes © 
Bells. | 

Sinee the ringing of changes requires thi 
peal of Bells, on which the changes are to be 
tung, to be firſt raiſed uptoa ſet Pull, whict 
compaſs is moſt proper for the ringing 0: 

' them; therefore the Learners firſt pradtice 
muſt be to raiſe a Bell true in peal, to ring it 
at a low compaſs, and alſo to ceaſe it true 

| wherein conſiſts the chief grounds 
of this Art, which depends on the Ear, and 
therefore much judgment is required there- 
in. And to ſpeak the truth, moſt praQi- 
tioners are in theſe Gays ſomewhat deficient 
herein; the ringing of changes having gene- 
rally diverted the Learners fancy from the 
praQtice of raiſmg, round-ringing, and ceaſing, 
by which means we have in a manner loſt 
one Excellency in the purſuit of another. 

| Therefore I could wiſh that the PraRitioners 
CN TO ARISE 

Ro; , ing- 
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Ringing in general, ſince the only excellen 
_ as well in the ringing of 7 wei as "pac 54 
ond depends thereon : the keeping of time being 
id in 8s efſential to render all kinds of ringing 
hird Pleaſant to the ear, as *tis to render any other 
ds kind of Muſick ; therefore the praftitioner 
hich Qught to. have a Muſical eare, and to have 
me. {ome judgment in_ beating time, without 
s of Which he can neyer ring his Bell true in its 

place. A proſpet of true ringing at any cer- 
he Fain compals under theSett ,. may thus be ta- 

he kenzfor Inſtance,in ringing a peal of Bells ; 
ich |from the fore-ſtroke of eyery note. to the next 
; of fore-{troke of the ſame note, there ought to 
tice | be eleven punritwms or Beats of time, which 
git We all ſuppoſed to ſtand at Aquidiſtances : 
2.4 NOW 1nten of theſe puntiums , the' five notes 
ads | 0ughtexaQtly to ſtrike at the fore-ſtroke and 
ind Þack-ſtroke , and the eleyenth ſtands as a Gy-= 
re. | phex to guide the Treble-note at fore-ſtroke 
Ai. to a double proportion of time from the Ten- 

nor-note at back-ſtroke : which blank pan- 
16. wm muſtallobe beaten in the ſame place by 
he Every note, to render its fore-ſtroke aniwe- 
mw rable to that of the Treble. For example; 
3f- | the third note having ſtruck at fore-ſkroke, 

itmuſt| beat eleven puritwms of equidifance 
rs | untoits ſtriking; there again . The fir}, pane - 
ne | Gamisthat of the 4* note, the ſecond 5,"t 
g- | C4 third 
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third 7, the fourth 3, thefifth 3, the ſixth 44 
the ſeventh 5, the eighth o, the ninth 1, the 
tenth 2, the eleventh its own place of ftri- 
king again at fore-ſtroke. Theſe prnitums 
of Beats of time , muſt be proportioned ei- 
ther wider or cloſer, according to the 'com- 
paſs 'of the Treble : therefore firſt the Tte- 
blemuſt fix its compaſs certain and true at 
fore-{troke, which ought- to be- proportio- 
nate to what the number of the notes, and 
compaſs-of the peal of Bells; may according 
to judgment* permit; and then from one 

 fore-ſtroke of it ts thenext, if there are five 
notes; there ought to be eleven prnitums 
6f equidiſtarice aſſigned, wherein tlie notes 
ſhould exaRtly ftrike (except the blank) as 
before.  Frorh hence *tis, that the moſt judi- 
erous Ringet oughtto be put to the Treble 
for that bell cannot poſhbly be rung true by 
any-other means than by beating of its own 
time; and although the exa&tneſs of true 
ringing requires the like in every note, when 
bnce the compaſs is fixed, yet the leading 
note being rung true, may be a guide tothe 
reſt of the notes, which wy tolerably take 
their meaſures of time from the Treble-note 
but for every note to take its meaſure of 
time: e5lely ' from the next precedirig note, 
fnulk need-be yery erronjous}, for iy a5 &y 

% W 
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the Prattice of Ringing, 25 
| they implicitely lead one another out of the 

he | way. Or elle in the ringiug of five bells, 
from the fore-ſtroke of every note to the next 
fore-ſtroke. of the fame note, there may be 
one and twenty punttums or beats of time afſ- 
ſigned, to ſtand at equidiſtances and the five 
notes, as they follow one anotherzat the fore- 
frroke and back-ftroke to ſtrike in every ſe- 
cond punitum, except the Treble-note at fore« 
ſtroke, whichmuſt ſtrike in the third puns 
Gum from the Tenor at back-ſtroke; fo that 
then there wilt be two of thoſe ſpaces be- 
twixt every note , and three betwixt the 
note of the Tenor at back-ſtroke and the note 
of the Treble at fore-ftroke, which poſhbly 
by ſome may be held a better compaſs than 

| the former: but quot homines tot ſententie, Eve- 
| ryPractitioner,' that has judgment to beat 

his own time; has the advantage of ringing 
his bell true, whilſ the reſt of the notes com» 
mit faults: for the compals being once fixed, 
as many bells as'do either rife or fall from 

| thence commit errors, 
| ++ Thetrueſt way of raiſing apeal of bells ac+ 

cording to the beſt of modern practice, is, as 
wick-as may be; every Ringer taking aſh» 
nce to raile his bell, according as the going 

of it requires. 1n raiſing of them, the leſſer 
bells; -as the Treble &c. ought at the at 
V - pu 
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pull to be ſwayed very deep, and held dow! 
in the {way by ſtrength of armes as much a 
may be, to delay the time of their firſt tri 
king, by which means the bigger bells, whicl 
carry a large compaſs, may have ſpace te 
come in; and the raiſing of the {maller hell 
to be continued with a ſtrong pull, givin 
them fcope over head' (for the aforeſaid rea 
ſon) untill they. come up Frame-high , 0: 
thereabouts,and then the pull to be flacken*d 
and the bells leiſurely to be raiſed to the in 
tended height or pitch, The bigger bells 0 
the peal, asthe Tenor cc. muſt in their firf 
raiſing be checkt or pinch'd over head , by 
which means the notes of all the bells may b« 
made to ſtrike round in their due place anc 
order from the beginning ; and obſerve, tha 
at the firſt pull all the bells muſt follow one 
another as cloſe as may be, - A peal of bell 
may thus be ceaſed : the falling of the bell: 
from a Sett-pull muſt gradually be done, by 
checking them only at Sally, until the low 
compaſs renders the Sally uſeleſs; and when 
they are ceaſed ſo low, that they ſcarce ſtrike 
at back-ſtroke for want of compaſs : then he 
that rings the Treble, may give- notice (by 
ſtamping on the ground) that the next time 
the bells come to ſtrike at the fore-ſtroke. 
they may be checkt down {o low as to Se, 

cit 
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Jown/ their ſtriking at the back-ſtroke, yet their 
ch %s\ ſtriking round at the fore-ſtroke may be con- 
 HIl-/tinued, until they are brought into a chime, 
hich | which is a grateful concluſion of a peal, 
© tO! Inraifing of apeal of bells, all the notes 
o Ils ' ought to ſtrike roundat one pull : but miſtake 
VINg ' me not, I do not mean at the firſt pull; for at 
rea- | ſmall bells *ris uſual to ſway them all round at 
| Or | the firſt pull without ſtriking; at the ſecond 
N'd, | pull to ſtrike them at the fore-ſtroke, and at 
2 Mb | the third pull at back-ſtroke. In raiſing of a 
ls of | al of more weighty bells, *tis uſual toſtrike 
firſt; | them double at the fourth pull , becauſe the 
, by | extraordinary weight and large compals of 
/ be } the hind-bells permits it not to be done ſo0- 
ane | ner. In the frſ raiſing of a peal of bells, 
hat | one bell ought not to ſtrike before the reſt, or 
one | to mils ſtriking when the reſt go round : nei- 
ells | ther ought any bell in ceaſing to ſtrike after 
ells | thereſt, or to leave ſtriking before the reſt; 
by | all which, according to the ftrinels of true 
OW | ringing, are accounted great faults. 
en | Thepealof bells on which the changes are 
IKE | to be rung, muſt firſt be raiſed up to a Sett- 
he pull, which compaſs is moſt proper for the 

ringing of changes; for then the notes of the 
| bells may be had at command. Therefore 

©, | before the young Practitioner can be capable 
1 of ringing changes, he muſt be entrageeuy 
| W 
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well skilPd in the managing of a bell at a Sett- 
pull, which is abſolutely requiſite,for this rea- 
ſon: In the ringing of -changes, his mind 
will be {o buſted and wholly taken up with 
the conſideration of the courle and method of 
them, and his eye continually wandring about 
to dire& his pull in the following of the 
other bells; that unleſs he has extraordina- 
ry skill in the managing of his own bell, and 
can ſet it in a manner hood-winkt, he will be 
apt either to drop or overturn it; or elſe on 
the other hand, for want of skill, his eye and 
mind will be 1o fixed on his own rope and bell 
to guide the managing of it, that he cannot 
at the ſame time mind the courſe of the chan- 
ges, and thenno wonder if he is in a wood, 
which conſequently follows; * and indeed 
hence partly *tis, that the Learners in their 
firſt pratice do oftentimes toil and moi] 
themſelves to ſo little purpoſe. Therefore 
*tisnot enough that the young Practitioner 
can ſeta bell it may be half a ſcore times to- 
vether , when *tis an even wager that he ci- 
ther drops or overturns it in thoſe ten pulls :. 
but he muſt be fo perfeQtly skilld, as that he 
might adventure to lay fen to one, that he 
can ſet it thirty or forty times together, 
both fore-ſtroke and back-ftroke , - without 
dropping or overturning it, and without 

| looking 
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Ut! looking direfly either on his hands or rope 
<4- | whilſt he ſets it. Therefore in his praQtice 
= ' of ſetting a bell, he may caſt his eye about 
7 c| on the other bell-ropes whilſt he manageth 
' ®! | his bell, whereby he may accuſtom himſelt to 
ty manage it as the ringing of changes requires. 
MC | The xinging of changes is performed, part- 
a” ly by the ear, and partly by the eye; the ear 
ys informs when to make a change, the eye di- 

| res the pull in the making of itz but then 
_ | again the ear guides the ſtriking of the note 
wer ' true in its place according to time. So that 
© | the ear and eye have each of them its proper 
ot | objeR in the ringing of changes, and there- 
4. | fore ought at the ſame time to be abſolutely 
; ? free from all others whatſoever, the notes of 
© | the bells being the objet of the ear, and the 
re | bell-ropes the obje&t of the eye. Now theſe 
* | twoSenles in the time of ringing do each of 

"© | them thus perforn+its office. Firit, the ear, 
©* | asa Sentinel, diſcovers the near approaching 

| change, and alfo the place wherein his note 
© | lies, that is, whether before or behind the 

ne | note wherewith Ptis to make a change, and: 
i gives preſent information to the eye, to ug 

orm its part accordingly in the making of itz 
but then again _the eye refers it to the ear, 

. | to place the note true in ſtriking. But que- 
- ſtionlels (by the bie) the trueſt ringing of 
'S | | chan- 
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changes is to be performed only by the car ; 
but then the Practitioners muſt be capable 
to judg of time, and to beat it true , which: 
muſt be the only direQion' to guide their 
pull; and then it mutt be performed at a peal 
of bells that may be managed with caſe; and' 
being ſo fitted in all reſpe&s, the changes 
may doubtleſs be rung more true, with grea-! 
ter pleaſure to the Pradtitioners, and much; 
more free from miſtakes and forgets, only by 
the ear, than by making uſe of the eye to di- 

- xecttheir pull. But in regard that either the 
Hl going of the bells; or want of fit accom- 
pliſhments in the pradtitioners, may render : 
it unfit for common praftice; therefore the 
fureſt way is to ring both-by the «6 and ear, 
as I {aid-before, Now to-render the eye and 
ear rightly uſeful in the ringing of chan-' 
ges, five = ought by the young Practitio- | 
ner to be well underſtood, + Firſt, he muſt be | 
able todiſtinguilh the notes of a peal of bells, 
and to know one from another in the time of 
ringing. Secondly, he muſt apprehend the | 
places of the notes. Thirdly, the preceden- 
cy of notes. Fourthly, the manner of making 
a change in ringing. Fifthly, a general pro- 
{pe& of the manner of putting the four pre- 
ceding notions into practice. | 

- Obſervation 1, TheLearner muft be able 
to 
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Ir | to diſtinguiſh the notes of a peal of bells one 
ble 
ich! 

prehend the places of the notes,wh 

from another, and to know them aſunder ; as 
the Treble-note from the Second; the Second 
from the Third, &«c. which , tis true, ny 

; readily be done in round ringing, becauſe 
each note may be known by the place where- 
in it conſtantly ftrikes; but in ringing of 
changes it is more difficult. For admitting 
that fix bells ſhould ſtrike in this order, 

| —_— it might puzzle an unskilful car 
v judg which is the Treble, or which the Se- 

| cond note, eſpecially whilſt any other note 
-| ftrikesbetwixt them: and the like difficulty 

might happen in dinguiſhing the reſt of the 
notes, as the 2% from the 43%, &c. To re- 
move this difficulty, he muſt endeavour to 
acquire ſome $kill in tuning the notes of_a 
peal of bells with his voice, which he may do 

| by imitatieg the notes of the bells when he 
hears themring : or elſe any perſon that has 
$kill in ſinging , will eucly dire& him 
therein, and alſo how to take the true pitch 
ofany notes with his voice, which will be the 
only means to diſtinguiſhthem aſunder. 

Obſerv. 2%, The Learner muſt rig ap- 
ich | thy 

cannot. better be done than by this means. 
Conſidering that the notes of a peal of bells 
do all firike one after another at _— 

&3 
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ſtroke, and the like at back-ſtroke z it might 
lil be requiſite for him to imagine, that" the 
ll} notes 1n their ſtriking dolie in a dire& line; 

| that is, in a row at the fore-ſtroke, and the 
Witt | - like again at back-ſtroke ; for then the pla- 
\\""s ces of the notes will much reſemble the pla- 
[11 ces of the figures wherewith the changes are 
18 prickt: for as the figures of every change 
Wl! | do all ſtand in a row; lo likewiſe the fiotes of 

the bells, being imagined to ftrike in the 
like row, he may the more readily apprehend 
the places of the notes, and conlequently of 
changing them, For the pra@ick part of 

| this Art, isperformed by means of imagina- 
Wl! Ty, not real notions; which will thus mani- 

feſtly appear. This is the plat- _ 
form of a Frame, wherein five bells | 1 |2 
may be ſuppoſed to hang in a 
Steeplegthe figures therein repre. $1415] 
ſenting the places wherein the five bells 
hang. Now in the ſixſcore changes on five 
bells, wewill ſuppoſe the Treble to'be the 
whole Hunt, and to hunt up firſt oyer 'the'Se-. 
cond, then over the Third, &c.” Now the 
Treble cannot really move'out of the place 
herein it hangs; butby delaying its tfi- 
king untill the Second Bell hasſſtruck,' it may 
by that means ſtrike next after it; and again, 
by detaying its ſtriking until the Third has 

| | {ruck, 
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truck, it may alſo ſtrike next after that, this 
being the true manner of the changes; by 
which *tis evident, that the bells have nei- 
ther really ſuch places nyr_ motion as is pre: 
tended, but is meerly imaginary , and was af 
firſt feigned only as a Guide to dire the 
PraQitioner's apprehenſion in the ringing of 
them. So that although the art of changes 
is in it {s}fa real thing, yet the notions by 
which they are redyced tg praftice'pn bells 
are hot ſo. For which-reaſon, the ſeyera 
prattitioners of this Art, before they can be- 
come expert, are fain to form intheir minds 
imaginary notions to guide them; ſome af- 
ter one manner, ſome perhaps after another, 
according to their {everal fancies, yet all ren- 
ding to render the methods of changes pra- 
Ricable on bells z and having once. form'd in 
their minds ſuch imaginary helps, they be- 

| eome expert in ſhort time: and then no ſo0- 
nerdo they underſtand the methods of chan- 
es prickt with figures, which they common-' 

diſcover at firſt view; but they are pre- 
Craly capable of ringing them TOO; on. 
bells, which cxperjenee daily teſtifies; ., And 
cet is, that + Tg 20: NI al- 
t pe ygderitandg; Þ; 
thods of changes vrickt, and alſocan, perfect. 
ks manage a Bell; yet "Th of a right Wp- 

| | pr6- 
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prehenſion of the nature of changing the 
notes, which of themſelves it may be. they 
cannot ſoon attain, are therefore-much puz. 
led in their firſt prattice.of ringing _—__ 
Therefore as a guide;”the Learner muſt 
form in his mind a fit repreſentation, of the 
places of the notes; which I think cannot 
better be done, than by imagining each/note 
tobe afigure; as the Treble-note to be the 
figure 1, the ſecond note the figure '2, the 
third note the figure 3, andthe like of the 
reſt. Then whenſoever he hears a' peal of 
bells ring, let him by ſtrength of imagination 
coRceit, that each note bears the ſhape of a 
figure; that is, at the ſame inſtant of- time 
that the note ſtrikes, he may imagine that it 
leaves the impreſſion of the figure behind it, 
and that with the eye of his imagination he 
perfettly ſees it : and likewiſe: as the notes 
of the bells do alltrike after one another/at 
the fore-ſtroke, ſo he may imagine that they 
lie ina row in the ſhape of figures; and'the 
like again at back-ſtroke. - For inſtance : ſup- 
poſe that-five Muskets 'were charged with 
five” bullets, and that each bulllet bears the 
{hape of a figure ; one 'Gun to be charged 
with the figure 1, another with the figure 2, 
and thedther\ three: Guns with theſe three 
hgures,'$+4. 5.' Then ſuppoſing A 

ne 
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line were drawn upon the wall, thus ——— 
and that the five Muskets were by five men 
levelPd againſt the line, which is to be the 
mark for them to ſhoot at ; the figure i to 
be firſt ſhot off, then the figure 2, and ſo the 
reſt in order immediately after one another : 
now at the ſame inſtant” of time that 'the 
Guns are heard to go off, the five figures 
would ap- © 

' row upon 
thewall, thus. Soin like manner when he 
hears a peal of five bells ſtrike after one ano- 
ther at the fore-ſ{troke, and again at back- 

| frroke, he may-imagine that at the very in- 
tant of their ſtriking” their notes appear to 
his apprehenſion in” the ſhape of "the fivef- 
gures, and that they ftrike in a row, thus, 
12345, asif cachBell were a Gun, and 
hadſhotout its note/ur the ſhape of a. figure. 
There being .neceſfity that the young Pra- 
Eitioner muſt either: imagine” cach note to 

 beareal figure, or elfe a repreſentative : for 
as the ear is to be his guide to dire when to 
make'each change; ſoa right apprehenſion 
of the motion: and places of the notes, muſt 
bez means to guide his ear. © Now. in regard 
that the changes are firſt prickt with figures, 
from whence the notes of the bells "_ 

I. - D 2 their 
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their courle; therefore if in ringing he ima- 
gine each note to be a real figure, then the 
lame knowledge that guides the pricking, 
guides alſo as readily the ringing of them, 
for then the note of his bell is ſuppoſed to 
have the ſame courſe with that of a real fi- 
gure. Butif he imagines that each note'is 
not a real, but a repreſentative of a figure ; 
then conſequently it muſt only have the like, 
and: not.the ſane courſe : by which means, 
whilft he is ringing of changes, his mind muſt 
have frequent recourle to his Pocket, that is, 
to the changes there prickt; from whence 
he muſt continually fetch inſtrutions to di- 
re& the courſe of his Bell, which is often- 
times the caſe of the Learner : his thoughts in 
the time of ringing being commonly upon 
the figures that are prickt, either upon pa- 
per, orelſe upon the Steeple-wall, whilſt it 
ſhould be wholly intent upon the notes. 
Therefore in a word, the PraQitioner whilſt 
he is ringing of changes, muſt fix his mind 
fully and wholly upon the notes of the bells, 
and not permit it in the leaſt to wander from 
thence; for the notes are to be the ſole ob. 
jet of the thoughts inthe time of ringing. 

The notes being imagined to ſtrike in a 
row as aforeſaid, their places will then ſoon 
be paderſtood. The notes do take: their 

| places 
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places according to their ſucceſſive order of 
ſtriking both at fore-ſtroke and back-ſtroke ; 
each ſucceeding note taking its place next to 
that which precedsit: for whatloever bell 

| leadseither at fore-ſtroke or at back-ſtroke, 
its note lieth in the firſt place of the ſuppoſed 
row of notes; and that which ſtrikes next af- 
ter the leading note, its note lieth in the fſe- 
cond place of the ſuppoſed row of notes, and 
{o the reſt in the like order. - As it five bells 
ſhould ftrike thus after one another either 
of fore-ſtroke or back-ſtroke, 5 4 1 2 3. here, 
the 5th lieth in the firit place, becauſe it was 
firſt ſtruck ; the 4th in the ſecond place, be- 
cauſe it was ſecond ſtruck; the Treble in the 
third place, becauſe it was third ftruck ; the 
2d in the fourth place, becauſe it was fourth 
ſtruck; and the 3din the laſt place, becauſe 
it was laſt truck ; and the like 'of the note 
in every change. 

Obſerv. 3. The next thing to be under- 
ſtood by the Learner, is the precedency of 
the notes. Now whereas in the ringing of 
changes, the notes do all trike after one ano-' 
ther at the fore-ſtroke, and again atthe back- 
ſtroke , therefore are they ſaid to lie before 
or behind cach other, according to their pla- 
ces of ſtriking, As if five men were ſtanding 
in a row, as theſe five figures. reprelent , 

D 3 I 2.34 53> 
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1 2.3 45, thefirſt man to ſtand at the fig. 1, 
the ſecond manat the figure 2, &c. and that 
they ſtand with their faces all one way, that 
is, the firft man ready to lead, and the reſt to 
follow him one behind another. Now the 
firſt man ſtands before the reſt, -and the fitth 
man behind the reſt ; the ſecond man ſtands 
behind the firſt man, - but before the third ; 
the third man ſtands behind the ſecond, but 
before the fourth ;, and the fourth ſtands. be- 
hind the third, but before the fifth. In which 
manner the notes being ſuppoſed to ſtrike 
m the like row, may alſo be {aid to lie before 
or behind each other as the men did. For 
whatfoever note leads either at fore-ſtroke 
or back-ſtroke, is faid to lie before the' reſt ; 

. and that which ſtrikes laſt, to ſtrike behind 
the reſt. "The note which lieth in the ſecond 
place, as onthe one hand it lieth behind the 
feeding note, ſo on the other hand it lieth 
before the note in the third place. As'the 
note in the third place lieth behind- the note 
inthe ſecond place, ſoit lieth before the note 
in the fourth place. And in like manner, 
every note-is ſaid to lie behind thoſe that 
rike before it, and before thoſe that frrike 
after it. © | 

Obſerr), 4. A Change is to bemade” be- 
twixt two notes, by moying them into ae 

F others 
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| others places; wherein *tis to be. obſerved 
| as a general Rule, That wy change muft 
be made'betwixt two notes that ſtrike next 

' tocach other. As iffive bells were- ringing 

—— — a" - 

round ia this order, 12345, the 1 and 2 may 
make a change, or 2 and 3, or likewiſe 3 and 

| 4y0r 4and 5, becaule each two lie next cach 
| other; but the 1 and 3 cannot, becauſe 2 
ſtrikes between them,much lets may 1 and 4, 

' G6. The two notes which-make every change, 
moves intq each others places in the making 
of it; wherein-one note 4s laid. to..move 

_—— 

and the other dows.:; The reaton why one .of 
them is{aid to move up, is, becauſe he that 
rings that;bell, in the making of the change 
mulſthold it up at the Sett alittle longer than 
ordinary, to delay its, ſtriking ,. whereby *tis 
madeto follow the othex note which before 

| it-preceded; and. becauſe *tis fo held up, 
| therefore, ?tis {aid to make an Vp-change, or 
| tomoye up: andon the contrary, the rea- 
| fon} why the other note is ſaid- to, move 
| down, ;| is, becauſe. he-4hat rings. it ,; pulls 
down, the-bell a little ſooner-than. ordinary, 
tomake itftrike befere-the note which-be- 

| fore-it followed; and-becaufe *tis ſo-pulled 
down, therefore. it is faid to. make a” Down- 

| change, or to move down. 1 will here give a 
ſhort though certain rule to know- when- an 

| D 4 Up- 
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Up-change or a Down-change is to be niade ! 
whenlſoever any note moves to ſtrike behind 
the note wherewith it makes a change; it 
makes an up-change in doing it; and when- 
ſoever it moves to ſtrike before the note, 
which *tis to make a change with, it makes a 
down-change in doing it: ſo that every note 
which moves fromward the leading-note, 
makes an up-change ; ahd when it moyes to- 
ward the leading-note, it makes a down- 
change. I will here ſhew the rtianner of ra- 
king acharige : admitting thar a = of five 
bells were raiſed to a ſett-pull; which is the 
uſual compaſs for ringing of changes ; the 
notes are firft ſuppoſed to ſtrike in this order, 
12345. Now a change may be made be- 
twixt any two notes that ſtrike next each 
other ;" I' will here make it betwixt the 3d. 
and 4th. which is' ts be done by moving 
them into each others places. Now?tis ob- 
{etvable , that before the making of the 
change, - the 3d. note lies before the 4th. 
that 1s; if Rrikes next before the 4th 3- and 
the 4th: lies behind the 34. that is, it ſtrikes 
behind it: now in the making of the change, 
the 3d. muſt move to-Rtrike behind the 4th. 
wherein) it makes an up<chanpe; and the 4th. 
Nnoteatthe ſame time muſt move to ſtrike 'be- 
fore the 34, wherein it makes a + 

| e 
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de! | the change being made, the bells will ftrike 
tind | thus, 12435. All changes whatloever are 
; it | made in the aforeſaid manner : for as the 3d 
ien- | note made an up-chanige in moving to ſtrike 
ote, | behind the 4th, and the 4th at the ſame time 
es 2 | adown-change in moving to ſtrike before the 
ote | 34; ſo inlike manner the two notes that make 
pte, | every change, muſt in the making of it move 
;to- | the one up, and the other down, as the 3d 
wn- | and 4th here has done. The Learner may + 
ra- | take notice, that in ringing termes *tis not 
five | uſual to fay, that a bell makes an up-change, 
the | ora down-change ; butiin ſhort, that it moves 
the | «por down, which implies the former, When 
er, | anote makes an up=change, *tis then ſaid to 
be- | move over the othernote; and when it makes 
ach | adown-change, to move wider it : as in the 
3d. | next preceding example, where the 3d note 
ing | isfaid to move up over the 4th, and the 4h 
pb- | down under the 3d, in which manner the 
the | terms over and wnder are given to the two 
th. | notes-that make every change. 
nd Obſerv. 5.. In the time of ringing changes, 
ces | two things are by the Praftitioners to be 
Je, | well confidered. Fizſty to obſerve and-rea- 
th. | dily to know, which two bells are always to | 
th. | make the next ſucceeding change : Second- 
e- | ly, if he is concern'd therein, to: conſider 
e; | whatbell he is to follow in the making of it. 
he Upon 
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Upon a right knowledge of theſe two thing 
depends the Pra&tick part of this Art. 1 
make him expert herein, he muſt befo1 
hand perfe&tly underſtand , and readily ri 
member the courſe and method of the chaz 
ges prickt with figures, wherein he ought t 
be ſowell skilPd, as to be able to prick the! 
down divers ways, that is, to make any figur 
a Hunt at pleaſure ;, which when he can-re; 
dily and ſpeedily do, without pauſing to cot 
fider of the courſe, then *tis preſumed that h 
underſtands the methods throughly. But ye 
he will not be capable to- put them in pr: 
Qice, untill he underſtands the manner « 
making a change in ringing ; neither can h 
underſtand that, until he underſtands th 
precedency of the notes; nor the preceder 
cy, until he underſtands the places;_nor th 
places, until he knows the notes one from ar 
other. Therefore the four preceding obſe! 
vations being firſt perfe&tly underſtood, an 
alſo the methods of the changes: as before 
the Practitioner may then ſucceſsfully:prec 
ceed inthe ringing of changes; and as a fut 
ther help thereinI will here inftru& hin 
There are three bells concern'd in the makin 
of every ſingle change, except only when ti 
made behind, and then but two: whenloeve 
the note of his bell is to make a change wit! 

any 
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hingh y other note, his ear muſt then inform him 

Tyhether it lies before or behind the-other 
eforote; if it lies before, then in making the 
y rehange it muſt move up behind it, that is, to 
changllow-it; and conſequently, he muſt draw 
ht tdown his bell next after that which he makes 
themchange with, which is called an up-change, 
Sures I ſaid before. . But it the note of his bell 
-reazes behind the other, then in making of the 
 conJhange it muſt move down to {trike before it, 
at hqnd conſequently he muft draw down his bell 
> yeyext after that which the other before fol. 
prajowed, this being a down-change. So that 
er ofthe making of an up-change is very eafie, be- 
n heauſe he muſt always follow that bell which 
5 thehe makes a'change with; but a down-change 

s more difficult, becauſe he cannot ſoreadily 
' theppprehend what bell he is to follow; yet 
12n-there is a certain rule for it, which is this: 
ſ{er-to obſerve beforehand what note ftrikes the 

re ; follow in the making of the change. When- 
pro-f{oever the two notes, which ſtrike nextbefore 

his note, are to make a change; he muit con- 
1m. ſider, that notwithſtanding his note is to lie 
ing {till in its place,- yet he is concern'd therein, 
"tis ]becauſe the bell which he followed before 
ver |the making of the change,, muſt in the ma- 
ith }king of it move away down, and therefore - 

: mu 
| 
n 
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muſt follow the bell that comes into its place 
The changes are to be rung, either by 

walking them, as the term is, orelſe Whole 
pulls, or Half-pulls. By walking them, i 
meant, that the bells go round four, fix, cigh 
times or more in one change; which way i 
_y proper for young Practitioners, to iu 
troduce them into a more ready way of Pra 
Rice; for whilſt the bells go round diver 
times in one change, they have in the mea 
time lciſure to conſider which two bells ar 
to make the next following change, and alf 
what bell each of them is to follow in thi 
making of it; and ſo by diligence in praCtici 
they will by degrees acquire a more read 
$kill to enable them to ring at whole-pulls 
Whole-pulls, is, when the bells go round a 
the fore-ſtroke and back-ſtroke in a change: 
and every time they are pulPd down at Sally 
anew change is made. Whole-pulls was th 
general practice in former times; and indeed 
conſidering the manner of the hanging of thi 
bells in thoſe days, they could not well bt 
rung at half pulls : but fince the improye 
ment of the Art of Bell-hanging, that is,witl 
round Wheels, truſſing themup in the gtock 
and placing the Roll at right Angles witt 
the Sole of the Wheel; the bells go mucl 
better, and are managed with more _ at ; 

| tt- 
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tt-pull than formerly : therefore the chan- 
es are now generally rung at half-pulls, that 
at the fore-ſtroke one change, at the back- 
oke another, and ſo throughout. 
In ringing half-pulls, ſome peals of chan- 

ves will cut compaſs, wherein the whole 
unt comes always to lead at the back. 

troke; to prevent which, make the firſt 
hange of the peal at the back-ſtroke. In 

-* plain and ſingle changes on fix bells, to hunt 
| af that is, whole Hunt ) the Treble, third, or 
thi h, down at the beginning of a peal cuts 
w jcompals, unleſs prevented as before. Alfo to 
"I tunt the ſecond, fourth, or ſixth up at the 
©; [beginning of a peal, cuts compaſs, unleſs pre- 
Ja vented as before. Which rules, leaving out 
the Tenor; ſerves in like manner to prevent 
i cutting compaſs on five bells. 
* "Tis convenient in ringing, te give notice 
me of the extream changes, and he that rings the 
hi ſloweſt Hunt, may beſt do it. The manner 
ne fit is, to ſay Extream, when the leading bell 
FYY 26095. dag in order to make the change 
Y<1next before the extream ; by which means 
ben there will be one compleat change betwixt 
, the warning and the extream : longer warn- 
"Jing would be too much, 2nd ſhorter too lit- 
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46 Plain Channes, 
"THE divers kinds of changes on Bells ma 

be comprehended under two head; 
viz. Plain Changes, and Croſs Peals, \ whic 
terms are comparatively given: for as 
firſt are plain and eaſie only in comparifo 
to the methods-of the fecond; ſo confe 
quently the ſecond croſs and intricate it 
compariſon to the methods of the firit. 
will firſt ſhew in what reſpect they differ,anc 
then proceed to the methods. Plain chan 
ges (I mean compleat peals) are {uch as have 
one univerial method, wherein all the note 
except three haye a dire&t hunting courke 
moving gradually under each other in one 
plain and uniform order. But the methods 
of crols peals are various, each peal having a 
courſe differing from all others: and al: 
though moſt of them have Hunts, yet the 
Hunts have difterent kinds of motions, *and 
fome very. intricate. Moreover plain chan 
Scsare alfo term Single changes ,' becauſe 
in the ringing of them there is only a ſingle 
change made in the ftriking of all the notes 
once round either at fore-Kroke- or 'backs 
ftroke; whereas in croſs changes *ris uſual to 
make asmany changes as the number af notes 
will permit. - For/example, ſuppoſbig-thara 
peal of 5 bell; were raiſed,and rung at a Sett- 
pull; the notes are ſuppoſed to ſtrike round] 

in 
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in this order, 12345 : how any two of the 
' notes that ſtrike next together may make a 

} change, therefore cither a ſingle or a double 
d&change may be made at pleaſure. The ſingle 

change is made by changing only two notes z 
the double change is made by changing four 

in notes)that is,two to make one change and two 
another,yet 'tis called one double change,and 
not two'changes, in regard *tis made in the 

ant ftriking of the five notes of the bells once 
ve round: as, admit the treble, ſecond, third, 

x and fourth, ſhould make a change, ?tis thus 
to be done, 21435, where the Treble and 

4 Second made one change, and 3, 4 another; 
4 which we will imagine ſo be made at the 
4 fore-ſtroke of the bells, and therefore *tis cal- 

led one double change, and not two changes, 
he! becauſe *tis entirely made in the ſtriking of 
nd! the fivenotes once round. So that this one 

1. double change has effeted that which would 
# have required two fingle changes to have 

done the like. For inſtance, there can but 
two notes change their places at once in a 

4 lingle change, therefore the Treble'atd Se- 
cond ſhall firſt change their places thus; 
213453 then the thirg- and fourth thus, 

ral 21435 : f6 that here the five notes have gone. 
x) tice round to effet that, which in the dou- 
1d] We change was done in going once round. 
in} . F And 
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And this is the nature of the difference be- 
tween Plain and Croſs changes. 

As the Learner ought to proceed conular- 
Iy in his praQtice , beginning firft with the 
plaineſt and eaſieſt methods. I will there- 
force obſerve that order, and firſt ſhew the 
courſe and methods of Plain changes. 

The Changes on two Bells, 

Two bells are capable to make only | x + 
two changes, which is to be done _ 
changing the notes twice, as in theſe 
figures. Pe ed 

n - —— oa 

the Chaves: on three Rells, 

There are ſix changes on three bells; 
which are made by this rule: the two firſt and 
twolaſt notesmuſt be changed by turns. | 
Firſt the twofirſt notes, which are 1 2 | 123 
thus — ——— 213 
The two laſt, which are I 3, thus. — 231 

The two firſt ——— —— — 321 

The two laſt rn — —— 312 

The two firſt ——- —— ———— | 732 

In theſe ſix changes *tis ornable, [ 
that the two firſt notes, which were -1 2; 
made the firſt change of the, fax; but they 
may aswell be rung by beginning with 0 
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two laſt notes, whichare 2, 3 thus — 132 
Next the two firſt notes; which are 

1 3, thus, — — — j 312 
The twolaſt — —— -— —— {| 321 
The two fuſt-—— c—__—} 1 
The two laſt ———- —— - ' 213 
The twofirſt— —— —— —— | 23 
The ſix changes can be rung no more | 

| than thetfe two ways here ſet down. 
The Six changes are ſometimes rung by ob- 

ferving a hunt therein, which is very unpro- 
per, fince every note has a like courle. Yet I 
confels in demonſtratins the methods on 
twelve, I did there admit a Hunt into the (nx 
changes; but that was only tor demonſtra- 
tion fake. 

The compleat peals of plain changes, from 
three to all greater numbers whatſoever, as 
the Twenty tour changes on four,theSixi{core 
on five,the Seven hundred and twenty on fix, / 
Cc. are pricktand rung by one method ; all 
the notes having a hunting-motion , except 
only three in each peal, which three domake 
the ſix changes in the ſame manner as they 
are before prickt. $6 that the $ix changes on 
three may be term'd the baſis or foundation 
of the compleat peals on all greater numbers. 
"Every Hunting note” in each .peal has a 
Ip E certain 

) los 
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certain number of notes aſſigned, through 
which tis always to hunt. The term hut 
is given to a note in reſpe& of the manner of 
its motion, which I will ſhew in this example, 
Firſt, the notes of four bells are ſuppoled'to 
ſtrike round in this order, 1234. The Treble 
{hall be the Hunt,and the other three aſhgned 
or appointed for it to hunt through. Now 
whereas the Treble-note leads, it muſt move 
through its aſſigned number to ſtrike behind 
them: and whereas eyery change muſt be 
made betwixt two notes that ſtrike next each 
other, as I have ſhewed before in the 4th 
Ovſervation;, therefore the hunting-note 1s 
confin*d ro move gradually through the reſt 
by making a change with each. note-that 
ſtrikes next to it; and accordingly.it muſt 
firſt move into the 24 place, next into the 34 
place, and laſtly into the 4th: So that 'tis to. 
make a change with every note that lies. be- 
hind it; firſt with the 24 note, next 
with the 3d, and laſtly with the. 4h. | 1234 
 Thefirſt change is thus ——— | 2134. 
The ſecond thus ——— 2.314. 
The third} thus —— —— —— } 2341 

The hunting note has here; moved 
through its afigned number; for whereas. at ; 
firſt it did:lead, now it ftrikes behind them, 
Whercia tis obſervable, that it; made-up 

changes 
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changes all the way; which of neceſſity it 
niuſt do, becauſe eyery note with which it 
was to make'a change; lay behind'it: and be- 
caſe if made up changes, therefore tis ſaid 
to have hinted up, The hunting-note ſhall 
now move through its affigned number again, 
to lead asat firſt, Therefore firſt it muſt mov 

' into the 3dplace, then into the ſecond place, 
andlaftly into'the firſt place, which is called 
the Treble*s'place; in which motion it. muſt 
make a change with each note that ſtrikes 
next before it; firſt with the 4th note, next 
with the 34, then with the 24. | 

The firſt change thus —— 2314 
The ſecond thus —-———-— |2134 
The third thus 1234 

'Tis obſervable, that here the Treble 
made down-changes all the way , which. of 
neceſſity it muſt do, becauſe every note' with 
which it was to' make a change, lay before it ; 
and becauſe it made down-changes, therefore 
it is ſaid to have hunted down. This is the 
manner 6f the motion of the hufit! 8 notes . 
im all peals of plain changes; for they hunt up 
and down through their aſſigned number; as 
the 1 here hasdone. This exariple is plain 
and full to inftrud the Learner in the huntin 
of any bell, PB rivih he ought to peruſe i 

difigettly, that” he Thy underſtand the trus 
& E 2 {cope 

- 
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ſcope and meaning of it; and as a help he may 
apply himſelf to praGtice by taking a Treble, 
and attempt to hunt it up and down as this 
Example direQts ; which he may the more 
readily do, if he underſtand the 5th Obſer- 
vation before ſet down, which guides him to 
make achange in ringing. So that partly by 
reading and well confidering of what I haye 
here wrote, and partly by praRtice, he may 
in a ſhort time become perfe&t in the hunting 
motion of any note; which when he rightly 
apprehends, he will then preſently be capable 
of underſtandirfs the following methods; and 
therefore I ſhall be the more brief in my dire- 
ions to them. 

The Changes on four Bells, 

| Twenty four changes may be 1234 
rung upon four bells: but the 2134 
Learner may fitſt praftice the « 9 234 
twelve changes, and the eighteen _ 
changes. . In the twelve changes , 43425 
the notes areall to be hunted up 3412 
after one another, which may be 4312 
called the Twelve all over. Firſt c #3? 
the treble-note muſt be hunted 
vp,letter{a);then theſecond note | 
muſt likewife hunt up, letter (6); next Rove 

[0 
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; third note muſt hunt up, letter 1423 
(c); and laſtly the 4th note allo, (4d) | 1243 
letter (4). ; _ 11234 

The four notes may alſo hunt down one 
| after another. Firſt, the 4+b note muſt hunt 
down to lead: 'then the 3d note. likewiſe, 
and fo the 2d and Treble one after another, 
which may be term?d the A all under. 

 Courteous Reader , [in my direQions to 
.; the courſe. of each peal, I dothere re- 
' | fer by letters to the examples;3i which 1 
' amforced to do, to prevent thoſe cont- 

fuſed breaks, and- unhandfome-ſpaces, 
- Which otherwiſe would have happen'd 
both in examples and precepts. "What- 
ever letter I mention in my; direQions, 
refers to the like at the figures, For: 1n- 

+:i/ſtance ;/in my dixeRions to the! twelve 
; --changes next; before, I there; directed 
[the treble-riote-to. be firſt hunted,-up, 

+ 42 tetter (a); which letter —_ the 
+; the like legterat the firſt: 55-7 

' 1-three changes ofthe twelye,, 2134 
where the, Treble hunted: - 14 

up, as *tis here again re-; ; 
5a; pegſeritesl 899; the like, of the reſt. 

0”; ASM 2010; VIN9Y JW -f 

-Inthe Eighteen cunges, the Treble d 
hun- 
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hunting note, but never hunts up farther than 
the 34 place; and when it lies : 
there , the two firſt notes muſt 1234 
makea change; and-every time +, : [322 
it leads; the two hindmolt notes. -* + = 
Firſt i irhbnts up into the 3dplace, F194, 

which' ate 2.3, make-a change, - 
letter (5); the Treble hunts 
down (ec). The two: —qpe PG 1-09 
notes ' make a change (4), the F. 
Treble hunts up (e).'' The two £ | 1432 
firſt tibtos, which are'3.44 makea & . 1423 
change” (F); the Treble hunts [411] #573 
downi(g); the two laſt -notes;'' pv 2413 
which are 3.2, make a change(b), ' i, {1 2143 
which method being continued, © . | 
will bring' the bells round -at the- 
end 'of "eighteen 'chahges. ' ol hteen 

4 

L 1 31214 
letter (a); the two firſt 'notes, - © | 1324 

<*: 

e 

changes may alſd be run e 4th 
Hors down latd the 2 - rr anet' mth 
change to be made by - the q#b riote to 
rp up” __ into: Its: own 'place, and 

2 change to'be made-before;, : [which 
ſe 'being continued , will” Lon ag 

aire changes.” +7 
eSitchanpes on thirte are the pround of 

the Twenty four changes on four ; for one of 
the four” hotes hath'a at hunting mo- 
7! tion 
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tion through the other three, in the ſame 
manner as in the preceding Example, pag. 50. 
and the three notes are to make the ſix _chan.. 

in the fame manner as I have before 
ewed in the changes on three bells ; one of 

the” ſix changes being always made every 
time the hunt lies either betore or behind 
the three bells: thcrefore if the-Learner do 
but rightly apprehend the courſe of the fix 
changes, and alto the manner of the:motion 
the hunting note; he will preſently undet- 
ſtand the method of the rweaty-four Chan- 
pes. The fix changes in the twenty four,: ac- 

rding to the terms of ringing are: called 
Extream chanpes, - and the thr@ibells which 
makes them, Extream bells. So. that:in;the 
twenty four changes, there is a hunt and 
three extream.: bells. Every time. the hunt 
liegeither before or behind the extream bells, 
an extream change muſt then be made... The 
extreatu changes'may be made two Ways, 212. 
either. berwixt the two fartheſt  extream 
bells from the-hunt, or elſe betwixt the two 
neateſt extream-bells to it; . 1n-.-: * 
this Example every-- extream:...- £234 
change ſhall be made betwixt the . -., Y 2134 
two-fartheſt extream bells from” [2247 
the bunt, and the treble ſhall be -3 * 324: 
the hunting note, which muſt firſt 

: E 4 hunt 
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hunt up (a) ; then the two fartheſt 221 
notes from the hunt,whichare 2.3, 6 Zia 
muſt make an extream change (b). | 
The Treble muſt hunt down (c). 4 1342 
The two fartheſt notes from the 3142 
hunt,which are 2. 4, muſt make an 
extream change (z). The treble f 4Z32x 
muſt hunt up (e); the two fartheſt 4312 
notes from the hunt,which are 3.4, £ | 4132 
muſt make'anextream- change (f). þ 19 
The treble-note muft hunt down 4123 
(g).-The rwo fartheſt extream bells } | 4213 
from the hunt, which are 3.2,muſt 4231 
make an extream change (h). The & 243L 
treble muſWunt up (z). The two 

. fartheſt notes fromthe hunt,which 1243 
are 4.2, muſt make anextreqm = 1234 
change (k;). The treble muſt. hunt down (7). 
The twofartheſt extream bells, which are-4.3, 
muſt make an extream change(m),which con- 
cludes the peal. Now he lomnp for his ſa, 
tisfation maytake out the extream caps 
in the fame order as they were made, as 
«t (b), then (4), and fo-(f-b; k. m.) and they 
wilt ſtand as they are bere ſet down, '3241 
where *tis evident, that 2:34 have 1342 
made the fix changes according' to - 4432] 
the method of the firſt ſix changes +1423 
on three bells, before ſet down, 2431 

| c (pag. 1234 
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Plaiz Changes. 57 
' (pag. 48.) where the firſt change of that fix 
was 213, and this being 324, 1s the ſame in 
courſe though the figures differ, -and the reſt 

| of the changes in this fix, are likewiſe the 
ſame in courle and method with thoſe. | 

In the preceding twenty four changes; e- 
very extream change was made betwixt the 
two furtheſt extream bells from the hunt. 1 - 
will therefore here ſet down an example; 
where they ſhall be made between thei two 
neareit bells to it. Firſt, the tre- 
ble hunts up (a). The two next 1234 
notes to the hunt, which are 3.4, (2134 
muſt make: an extream. change # $374 
(b). The Treble: muſt huntdown ,, It 
(c); The two neareſt notes tothe [2413 
hunt, which are 2.4, muſt-make-. © 1/2143 
an extream change (4). The Tre- 4.4 1243 
ble hunts up .(e). The two:nea- - © - Hb 
reſt extream bells to the-hunt, & | 421 
which are 2.3, muſt make an ex- 
tream-change'(f). The-Treble - f 
hunts down (g). The two next 
extream bells:to the hunt, -which s | 712 

þ are 4.3, muſt make a change (b). 1342 
And. the like extream- changes | 3142 
being made as at (k) and (»), -* | 3412 
concludes the peal. 7 2 

The fix extream changes, viz. 
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peal may be either up or down. The ny 
oy four 

oO 

_ Plain Chanves. 
(b.d.f. h. k, and--n. } being ſet 214 
down by themſelves, will ftand * { 31% 
in this order, as here you ſee, it 
where *tis plain, that 2 3 4 have 
made the {tx changes , according to the me. 
thad of the laſt ſix changes on three 
bells, pag.49. where the firſt change 2431 
of that {tx is made between the laſt 14.23 
two notes thus, 132. So in like 4321 
manner is thefairft here thus, 243, 1342 
which'is the ſame method with that, 3244 
though not the lame figures. 1234. 

So that the making of the ex- 
tream changes two ways in the twenty four, 

oceeds from the two ways of tnaaking the 
x changes on three bells. This laſt way of 

making the extream changes, may, for di- 
ſtinAion frgm the other way, be called me- 
diums; which term is very proper, in' regard 
that the two middlemoſt of the four notes do 
always make the extream change. © The ex- 
tream changes in 'one peal muſt all be made 
alike, that is, either betwixt the two fartheſt 
notes from the hunt, or elſe betwixt the two 
neareſt notes to it; but the moſt ufual way is 
to make them between the two fartheſt, 

Any note may be made a hunt at pleaſure, 
and its firſt motion at the beginning of the 
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four clianges may be rung fixteen ways accor- 
ding to'the-afotelaid method, yet the chan- 
ges-in each axe-ſti}] one and. the ſame; but by 
making each note a hunt, and moving it ev 
ther up or down at the be- 
pinning, and alſo by making 
the extream changes two” 
ways, the courle of the 
changes will-be fo altered, 
that the ſame changes ſhall 
not comeall along together 
in any two of thoſe {rxteen 
ways. . With the hunting. of - 
one note it. may be rung 
Tour ways; for the note may 
"move either up or down at 
the beginning of the peal; 
then in its-motion - ei 
way the extream changes 
may be made two ways,” as 
"before ;* {0« that to make 
-tach note a-hunt, and-with 
'each hbnt to ring it” four 
ways makes ſixteen inthe! 3 

Wherein tis ob- ' whole. 
( fervable , that the treble- 
' note cahnot be moved down 

at firſt, nor the 4h up; 
; therefore an extream change muſt firſt 

re 

down.[3d.u 1p. 
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made, which is aseffeRyual as if either not 
had moved at firſt. I have here prickt thi 
twenty four changes three ways, wherein the 
extream changes are all made betwixt the 
two fartheſt notes from the hunt. 

The Changes on five Bells, 

There are ſix{core changes .to be rung, or 
five bells; but the Learner may firftpradtif 
ſome ſhorter peals, as the Ten changes, the 
twelve,the Fourteen,the Twenty all over, th 
Twenty with one hunt, and the Forty eight 

In the Ten changes the treble =E 
muft firſt hunt up(4a); the 2.3. 
muſt make a change (b). The 
treble muſt hunt down again(c)z © 
the 3.2 muſt make another. 
cage) The ten cog b 3245 
may allo be run unti | 9441 
.down the 5 nds $M wn E, 
make a change ; the's to be hun-: © 
ted up again, and the 4. 3 to 4 
make another change. #34 12 
In the Twelve changes the tre-/ 

ble hunts up intothe third place; -. 4 | 
then the two firſt notes make a +571 
change; the treble hunts down: , / 3 
again, then the two hindmoſt © 
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10totes make a change. Firſt the 

teble hunts-into the '34 place 13254 
| the FP the two firft notes 2.3 e 5-4 

iQnake a change (b). The treble f 23154 

unts down (c); the two laft 21354. 
zotes make a change (4); the 9 12354 
reble hunts up (e); the two firſt 12545 

*hotes make a change (f); the treble hunts 
Otown ('g) ; the two laſt notes make another 

hange (hb). 
"In the Fourteen changes, the treble firſt 

junts up behind ; then the 5 hunts down to 
Jlead ; the treble then hunts down again into 

ts own place; and the fifth alſo hunts up into 
.2:Its own place. 
F- 14... The Twenty all over are rung in the ſame. 
41Wanner as the Twelve-all over upon four bells, 
45Ko which I refer. 
459 In the Twenty changes with one hunt, the 
+ keogh note continually hunts up and down 

the other notes, and every time it 
- ekher before or behind them, an ex- 

ream change muſt be made betwixt the two 
. Fartheſt notes from it. The tre- | 
24Þle ſhall be the hunt , and firſt 12245 | 
2*Hunteth up (a). An extream p 24s 
7436 huge is made (b);- the treble 23415 
24Jhunts down n (2) an extream 23451 
24&hange is. made (4) 3 ' which 5 3245! 
tee. courſe 
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courle muſt be continued to the | 
end. The'extream changes may ' c 
alſo. be made betwixt the two | 
next notes tothe hunt, Any note 14 
may be made a hunt atpleafure, 
yet {till obſerving to make the extreams'a 
efore. 
In the forty' eight changes, 

the 5ehand 4th are both hunts, | 
and 1 2 3 do make the fix chan. 4 | 
ges; the 5.4 do hunt down by 
turns, and when either of them 
leads, then one of the ſix chan- 
ges35s made, Firſt the 5 hunts | 
down (4); one of the fix chan- 
gesis made (b); the 5 huntsup 
into its. own place'(c); the 4 , 
hunts down (4); another of the 
ſixichanges is-made (e); then the * 435 
4\muſt hunt up, and the 5 down 
again; Cc. which courſe muſt be continued 
to' the' end, 

In the Sixfcore changes, four of the' notes 
do make the: Twenty four changes, and the 
fifth note hunts continually through them 
ſdthat the courſe 'and method of the Sixfeo 
is in effect the ſame with that of the Four and 
twenty. For usthe*Four and twenty co 
prehended the Six'thangeson three; fo inli 

| mMan- 

UW 

OG 
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manner the Six{core comprehend the: Four 
2149 and twenty changes on four,and the Six chan. 
[249 ges on three. Therefore in the Sixſcore there 
3249 muſt ve two hunts and three extream bells.z, 
23 one of the hunts is term'd the whole-hunt, 
$24 and the other the half-hunt, The three ex+ 

tream bells do make the Six changes in the 
244 fame manner. as they were made before in) 
254 the Four and twenty changes upon four bells, 
534 and are here alſo cald Extream changes; 
234 the half-hunt and three extream bells do, 
12] make the Four and twenty cngy in the' 
1284 @me manner as the Four and twenty. 
534 changes on four bells were likewiſe made: 
354and the whole hunt continually hants: 
}4Ythrough thole four bells, and every timeit: 
72Jeither leads or lies behind. them, one change- 
1349uſt ,then be made in. the twenty four., 
315] ſhall here be the whole-hunt, 

2 the half-hunt,, and 3 45, ex- 12345 
g{tream. bells : ſo that 2345 muſt | 21345. 

4 ; make the four and twenty chan- 
. Every extream. change 

6 - Gall-de made. betwixt the. two. & 32457 

+ Afartheſt extream bells. from. the | 32415 
ard alhunt. Firſt, , the. treble. © 1 32145. 

ounts up (4). One of the twenty rats | 

my jour changes muſt:now. be.ng ade 25-4 13425 Y 

al- 
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hunt in the twenty four , muſt 
begin its motion through the 
extream bells (b). The treble 
hunts down (c); the half-hunt 
muſt proceed in its courſe (4) ; 
the whole-hunt hunts up (e); 
The half-hunt proceeds forward 

'); the whole-hunt moves down 
(gs). The half-hunt ſhould now 
proceed; but having finiſhed its 
courle through the extream 
bells ', therefore an extream 
change muſt now be made be- 
twixt the two fartheſt extream 
bells from it, which are 3. 4 (þ). 
The treble muſt hunt up (3) 
the half-hunt muſt now begin its 
courſe again through the ex- 
tream bells (&); treble hunts 
down (/); the halt-hunt pro- 
ceeds in its courſe down (m) ; 
treble hufits up (); the half- 
hnat proceeds in its courſe down 
(9); treble hunts down (p); the 
half-hunt having finiſhed its 
courſe , threfore an extream 
change muſt be made betwixt 
the two fartheſt extream bells 
from it, which-are 3.5 (q). The 

*z 
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treble hunts up(r). The half-hunr 42513 
begins its niotion again through x | #555 
the'extream bells; and firſt it +, | f,22 
moves up over 4th(s), The whole V 14523 
hunt'moves down (7) 3'the half- '* 41523 
hint muſt proceed in #tscourle,  '» | 4512 
and therefore muſt nivve over- {1 45253 
mother note (v); And this me- '- E32I 
thod being o orv6d iv pto- "| 4532 
ducefixſcore changes) and theft -\, [1445032 
the- bells will in courfe come /' 
rotnd:- Now *tis' obſervible ; Pk 

| thit the changes at (6 dfbkms” 001 
3 Xatid z, beingRtdown- vy themſelves 
it is) the 1 to brexcladed, and theehanges 

d7'2345-to' be' {et dire&tty under - omit” aro. 
ther Sip Llik effiye order as they wer 
ide; it will ther appear, that" Hoo 

fivores have made twelve char vo => 
the Four; accotdih to the 

Nis like; 

bk ney fou effi — 
ſt a6 | And 'whyreas hete are 

addeg.to te former emele, would ws" 
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the Monty four changes compleat z and th 
method of them the ne in all reſp As wit! 
the firſt twenty four changes on four bells 
A 

f _ notemay be. made a whole hunt 2 
pleaſure, and its firſt motion at the beginning 
of the peal may cither be; up or down. Am 
note may alſo be made a half-hunt , and. it 
firſt motion likewiſeup or down at pleaſure. 
yet ſtil] obſerving that the half-hunt an 
three extream bells muſt make , the twenty 
four changes, asin thislaſt example. So tha 
in thefix{corc changes the Learner may ob 
ſerve, ,thatthe three extream bells are al. 
ways aſſigned for _ the. half-hunt | ro hun 
through.; 3.and the: balf-hunt and. three ex 
treambells are alſo athgned for the whole 
hunt to. hunt-throu h.: ſo, that the whole, 
hunt always hunts through four notes, .. and 
he IR through, 5 The extream 
hanges/ may, .be made two ways, .fitſt, be 
Tr the two. fartheſt ;extream wg on 

hunt, as in this laſt-example : 
ixt the twonext cxtream a 

eurig va —= Varian JOS from the half 
hunt, .. : _ 

| A ' Where: 
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"1 - Whereas the treble 'or fifth being 'made 
y whiole-hunts, the firſt of them can neither be 
ls moved down, nor the laſt up, at the begin- 
, af Ning of apeal; therefore one of the twenty 
k” 4 four.changes muſt firit be made, which is as ' 
VT effeQual, as if the treble had moved down, 
\nf or the 5th it or the 5th up. 
re: The Learner may obſerve, that two of the 
ke four and twenty changes are never made to- 

gether in any ſixſcore, but as ſoon as, one is N rw: made, the whole-hunt moves through the 
ob. four notes before another can be made. 

The fixſcore changes may be rung - one 
4 hundred and ſixty ways, which are thus de- 
4 nonſtrable. There are five times four figures 

tobe produced out, of five, and nat- twice 
four # ſame figures; as 1234. 1235. 1245 
1345-2345, with each four the twenty four 

4 changes may be prickt ſixteen ways, as be- 
1 fore I have ſhewed on four bells; ſo that here 

will be five times ſixteen four and- twenties, 
ma amount to tighty, and nor two alike. 

the Now to each four add the fifth figure which 
51 is wanting, as $5192 240 00 F, tO1235 add 
by! FS LOSS, 8 34 01345 add Ge £0 2345 

add 1,, and every 7 th figure being. bunted 
rovgh. the fixteen+ four and; twenties, 

| whi h rhe other four make, as the. 5 throu 
1 the, ſixteen ' four -and- "twenties whith 

| F 2 ! 2.242 
ere- 
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12 34 make, and the like of the reſt, will pro- 
duce as many ſix{cores as there were four and 
twenties, that is, 80, Then the whole hunt 
may. hunt two ways through each four and 
twenty, that is, up and down at the begin- 
ning, which doubles the former number, and 
makes 160 in the whole. 

Treble up, fifth down. 

19243! 
5124. 
$2143 

12534 
21534 
25134 
25314 
25341 
52341 
52314 
52134 
$1234 
15234 
Exwe. 

12945 
21345 
23145 
23415 
23451 
23541 
23514: 
23154 
21354 
12354 

$2413 
52431 
25431 
25413 
25143 
21843 

12543 
12453: 

21453[- 
24153 ; 14253 
24513 114523 

— _————— 

[15423 
Sj Extre 

24135 | 1543 
21435 
12435} 
Extre. 

14235 

[14325 
Extre. 

13425 

13452 
13542 

14352]15324 
—— =” 

4 

Treble up, faxorth. dawn, 

1234512435 
— — | 14235 

4213 
42315 

2345 423511 

[42531 

41235 

(21543'$2134 
12543'51234 

11253415234 
21534-15243 
52194 

25314 
_ — 

t54 
25341 [14523 | 
Exire.' pron 

(52341114532 
52314.15432 | 
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Second doyn, fourch up. 

12345\ 31524 [34125 (43512|35412 | Exre. 
as [31258 34215] 43521 [35426 [53142 
21345|32154 [32415 [43251 [35241 |531 
21354| 23154 [23415 [42351 [32541 |53214 
12354 | 23145 [24315 | 24351 | 23541 | 52314. 
13254 |32145 [42315 | 23451 | 23514 [25314 
1352431245 143215 132451 [32514 Mt 77 
13542131425 [43125 [34231 35214 [$341 
Exire.|31452 [43152 | 34521 35124 Pn 
3t5421 34152 Exe. [34512 351421 Ge: 
In-ringing terms the hunts are 'named in 

ſhort, as in the peals. here prickt. The firſt 
which is named is here underſtood to. be the 
whole-hunt, and the Taft the half-hutit. For 
inſtance, Treble is the whole-hunt, and fifth 
the halfhunt z, and treble is the whole-hunt, 
and fourth the halt-hunt, &c. be: 

The Changes en fix Bells. _ 

Here are ſeven hundred and. twenty 
> changes to berung on fix bells, But the 

artier may firſt . practice ſome ſhorter 
peals.. , 

% 

-> The twenty-four changes are ea: 
The treble muſt continually hunt, t 
the reſt ofthe notes, and every time it leads 

F 3 or 
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or lies behind them, an ex- 
tream change muſt then be 
made between the two fartheſt 
notes from it. The treble hunts 
up (4). A change is made be- 
twixt the two fartheſt notes 5 
from it, whichare 2.3 ( b). The 
treble hunts down (c). An ex- 
tream-change'is made betwixt © 
$6 6 (d), which method muſt 
e continued to the end. Any 

note may be made a hunt at 
pleaſure, and the extream changes may as 
well be made betwixt the two' neareſt hotes 
to the huht.” The Thirty-all-oyer are runs 
according to the method of the Twelve-all- 
over'ypon fe four bells, towhich 1 refer." 

The marry ſix changes are 
thus rung. The treble ils up 
into the third place, and then 
the two' firſt notes ' make a 
change. The treble hunts down 
again to ſead, and then the two 
notes in the 3d and 4th places 
do make a change, except the 
2 lies next the treble, and then 
the two hindmoſt notes. The 
treble hunts up (a). The two 
firſt notes make a clange (b J,.b: 

a A 
231456 

vJ, 



Plain Ohanges, " 
456] The treble hunts down (ec) 3 # | 412356 
456] the 2.4 make a change (4). In  : : 

6} which manner: the changes are © ©: , 7435 
bf to be made untill the treble *: | 

> leads, and the 2-(which may be / mm. 1243 
term'd the half-hunt) lies next Se. 
it, and then the extream change is made be- 

| hind, asin the laſt change 6f this example, 
{ there being but two of theſe changes in the 

In the Twelveſcore.' long-hunts;: (other- 
wiſe called the Z/quire*s twelveſcore ) the 6th 
and-5th are hunts, and 1234 do rake the 

tes | twenty four changes. The 6th and 5th do: 
"s hunt down by turns, and when either of them 
«| leads, oneof the twenty four changes muſt 
*F then be made. The courſe and'method of 

this is the ſame with that of the forty. eight 
59 | changes onfive bells, to which I refer the 
56 | Learner. 
564 - In the Sevenſcore and four, the treble and 
2 tenor are both hunts; and 2 345 do make the 
:6 | twenty four changes, 2: being 123456 
56 | the hunt therein. - The treble '.  —— 
6 | and tenor do both hunt at one: 213 
7; and the ſame time, the-one up, ., 2361 h 
5 | and the other down, «croſſing. | 26347 
6 | cachothers courſe;z.and when - -- | {623457 
6 | one of them DD I FIRm 6 -, 63245k 

C 4 always 
» 0 
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always lies behind ; at which 362419 
time one of the twenty four 3201 
changes muſt be. made. - The © 
extream changes in this peal 
are made in the ſame manner 4' 134256 
as: before I have ſhewed-upon 

 fourbells: The treble hunts up, 
and the tenor down (#).- One © | 5 le 
of the twenty four changes is | 634251 
made (b). The treble hunts f 63452t 
down, and the tenor up (c). © V6 
Another of the | twenty four changes is 
made (4). The treble hunts up, and the te- 
nor down (e }, &c. which method muſt be 
obſerved to the end. 

In the fixſcore changes there is a whole: 
hunt; a half-hunt , and four 'extream bells. 
The half-hunt and four extream bells do make 
the twenty changes in the ſame manner as 
the twenty changes were made upon five bells 
with one hunt. pag.61. The whole hunt hath 
a continual motion through the other five 
notes, 'and every time it leads and lies behind 
them, one of the twenty changes muſt then 
be made. In this example, treble is the 
whole-hunt, 2 the half-hunt, and 3456 ex- 
tream bells; therefore: 23456 muſt make 
the twenty. changes wherein 2 is the hunt, 
and every time it lics either before the-four 
Evi : extream 
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extream bells, or behind them, an extream 

from the half-hunt. The treble 
hunts up {4). One of the twen- 
omg muft now be made, 

erefore 2 being the hunt in 
it, muſt begin its courſe. 
through the extream bells (6). 
The treble hunts down (c); 
The half-hunt proceeds for- 
ward (4); the treble hunts up 
(e); the half-hunt proceeds for- 
ward in its courſe (f); the tre- 
ble hunts down ('g) the 2-pro- 
ceeds forward (h); the treble 
hunts up 's); the half-hunt 
ſhould now proceed forward, 
but its courſe through the ex- 
tream bells being finiſhed , 
therefore an extream change 
muſt be made betwixt 3. 4, 
which are the two fartheſt ex- 
tream bells fromit, (k.). The 
treble muſt hunt down (1 ; 
the half-hunt muſt now go its 
courle again' through the .ex- 
tream bells, and firſt-it moves 
town under'the 6th, (m) &c. 

change muſt then be made, which here ſhall 
be betwixt the two fartheſt extream bells 



74 Plain Chanpes. 
which method muſt be conti- 
nued-'to the end. Any note 
may be made a whole hunt at 
pleaſure , or a half-huut alſo, 
And the extream changes may m 
bemade betwixt the two nea- Ve 1 
reſt extream notes to the half-hunt; but with« 
all obſerving to make all the extreams in one 
peal alike. , There are four extream chan- 
ges in each peal, and thirty changes diſtance. 
rom one to another. 
The method: of the Seven hundred-and 

twenty, hath an abſolute dependency upen 
the method of the Sixfcore changes on five 
bells; for five of the notes are to make the 
ſix{core changes, and the ſixth note hunts. 
continually through them, and every time it 
Teads or lies behind them, one of the Sixſcore 
changes muſt then be made. The method of | 
the Seven hundred and Twenty is in effe&t 
the ſame with that of the Sixſcore : for as the 
Six{core comprehended the Twenty four 
changes on four, and the Six on three; fo 
likewiſe the Seven hundred and twenty com- 
prehend the Sixfcore_ changes on- fave, the 
Twenty feur changes on four, and the Six 
changes on three. © Therefore: here muſt be 
three Hunts, and three Extream bells :;.the 
three Hunts are, thus diſtinguiſhed 3-07 p.of) 

. ' *7 

| 

| 
/ 
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124 them is call'& the' whole-burt \, 'another+the 
62 balf-bunt , and the other the quarrer-hunt, 
+ The Half-bunt, Qyarter-hunt, and three Ex+ 
62 | tream bells, a make the Sixſcore - chan, re 
26} ges; the Guapter-hant and three Extream 

| bells are to make- the Twenty four changes, 
th- | and the thfee Extream bells are to make the 
ne. | fx changes, which are- here alſo called ex7 
n- ey hanges, and made inthe ſame manner 
ce [as before I have ſhewed upon four bells. In 

| this example here prickt, treble is the- whole- 
id | bunt, 2d the half-hwnt, 3d the quarter -huam, 
2n. | and 4 5 6 extreaw bells... Now ris obſerva- 
ve | ble, hat 456 are to make; the ſix exrream 
1e | changes, which will divide the ſeven hundred 
ts.f and twenty into {ix equal parts ;- the:3 4 5/6 
it. | are tomake the rwenty four changes, wherein 
re | the 34is the hw, (but in the ſeven-bundred 
of } ard twenty tis call'd the quarrer-kunt;) and 
& } and 23456 are tomake-the /ixſcore changes, | 

"wherein the 2d is the whole-burt ( thou in 
"the 720 ?tis call'd the half-hunt,) , by: which 
tis evident, .that the rreble continually hunts 
through theſe five 2 3.4 5 6,'the 24 throug 
the four 3446, and the; 3d through thee 
three 4 5'6; whichare aſhgned for the re- 
TpeRive hunts to hoat! through, op the ru 

hunts up(4).-- Now one of the ſixſcore 
x HT changes 

Iv#aHbl, 
- 

' SS + - » W »% 
( -0C ” ; 

») +. : 
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36 Plain Changes, 
changes muſt be made, there- 123456 
fore the 2d being the hunt in 213456 
the ſixſcore, mult begin its 231456 
courfe through the other four 
notes (b), The treble hunts | 23456: 
down (c); the 24 proceeds in 

R V + Lol WA MN 

&= 
TO > Ay 

ts courle (4); the treble hunts | 324516 
up (e). The 2dproceedeth for. , 324156 
ward in its courſe (f); the tre- | Frr34” 
ble hunts down (g); the 2d 132456 
proceeds forward (h); the ©, 134256 
the rreble hunts up (5); the 2d, 3 14250 
which is the half-haxe, ſhould , 2 ng 
now pr forward,. but ha- 342516 
ving finiſhed its courſe through 342561 
the four bells, therefore the 34, f 345261 
which is the quarter-hunt, muſt | 345216 

in its motion through the 
21 nh bells (k_). The treble : | 361526 
huntsdown (1). The batf.hanr  \ | 
muſt now begin its courſe ® _ 134563 
again through the four bells, : 41862 
and 'firft therefore it moves 7 | 
down under the 6 (1). The - | 345612 
treble muſt hunt up again, and - 4 345621 

Lan) 

vg + A — QO dv 

then the 24 muſt move down: & 435027 
"under another bell, which me- | [433 162 
thod muſt -be -obſerved untill* -z 1562 
the 24 has moyed quite down- - | 413562 
ra through 143502 
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through the four bells again, and then the 
z4 muſt proceed forward by moving over a- 
nother of the extream bells; which method 
muſt be obſerved in the motion of the three 
bunts, until the quarter-hunt hath moyed up 
behind the exrream bells, and then the who/e 
and half-hunts, having gone their courſe a» 
gain through the bells, an extream change 
muſt be made : after which the whole, half, 
and quarter-hunts proceed 2gain in *their 
courſe as before. | 

123456 
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| 243516-| | 453216 | | 452013 
243156 453120 452163 

LEAR 451326] | 451263 
| 214359 1 162% ; 41.5263 

145263 | | 

21453 1 415392 | 412563 
241530 | | 451362 1 4215 
245136 | 433102} *1 4251 
| 245316 453612 4256013 
24536r | 453621 | © | 425631 

þ 425361 45226 b 245 --4 
| 425316 | 45 12 245613 
| 425136, 7456132] | 245163 
421535 | | 451632 241503 

. | 412536 (1-236 32 214563 
[4253 45632 124563 

b 53s b- 145623 Extrem. 
41 I2 | 1487261: Pers my 

1452135 | 29 

' Theldtterh ſtanding by hs ores nifies 
half-inent, that is, the motion of the half-bunt 
in that -change \andlikewiſc q the quarter- 
bunt. © Here are the firſt Grfras thanges of 
a ſe ed and ryventy wherein 'tis _ 
fieva "tha al the chang ger ar hand g, be 
ing ſet down by themſelyes in me fi 4 
cellive order as they were mads, that is, the 
®tpbeexcluded, and the changes on ogy et 

tner 
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ther five figures to be ſet down direQtly un- 
der one another, and the extream change at 
laſt, it will thereby appear, that the five fi- 
gures have made twenty changes of a ſixſcore, 
according to the method of the example on 
five bells, pag.63. with this only difference, 

| theſeare made on 23456, and thoſe were 
made on 12345 5 but the five figures of each 
have both alike courſe, the 2d and 3d goin 
the ſame courſe in this, as the zreble and 2 
did in that. Now whereas the au chan- 
ges þere prickt down are a (ixth part ofthe 
ſeven hnndred and twenty; ſo likewiſe are the 
twenty changes, here made by 23456, a ſixth 
part of the ſixſcore : and then conſequently, 
the ſeven hundred and twenty changes beingall 
prickt, the ſixſcore changes on 23456 would 
plainly a therein, in the ſame manner as 
twenty of them appear in this ſix/core. There- 

| fore more need not be ſaid-of the method 
of the 720, ſince the method of the ſixſcore, 
changes on five bells being well underſtood, 
will be aſureand certain guide to the Lear-' 
ner : only. this. one thing farther ;, in ringing 
of this peal-with any hunts, the ſecond 2.x. 
treamchange being made _ between the two, 
bells which made the firſt extream, will al. 
ways bring the bells round at the end of the 
twelveſcore. But after twelveſcore are made, 

r F 
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they cannot in courſe be brought round until 
the end of the 720. IVE EN Y 7; 

The 720 changes may be rung one thou- 
ſand nine hundred and twenty ſeveral ways, 
which is thus demonſtrable. . There are fix 
times five figures to be produced' out offix, 
and not twice five the ſame; as 1234.5.12346, 
12356. 12456. 13456. 23456. and with 
each five the ſixſcore changes miay be pricky 
one hundred and ſixty ways, as before I have 
fhewed on five hells, Now to each five add 
the ſixth figure which is wanting, as þ 
12345 acd 6, to 12346 add 5, to 12456a 
3,to 13456add 2, andto 23456 add 1: And! 
thefixth figure which is added, being” hun/: 
ted through all the ſeveral /ixſcores which: 
the other Fre figures make; for inſtance, the: 
6 through the 160 ſeveral /ixfcores Whith: 
12345 tmake, ard the allo through rhe! 
169 ſeveral ſixſcore?, which 12346 make, and: 
the like of the. reſt; will produce as | 
fete hundred and rwenties as there are ſx: 

- 

- ſeorer, that is,fix times one hundred and ; 
which amounts to nine hundred. ahd fixty 
Then the note-that hunts through the other 
fiye,. may hunt two ways through each ſv: 
ſeote, that is, up and down, which wilt double 
the former number, and make nineteen hun? 
dred and twenty in the whole,* © i 

AN 

| 
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INTRODUCTION 

to the Knowledge of.:/- ,/. / 

CROSSE PEALS. 
bs *Heſe Pealsare term'd croſs in reſpetof 

' their intticate methods; wherein" ſe- 

: | 

: 

veral notes moving at one and the fame time, , 
.d thwart or croſs cach other in their courſe - 
and motion, ſome moving up, others at"the , 
ſame titge down, ' gives this Denomination 
to the Peals. 'The end of pricking them” 'is 
to make the compleat number of chariges 
a method differing from that of other Peals, 

| For athbugh five can be varied-but'120 
ways, and frx but 720 &c. yet the methods 

. by which 
c 

onc note to be as it were a Helm or Rudder, 
G by 
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by which the courſe of the peal is ſteered; 
which note is term'd a Hunt, and hath one 
conſtant uniform. motion throughout the 
peal, differing from that of the other notes, 
The manner of its motion is continually 
through the other nates; that is, from leading 
to ſtrike behind, and from thence again to 
lead, which motion, fir up and then down, 
is termed one compleat Courſe. Some peal; 
upon five bells, as old Doubles, cc. conſiſt of 
f{ingle Courſes ; there being ten changes in 
eyery ſingle Courte, and twelve of thoſe 
Courles in the peal, Other peals upon five 

| bells, as Londoa Paradox, &c. conſiſt of dou- 
ble-Courſes; there being twenty changes in 
every double Courſe, and ſix of thoſe Cour- 
{es:in the peal. Upon ſix bells there are alſo 
ſingle and double Courles, viz. twelve chan- 
ges in every lingle Courle, as in Grandſire 
Bob &c. and twenty four changes in eyery 
double Courle,, as, m ,Colledg Bob, &c. the 
Gangs wherein the Huzt leaves Jeagling be, 
ing the firſt change ot every Courſe... No 
the methods of theſe; peals being well confi. 
dered,!they will be found more cafe. than at 
the firſt view they may ſecmto bez; for the 
firſt Courſe of any.Ceofs Peal being Judici- 
ouſly viewed, the geneval method of the 
whole peal will thereby appear ; for all the 
ve | courles 

—- 
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Courtes in a Croſs peal do agree in theſe 
three reſpeRs. Firſt, in the motion of the 
Hunt ;, ſecondly, in the motion of the reſt of 
the notes ; thirdly, in themaking of the chan. 
ges, which will plainly appear in the follow. 
ing peals, ({ome few changes in each peal on- 
ly-excepted, as hereafter I ſhall ſhew in my 
Directions to the ſeveral peals :) for proof of 
which I will give an inſtance- in the peal of 
new Doubles upon five bells, theſe being the 
three firſt Courſes of the peal. \Wherein*tis 
ob{ervable, that the laſt EP ohh 1 
chang IF + &.- I 

Gs which s ; No Comeſe curſe K wp 
I haye ſet down again L234 RIDES 
at. the top of the ſecond 5h (5425145 
Courſe; arid likewiſe the 27%; 2oiak uo 
laſt change of the ſecond 13524 11543; 
Courte which is 15432, ba 4411454: 
I have alſo put at. the £4.94 
top of the doſe; 3-19 2.0 $5123 
which -I have :done- for 7 oe 214523 
the plainer:: Demonſtra-'' 13524þ $43214253 

- tion of what lhere intend. So' that the ten 
lowermoſt changes are the ten —_— of 
each'Courſe. | 
{Firſt therofore, as to the motion of the 
bunt; the't which is the bunt moves direftly 
up behind, where. it lieth twice, 'and-rhen 

(3 2 dowu 

5132441532 _ 

Fn 
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down again to lead, where it lieth alſo twice; 
as appears in each of theſe three Courles, and 
the like alſo throughout the peal. 

Secondly , as the 24, 34, 4th, and 5th 
bells move through the firſt Courſe , ſo 
the bells that lie in the 24, 34, 4th, and 5th 
places in the laſt change of eyery courle, 
moves in the ſame manner alſo through the 
next following courſe. For inſtance ; firſt, 
for the bell in the 2d place : in ahefirſt courle 
the 24 bell moves down to lead, where it li- 
eth twice, and thendodges unti llthe treble 
comes down to it. - So likewiſe in the ſecond 
courſe, the 3d bell lying in the 24 place 
movesdown to lead, where it lies twice, and 
then dodges until rreble comes down to it; 
and alſo in the third courſe, the 5th bell ly- 
ing in the 24 place, moves down to lead 
where it lieth twice , and dodgeth until the 
treble moyes down toit. . Secondly, for the 
bell in the 3dplace. In the firſt courſe the 
34 bell moves downto lead, and there dodg- 
eth untill the ereb& comes down to it; 10 
likewife 1n; the ſecond: courſe the 5th bell 
lying in the 3dplace moves down to lead; and 
there dodgeth untill the rreble comes down 
toitr andalo in the 34 courſe the 4zh bell 
lying.in the-3d place movesdown to lead;and 
there dodgeth until the zreble comes down to 

it, 
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it. Thirdly, for the bell in the fourth place : 
In the firſt courſe, the fourth bell moves up 
behind, then down into the 34d place where 
it lieth twice, then up again behind ; ſo like. 
wiſe in the ſecond courle, the 24 bell lying 
in the 4th place moves up behind, then down 
into the 3d place where it lieth :twice, then 
up again behind ; and allo in the third courſe 
the 3d bell lying in the 4th place,moves there- 
fore up behind, then down into the 34 place 
where it lieth twice, then pp again: behind. 
And ſych uniform motion alſo hath the bell 
in the 5th place through every courle. - 

Thirdly, that the changes in all the courſes 
of the peal are made alike, will here alſo 
plainly appear in the three courſes. For the 
firſt ons of every courſe is made on the 
two firſt and two laſt bells; the ſecond change 
of eyery courle is made on the four laſt ;. the 
the third is made on the four firſt ; the fourth 
on the two firſt and two laft; the fifth on the 
fourfirſt ; the ſixth on the two firſt and two 
laſt ; the ſeventh on the four firft ; the eighth 
on the four laſt ; the ninth on the two firſt and 
two laſt; and the tenth ſingle. | 

And thus in every Croſs-peal the Courſes 
do all agree, firſt in the motion of the Hunt, 
ſecondly in the motion of the reſt of the 
notes, and thirdly in the making of the chan- 

G 3 S05) 
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ges, as before I have ſhowed: So that theſe 
three things being well obſerved, will be ve- 

helpful both in pricking and ringing them z 
the firſt and third being moſt proper to di- 
re the pricking of them, and the firſt arid 
ſecond the ringing of them. Therefore if 
the PraGitioner do but obſerve how the 
changes are made int the firſt courſe of a peal, 
wherein he muſt have particular regard ts 
the motion of the Hunt, (which a little fur- 
ther help from the followings direQidns t6 
each peal, as to the _— of Extreams and 

; Bob-changes) he may eaſily prick down all 
the following Courſes of the fits peal: and 
therefore in the following peals I have onely 

ickt down tio or three of the firſt courſes 
of an example; and then have abtidged'the 
reſt of the peal by ſettitig 'down only the 
chariges that are made at the leadings of the 
Hunt. Butnote, there are ſome few Cam 
bridy-peals upon five bells, wherein all the 
courſes of each peal do not agree in the afore-, 
ſaid three reſpe&s: For although as tv the 
motion of the whole-hunt they do, yet in the 
motion of the reſt of the notes, and conſe- 
quently in the making of the changes they do 
not. | 

It being very difficult to begin the follow- 
ing peals withcrofs hants, that ts, to iake = 

2a, 
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24, 34, 4th, Ge. whole-hunts, I will there- 
fore ſet down a general rule for making the 
firſt changes at the beginning of each Peal, 
wherein conſiſts the great difficulty. In any 
Croſs-peal the wrole-hunt may move either 
up or down at the beginning ; and the motion 
of the whole-bunt in the firſt courſe of each 
of the following peals will direG& the firſt mo- 
tion of any croſs hut , and conſequently of 
making the fitft changes in that peal. For Ex- 
ample, admit the 4th were: made the whole- 
hw: in the peal called Old doubles arid ſingles 
upon five bells, and to bxvr up at firſt ;'now to 
know how to make the firft changes, obſerve 
how the change is made wherein the treble 
(which is there the whole-hunt) moves up out 
of the 4th place, and in the ſame manner muſt 
the change be made wherein the 44h bell al- 
{o- moves up out of that place : therefore as 
the change wherein the treble moyes up out 
of the 4th place is a /ingle behind 5 fo like- 
wile muſt the change wherein the 4th bell 
moves up out of that place, be alſo a ſmgle bes 
hind: thus, 12354: and then/'as the next 
change wherein the treble licth fill behind 
is double of the four firſt bells; ſo likewiſe 
the next change wherein the 4 bell lieth 
{till behind; muft alfo be made on the four 
firſt, thus, 21534; &c. Or admit the 4th 

G 4 were 
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were to hunt down at the beginning , then 
6bſerve how the change is'made wherein the 
treble hunts down out of the 4th place, and 
ſo in like manner muſt the change be made 
wherein the 4th hants alſo down out of that 
place: therefore as the change wherein the 
treble hunts down out of the 4h place, is 
double of the fourfirſt bells; fo likewiſe muſt 
the change wherein the 4th bell hunts down 
out of that place, be allo double of the four 
firſt thus, 214.35 3 theu as the rreble makes a 
ſingle when it moves down out of the 3d 
place, ſo likewiſe muſt the 4h next make a 
ſingle change in moving down out of the 34 
place thus 24.135 , &c. which obſervations 
will guide the making of the firſt changes in 
in any croſs peal with any Hunts, but ob- 
ſerve whenſoever the firſt change of any peal 
hapens to be ſingle, it muſt be made at the 
back-ſtroke toprevent cutting compals; and 
the like when a double change happens firſt 
in a peal of Triples and Doubles. And more- 
over by the way obſerve, thatall the follow- 
ing pealsare ſo prickt, that in ringing them 
at half-pulls, if the firſt change of eachpeal is 
made at the fore-ſtroke; the ſmgle changes 
in eachpeal will always be made at the back; 
ftroke; and alſo the double changes in'(Tri 
ples and Doubles,excepting fome few Single 
p72 L.-2 in 
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in two or three peals. But when it happens 
that the firſt change of a peal is made at the 
back-ftroke, then conſequently the bells at 
the end of the peal will come round at a fore- 
{troke change. | 

In ſuch:peals on five bells where ſingles are 
made in the 3dand 4th places at the leadings 
of the whole-hant, the extreams may there be 
made three ways in each pea]; wiz. every 
time the half-hunt lieth next' the whole-hunt ; 
ſecondly, every time it lieth behind ;, third- 
ly, every time the half-hant licth next the 
whole-hunt, and alſo behind : in'this laſt way 
there are ſix extreams in each peal, but in 
other ways only three in each ; the extreams 
being always made when the whole-bunt 
leads, and betwixt the two fartheſt extream 
bells from the half-hwnr. | 

In ſuch peals upon five bells wherein there 
are three extreams, and made in the 3d and 
4th places at the leadings of the whole-hunt ; 
the reſt of the /mgles at the leadings of the 
whole-hunt may be made two ways in each 
peal, viz. cither in the 2dand 34, or the 4th 
and 5th places ; if they are made if the 2dand 
34, then the extreams muit be made when 
the half-bxnt lyeth behind > but if the ſongles 
are made pehind, then the extreams mult be 
made when the half-bunt lieth next the whole- 

hunt, 
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hunt, the extreams being always made be. 
tween the two'next extreambells to the half. 
bunt. 

In all the following peals the figures ſtand. | 
ing by themſelves at the title of the peal , are | 
the hunts in the peal there prickt: for in- 
Kance , in the firſt cr9ſs-peal upon five bells 
calld Old doubles and ſingles, the two figures 
ftanding thus 1 and 2, are the buns in that 
peal; 1 is the whole-hant, 2 the half-hunt, and 
the like of the reſt. 

All peals of doubles upon five bells, which 
$0 ſixty changes compleat without any ſmgle, 
y making of two extreams they will go 120, 

And alſo all peals of doubles upon fix bells, 
and triples and doubles upon ſix, which go 
260 changes without any ſegle Or extreme, 
by making of two extreams they will go 720, 
The extroams inall theſe compleat pedls pro- 
ceeding from one and the ſame-eauſe, are 
therefore to be made after one manner , ac- 
cording to this general and infallible rule : 
Whereſoever any two of the extream bells 
are in courſe to make a change, - thoſe two 
bells by lying till will effe&ually make the 
extream. So that the making of the extreats 
in doubles upon five bells, neceſſitates the ma- 
king of a /mmzle change at the ſame time, b 
reaton that the two extream bells whic 

ſhould 
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ſhould contribute to the making of the dou: 
ble change, do lie ſtill; fo that the ſanvle 
change is accidental, and very improperly 
called the extream. When the exrreams in 
triples and doubles upon fix bells are made at 
double changes, then there happens two ſingles 
in the peal ; butwhen they are made at eriple 
chanpes, thenthoſe two changes will become 
doxble, and conſequently the 720 will thert 
go compleat without any /izo/e, Upon five 
dells the firſt extream muſt be made with- 
in ſixry changes from the beginning, and the 
cod exrri juſt ſixty changes from the 
firſt, Upon ſix bells the firſt exrreammuſt be 
made within 360 changes from the begin« 
ning, and the ſecond exrream juſt 360 chan 
#65 from the firſt. The eafieſt way in pra- 
ice, 1s to make the extremes at the leadings 

of the whole-huns;, wherein it may be obſer-= 
ved as a general rule, That in all peals upon 
ſix bells, where the half-bunr dodgeth behind. 
at the bobs, there the firſt exrream may be 
made either the firſt, ſecond, or third time: 
the halfatid quarter-hunts dodg together be- 
hind, and then the ſecond exrream muſt 
made the third time thoſe two bells dodg a- 
92in together behind, after the firſt exrream 
its made. * Andalfoin all fuch peals upon fix 
dells, where the doubles at the leadings " wn 

whole- 
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whole-hunt axe made on the four middle bells, 
there the firſt extream may be made either 
the firſt, ſecond, or third time the half and 
quarter-hnts do make a change in the 2d and 

.3dplaces, and then the 2d extream muſt be 
made the third time thoſe two bells come 
there again to make a change after the firſt 
extream is made. The ſoles atall theſe ex- 
treams muſt be made by the half and quarter- 
hunt. The firſt extream in any peal may allo 
be made at any place, where two of the ex- 
tream bells are in courſe to make a change 
according to the preceding general rule; and 
then the making of the ſecond extream may 
be guided by obſervations taken from the 
changes at the leadings ofthe whole-hunt - for 
at the leadings of the whole-hunt the half and 
quarter-hunts always come together to make 
achange in one place, juſt at 120 changes di- 
ſtance from one another throughout each | 
peal. Now as the ſecond extream muſt be 
made juſt 360 changes from the firſt, ſo the 
making of it may thus be guided : Look how 
many changes, or elſe how many leadings of 
the whole-hunt the firſt evtream is made after 
the half and quarter-hunts have made a change 
together, {o many changes or leadings of the 
whole-hunt muſt the ſecond extream he made, 
after the third following time that thoſe __ 

be 
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the knowledge of Croſs Peals, 93 
bells do make a change in the ſame place a- 
gain. And likewiſe in all peals, where there 
are ſingle and double bobs, the fame obſerva. 
tions will alſo hold good, in making the ex- 
treams either after the ſingle or double bobs 
2s before ; there being likewiſe 120 changes 
diſtance between the ſingle bobs and alſo be- 
tween the double bobs : 1othat if the firſt ex- 
tream is made at a ſingle bob, the ſecond muſt 
then be made at the third following ſingle 
bob, and the like alſo at double bobs. And 
ſuch kind of obſervations, according to the 
nature of the peal, will guide the making of 
the ſecond extream in any peal, either upon 
five or ſix bells. Wherein *tis obſervable, 
that the ſecond extream muſt always be made 
by the ſame two bells, and in the ſame place 
where the firſt was made , which two bells 
will in courſe lie apt for that purpoſe; and 
the reſt of the bells will alſo in courſe lie in 
the ſame placesat the ſecond extream where 
they lay at the firſt. After the making of the 
firſt extream, the method of the peal goeth on 
asifno extreamhad been made; and alſo af- 
ter the making of the ſecond extream if any 
remaineth, it alſo goes on, until in courſe the 
bells come round. 

In all compleat peals of doubles upon fix 
bells there may alſo moveable exrreams be 

made, 
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made, which are made according to this rule; 
wherclocver any two of the extream bells are 
together, and in courle to lie ſtill, rhoſe two 
bells by making a change will thereby make 
the extream, which is as effetual as the fixed 
extream, the reaſon and ground of both be. 
ing one and the fame, Thereare allo two 
theſe extreams in each peal, and the ſecond 
always made 360 changes from the firſt, and 
the making of it guided by ſych kind of ob. 
ſervations as before. When moveable ex: 
treams are made, then there will be twotri: 
ple changes in the 720; but when fixed ex: 
treams are made, then two ſgles, 

Theart of croſs-pricking may receive a h6 
ing from this conſideration, As every conv 
pleat peal of plain changes upon one number 
comprehend; the compleat peals on all leſſer 
numbers ; {o likewiſe every compleat craf. 
peal muſt of necelfity do the like, although 
their croſs courſe permits it not tobe done f0 
regularly and Jemonſtrably as the former, 
From —_ may be inferr*d, that every 
note in a croſi-pea/ mult of neceſſity lie as 
gy times in one place, as the reſt of the note 
are capable of making changes; and alſo that 
two or more of the notes muſt jointly lie in 
the ſame places as many times, as the remai- 
ning gumber are allo capable of making chan; 

. | ges! 
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ges: this _ a certain touchſtone to proye 
all croſs-peals after they are prickt, and muſt 
be held as a principle on which to ground 

ket ſuch methods of pricking , that the courſe of 
ed} all the notes may demonſtrably tend to pro- 
be-] duce thoſe effefts. And from hence it is, 

off that the whole hurt immediately derives the 
nd} ' manner of its uniform motion through the 
nd} courſes of each peal. And the changes in 
ob-j every courſe are as ſo many guides to con- 
ex dud the reſt of the notes in ſuch ſort, that 
tri} they may be prepared to lieat the laſt change 
ex of the courle in apt places for each ſucceed- 

ing courſe to receive them, and to perform 
the like. Now as the changes in all the cour- 
ſes of a peal are made alike, except as before , 
ſo in the compoſing of croſs-peals, by pricking 

| of one courſe may ſoon be diſcovered, whe» 
=_ or no a compleat Peal will from thence 
arile. 
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Croſs Peals. 
_——— — 

The Twenty four, Doubles and Singles PL 
fonr Bells, 

His peal conſiſts equally of dox- 
ble and ſmgle s wot one 

change is double, the next ſingle, and 
fo throughout. 1 is here the hunt, 
and 2.3.4 extream bells. Every dou- 
ble change is made on the two firſt 
and two laſt bells, and every ſingle on 
the two middle bells, except when 
the 1 Jeads, and then behind which is 
calld extream, All the bells have a 
dire& Hunting-courle up and down 
until 1 leads, and then the bell in the 
ſecond place lyeth ſtill, whilſt the 
two hind bells make a dodg; which 
being made, all the bells proceed a- 
gain in their Hunting courſe. The 
three changes of (a,b.c) are the three 
extream changes. 

There are three ways to rmake the 
extream changes, Firſt, eyery time 

1234 
2143 
2413 

1243 
the c 1234 
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the hunt leads, as in the peal here prickt; ſe. 
condly,, every time it lies behind ; thirdly, 
every time it leads and lies behind: in this 
laſt way there are fix extream changes in the 
peal, but in the other two ways, only three 
extreams;, the extream changes muſt always 
be made betwixt the two fartheſt bells from 
the hunt. Any beil may ha: af pleaſure , 
and it may move cither up or down at the be- 
ginning of the peal. If the 1 or 34 do hw 
down, or the 24or 4th up at the beginning, 
the firſt change muſt be ſ:gle, atid'made of 
the back-ſtroke (if *tis rung at half-pulls) to 
prevent cutting compals ; but if either” of 
thoſe bels do hunt the contrary way, then the 
firſt change muſt be double, | 

——— 

Old Doubles and Singles, 

1 and 2. 

N E change is double, the next ſmele, 
and fo by turns. The treble hath 4 

dire& hunting courſe, as in plain changes, 
Every double change is on the four firſt bells, 
and the treble is one of the two bells that 
makes Every ſingle change, except when it 
leads, and then the ſinole is in the 34 and W 
BS H Dan 
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places; but when 2 lies next the treble, then 
the ſingle is behind, which is call'd extream, | 
Every time the treble icaves leading, the 
two ff bells continue ſlow dodging , untill 
the treble comes down and difplaceth them- 
And when the treble moves down out of the 
5th place, the bell that 
comes into it lies till 
there , untill the treble 
concs thither again, ex- 
cept when the extream 
change is made behind, 
Every bell lies twice to- 
Sether in the 3d and 4th 
places, except when the 
treble leads, and allo 
when it hinders them in 
hunting, 

This old peal may be 
rung by a new courſe, 
which differs trom the 
former only in the ſingle 
changes that are inade e- 
very time the whole-huat leads, wiz. eve 
ſmgle may be made either in the 2d and 3 
or 4th and 5th places. If they are made in 
the 2d and 34, then the extreams mult be 
made when the half-:xt lies behind ;, but if 
they are made in the 4th and 5th places, FR 

tne 
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the extreams muſt be made when the hal 

. kuaut lies next the whole-hunt, the extreams be- 
ing always made in the 3d and 4th places, 

Mt. beth the — 

London Parades. 
I 4nd 2, 

NE change is double, 1234|Exve. 
the next ſingle, and fo by 

turns. The motion of the tre- 
ble is after this manner; in 
hunting yp, firft, it makesa 
dodg in the 24and 3dplaces, 
then it lies twice in the 4th 
place, and four times behind ; 
in which manner alfo it hunts 
down again , and then leads 
four times. The reſt of the 
bells have a like courſe and mo- 
tion with that of the treble, 
untill the treble leads. Now 
tis obſervable, that every ſ- 
gle change is made in the 24 
and 3d places until the treble 
leads, and then in the 34 and 
4th places; but when 2 lies 
next the treble, then an ex- 
tream behind. The IE 

2 
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at the leadings of the whole-hunt have an ab- 
ſolute dependency upon the courſe of the 
twenty four changes, doubles and ſingles upon 
four bells-; and the extreams to be made as 
many ways as in that peal, which are here 
guided by the motion of the half-hunt. 

— = — — - 
re mn 

Phenix 

5 and 4. 

NE change is double, the 12345|54123 
next ſingle, and ſo by 21354151423 

turns. Every bell leads twice, 2315415432 
and lies behind four times. E- Ft 14532 
very ſingle is made in the 24 <$3241[43152 
and 3d places, until the 5th 52341134125 
comes behind , and then in the 25 iy 5 
24and 4th places; but when 2453 
the 4th leads, (the 5th being 
behind) the ſingle is in the 24 
and 3d places. 
EE 

London pleaſure. 

I and 2, 

His peal in the former printing of it 
was prickt another way, but I have 

here 
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here tranſpoſed that Courſe, which in my 
opinion renders it more eafie and pradtical. 

21345 | 21354 33412 | | 
23145 | 12354 | 35421 | 14532 
33145 | 13254 53421 | 14523 
31245 | 13524 | 53412 | 14253 
31425 | 135427 53142 | 12453 
34125 | 31542| $1342 | 5555 
34215: | 31524 115342 | 14232 
34251 [31254 | 15324 15222 
32451 | 32154 15234 | 14352 
32415 | 32514 12534 | 
23418 3241 | 13452 
23451"'| 35241 | 12543 | 13425 
23541 | 35214 | 15243 | 13245 _ 
9514 | [38124 15423 --—o 

a. 

12345 | El 35142 | 15432 

- Bf: Tendring's Peal : call'd 

\ © Grand Paradox, __ 

I wp FT. 2 

O" change is double the- next ſingle, 
and fo by Ns "The motion of *he 

whole-hunt is rr Au this manner: firſt, it moves 
up intq the 2d and 3d places, lying twice in 
each ; then it moves up and makes a dodg be- 
hind, and then lieth till one change in the 

H 3 5th 
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th place z then it makes another dedg be: 
Find and ſo moves down into the 34 and 24 
places lying twice in each as before; and then 
leads four times. Evyery other bell hath a 
like courſe and motion with that of the tre- 
ble until the leadings of the treble, and then 
obſerve, that every time the treble goeth to 
lead and leaves leading, the double change is 
made on the two firſt arid two laſt hells, ex- 
cept wheti it goeth to lead if the haif-hmnt lies 
next it, and then not. Every bell teads four 
times; and every ſ/igle is made behind. The 
change wherein cach bell leaves leading, is 
always made on the four firft bells; except as 
before: ark: =p 

12345 | 45321 | 21534 | 43152 | 13524 | 14523 
21354 | 45312 [25143 | 43125 | 13542 | —— 
21345 | 54132 | 25134 | 41352 | —— | 13254 
23154 | 54123 [52314 | 41325 | 12453 | 23245 
23145 | 51432 [52341 | 14352 | 12435 | 12354 
32415 | 51423 |53214 | 14325 | 14253 | 12345 
prep 15243 5344t | 13452 | 14235 | —— 

, $4215 | 15234 [35421 | 15425 | —— 
34251 | 12543 35412| —— | 13432] 
43521 112534 34521 {15924 | 15423 
$3512 | 21543 (345F2 | 15342 | 145321 
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| 

| — 

What you pleale, Doubles and 
$S inoles. 

ver bell leads four times, and lics be- 
hind twice, except when the extream is 

made behind ;, and twice in the ſecond place, 
except when the extreem is made before : and 
note, when the treble is before the fourth 
ſtroke, the ſo1gle is in the 24 and 34, the next 
time the ſingle is behind ,, but .at other times 
the ſingle is in the 3d and 4th places::. When 
any bell leaves leading the doxble change is 
on the two firſt and two laft, and.thoexrredmnt 
are made by turns, firſt dehind, -Hlicri befoxc, 
and ſo on to the. end, for there are fix cx- 
Teams, . 

— 

12345 | 34521 FIT | 14352: 14235 
21354; 3425k {| 21345 | 542131 14532.1 14325 
233% | 43215 | 236941 34137 | 15623 13452 

22413 | 41352 | J245e | | 51342 | 15432} 13425 
$2431 | 41532 | 3245 [299 [43 3254. 4 | 
$2341 pn {fac [262k 13524 ! 12534 
$3214 | 14253 | 3412 | 15342 12354 
Riga | oe 12435 4 Bir} 152 ich 29095 

Pg 1582-12345 
H 4 Old 
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Peals upon five Bells, 

Old Doubles, 

I axd 2. 

D Go changes are all double, except one 
ſmgle exery time the treble leads. The 

treble hath 'a perfect hunting courſe as in 
plain changes, and every other bell hath a; 
like hunting courſe with that of the. treble 
until the treble leads, and then a ſozgle is made: 
inthe 3dand 4zb places ; but when the 2 lies 
next the treble, the ſingle is behind which 1s 
calld extream. © 9413 

12345 
21435 
24153 
42513 
45231 
54321 | 
5342 
35142 "+ 213 
31524 

—__—— 

13254. 
113524. 
31254, 
332145 
23415 

high: | 

| 14253 

12453 | 15234 | 14532 
14352 

13445 
13245 

—— —_ 
FEX2 I ' . 

«15432 | 

12534 | 

extre.. - 
12345 

* @ * 

- C24 

+. * 7 
AF + qQ 

þ 

=—_ SF Shlouotficc. cur YNSNTGET 
New. Doubles, 

© > £ 

PTIYC * 

HE chany $Are. 

Tl nies eo net one 

—— 

e1JL>L 

, & 4 FELS 

WEI 

all daaþle, except eee 
rre- 

\ 
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treble hath a perfect hunting courſe as in, 
| plain changes; and when it moves up fron 

leading,” the two firſt bells :dodg untill it. 
comes down again and dilplaceth them. Eve 
ry bell that comes into the 34 place lies there 
twice, andithen moves up- behind; but the' 
bell which lies there when the treble leaves 
leading, moves down. Every bell lies twice! 
behind , except at the changes wherein the 
treble goeth to lead and leaves leading, E-: 
yety time the treble leads, | a ſingle; change is 
then made ini the 34and 4tbplaces; but wheny 
the 2 lies next the treble, an extream behind, 

12345 | 13254 1 51324 is 14352 
21354 | 13524 | 15342 | — | 12543 | —547 

[45 | 31543 | 15432 | 14235] exe; |: 134251" 
32415 | 35124 1- 14325 , 12534 j 13245; 
57 gl | $3214 145 23 | 13452 1.77 - 

35241 | 14253 [24521-15243 | 1235" 
Big 53421 | —— | 23} 15423 || exe, 
321 JESS 15324 = | 12345) 
31245 BNIED | 15234 de GAR 

"EY TIN 

T 4nd 2. 

THE wreble hath a direQt hunting che as 
*. inplain changes, and when it moves up 

from lating the two firſt bells dodg until, it 
COIMmCs 



106 Peals npon five Bells, 
comes down again and difplaceth them ; and 
whilſt they dodg before, every bell that 
comes down into the 34 place lies there 
twice, and then moves up again behind. But 
after the dodging all the bells go a dire 
hunting courie up and down, until the dodg. 

mg again hindreth them as before. Every 
bell lies twice behind, | 
except when the treble 
leaves leading if the 24 
ties next it, and then 
the double is made on the 
two firſt and two laſt 
bells; b ich means 
the two hind»bells then 
make a dodg , which 
happens in courſe- once 
in twenty changes, that 
is, every fecond time 
the tre ble leavesleading. 
By this method it will 
&9 ſixty changes, and 
then an extream muſt be 
made, The extreamsin 
this peal may be made 
according to the preceding general rule ſet 
down in the Introdudtion, | Here the firſt ex- 
tream is made at the end of fixty changes, the 
bells lying 1 3 2; and when they come to lie 

{0 
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Peals upon five Bells, I07 

ſo afain, the ſecond extream muſt be made 3 
the extream is made behind, two of the ex- 
tream bells lying there, and the ſimple is made 
inthe 24 and 3d place at both the exrreams, 
— — 

Grandfire. 
I 4d 5. 

THE treble bath a dire@ hunting courſe 
as in plain.changes, and every other bell 

hath alfo-a like hunting courſe with that of 
the treble except when the bobs hinder. The 
bobs are double charges, and made on the 
two firſt and two laſt bells according to this 
rule, viz. every time the treble poes to lead 
and leaves leading, a bob=change is thenrmade, 
except the” 5% lying next it makes a change 
there with it, and then' not. Noty ris obs 
ſervable, that once in twenty changes, that is 
at every ſecond leading of the treble, the ;th 
lies next it, and conſequently there is but 
ons bot-charige then to be made, but at,other 
times two ; 10 that at one leading of the tre- 
ble there is but one bob-chatrge made, at the 
hext leading there are two, and to fucceſfive- 
ly by turns; which for diſtintion may be 
call'd frmele and dowble bobs, The two bells 
that dodg behind at a bob continue -_ 

_ 
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108 Peals upon five Bells, 

dodging until the treble comes up and dif. 
placeth them, and at every bob.change the 
bell in the 3d place lieth 
ſtill, and then moves 
down to lead. By this 
method it will go ſtzty 
changes; and to carry on 
the courle extreams muſt 
be made, there being 
two in the peal. . The 
manner of making an ex- 
tream 1 have at large 
ſhewed in the 7:trodu- 
en, and the exrreams 
may here be made in any 
place according to the 
general rule there et 
down. The cafieſt way 
in,. practice is to make 
them at the leadings of 
the treble; at any ſingle 
bob it may be 'made be- 
hind, two of the extream 
bells lying there, and to 
lie ſtill whilſt the bells 
in the 2d and 3d places 

12345 53143 $2431 
21354 51234 25341 
23145 15324 23514 
32415 13542 
3425131524 
43521 35142 

32154 
31245 
15254 

45312,53412 extre. 

54132/54321 
2143, 
15243/42513 

45231|- 13245 
15342 
1354} 

2154314143 
25134; 12453 
5231414235 
$3241 (41253) 
3542142135 
34512 ,24315 
43152/23451 
41325(3 2541 
14352/35214 
1342553124 
31452/51342 
34125] 
43215/145 
42351 
24531 

—  — 

4153212354 
451 23(extre: 

25413)54213/12345 
qi 

do make the ſingle change : at any double bob 
it may. be made in the 2d4and 34.places, ' ſo 

_ that the ſgle muſt there be made behind. 
if 

15423 | 
15432114532 

pp —_——_— —ccc-_ — wH—— aa w—— 
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Peals upon five Bells, 109 

| If the firſt extream is made at the fingle hob, 
the ſecond muſt be made at the third fol- 
lowing ſingle bob; or if the firſt 1s made at a 
double bob, the ſecond muſt be made at the 
third double bob following, as in this peal 
here prickt , where the firſt extream is made 
at a double bob, and the ſecond alſo made 
at the third following double bob. 

This peal wiil go with any hats, and tobe- 
gin it on the four hind bells; but then in 
ringing it at half-pulls, the firſt change being 
made at back-ſtroke to prevent cutting com- 
pals, the bells at the end of the peal will come 
round at a fore-ſtroke change. Therefore 
the better way is to begin it on the four arſt 
bells, which may alſo be done with any hunts, 
excepting 1.3, 1.5. and 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, where- 
inthe firſt change ofcach may be a bob. And 
obſerve, that in any way of beginning it, the 
bells muſt all proceed in.ſuch a perte& hunt- 
ing courſe as the firſt change direts them, 
until the firſt bob comes to be made. 

| — — tm wv 

Ola Triples and Doubles, 

Q NE change is:rip/e, the next double, 
and fo by turns, except one ſple at 

the end of every ſixty changes. - Every triple 
change 
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: I 10 Peals upon ſix bells, 

. change is made on the two firſt, the two mid. 
dle, and two laſt bells; and every double is 
made on the four middle bells, except when 
the hunt leads and then on the four hind bells, 
Treble is here the ht, and hath a direa 
hunting courle up and down as in plain chan. 
ges; the reſt of the bells have alſoa dire 
hunting courſe up and down except when the 
treble leads, and then each bell that was 
hunting up (except that in the 24d place) 
makes2 dodge with the next bell below it, 
and then proceeds forward again in its courſe 
up 3 and each bell which at the ſame time was 
hunting down, makes a dodg with the next 
bell above it, and to proceedeth forward in 
its courſe down ; which method will carry of 
the peal fife courſes of the hurit 3 that is ſix 

ty changes as m arc _ prickt. 
In the 120 there is allo a 

half-lunt , and when the 31232113526) 
whole-hunt leads and the half- 24163 321456 
bunt lies next it, a fingle 426153/2341 
change muſt then be made, 425131243615 
either in the 3d and 4b, or © 52311426351 
thand 6th places; but ob- af 59 
erving when the half-bunz 53614 
comes again to he next the 3516246 
whole-hunt , another fingle 35 

chapge myſt be made in the 395% 

—_ cw. aa oats XXa a a mm 



Peals upon fix Bells, 

ſame place where the firſt 
was made. Theſe fingle 
changes are called extreams, 
there being two in every 
ſixſcore, and the laſt of them 
always falls out in courle to 
be made juſt 60 changes 
from the firſt, that is, at the 
fifth leading of the whole 
bunt after the firſt extream. 

In the 240 there is allo a 
balf-hunt, and when the 
whole-hunt leads, and the 

325416{412035 
2345611146253 
2436511142635 
4263151416253 
462135]461523 
6412531045133 
6145231054312 
165432563421 
1645 23]53024L 
615432352614. 
65134232516 
56312412315 

half-bunt lies next it, a ſingle 5362141213456 
change being then made in 352641 [243 

the 4th and 5#þ-places, will bring the bells 
round at zwelveſcore, there beingMbur ſmegles 
in the peal, one of which falls in the courſe at 
the end of every ſixty changes. 

In the 520 there is a whole, half, and quar- 
ter hunt, and every time the whole-hyunt leads 
and the half-hunt lies next it, afingle change 
muſt then be made in the 4th and gth places 
as in the rwelveſcore ;, but when the "_ 
hunt lies next the half-hunt, that is, when the 
three hants come together before, (which als 
ways happen at the end of every twelveſcore) 
then the ſingle muſt be made behind, which 
is calPd extream, there being three of them 
in the peal, The 



112 real; apon fix Brits, 

The ſeverſcore ard four triples and doubles 
are the ſame with the former except 22 the 
leadings of the tre>!e, and then a noir ts 2- 
Ways made fn the 24 20d 4b pl2ces 4 out 

when the 2 lies next the treble, 2n exrre.on is 
made in the 4#h and 5:b places. This peal ts 
grounded on the twenty four doubles and fin- 
les, the fonr mid@le bells making them at 
the leading) of the tred!- 
> oo _— — _ oe nee ——_—_ -—_— _ It ets ms. _ mm ————o——_—_—  —_—_——> 

Granahre Bob, 

L, 2 4774 4 

HE general method of this pea! is the 
ſ{zme with that next before, but with 

this difference ; whereas in that pea! ſanzles 
were made at theend of every fixty changes 
fo carry on the courſe, in this there are dou- 
ble changes made in their ſtead, which are 
called Bob-changes, and mace when the tre- 
ble leads in the 2dand 34dand the 5th and 6th 
places, whereas at other times the double is 
there made on the four hind bells. 

- The Prattitioner may obſerve theſe ryles 
in theringing of it, pz. whatſoever bells he 
followeth when he hunteth up, he muſt fol- 
low the ſame bells again, and in the fame or- 
der, the next time he hunts down, as in ay 

£nan- 
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Peals upon ſix Bells. I13 
changes here prickt, where the treble in hun. 
ting up firſt follows 2, then 4; -and then 6; 
2nd when it comes behind, firft ir follows 2 
again, then in its hunting down it follows 4 
and 6 an the ſame order as when it hunted 
up ; which is allo obferved in the ringing of 
any other bell, but 'with this difference be- 
tvixt the who!le-burr and the reft of the bells, 
v2. Every time the whole-bant leayes the tre- 
ble's place and hunts up, it. followeth diffe- 
rent bells from what it did in #5 former hun- 
ting 2p , as may be ſeen in this example: 
where 1 its firft hunting up it firſt 
follows 2,then 4,then 6; whereas in 
thenext hunting up it tuft tollows 
3, then 2, then 4. But the firſt time 
any other - bel} leads after a bed, 
whatioever bells it then follows m 
its hunting up, it follows the ſame - 
bells ikewife and m the fame order 
every tune it hunts up; and conle-. ... 
quently every time it hunts down... 
unto the next bc&; as in this exam- 
ple, where 2 in its firſt hunting up, 
firſt follows 4, then 6 , then 5, and 
hkewife when it next hunts up it 
follows 4 6 5 as before, &c. But 
when the whole-banr is the ſecond 
bell which he follows in huating up, [ | 



II ” Peals upon ſix Bells. 

he muſt follow it again when he next lies 
behind. 

”Tis obſervable, that at every leading of 
the treble the two hind bells dodg ; andwhen- 
ſoever the half-huntdodgeth there, a bob muſt 
then be made, except the quarter-huns dodg. 
eth there with it, and then not; which is an 
infallible ruſe,by which he that rings the half- 
hunt may 'always give notice of the bobs as 
well when the peal is inverted, as in the ordi- 
nary way of ringing it. The bobs fall out in 
courſeſmple and double, the one ſingle, the 
next double, and fo by turns; there being 
three ſingle bobs and three double bobs in the 
eighteenſcore, and conſequently fix of each in 
the 720. © - 

-. Theaforeſaid method being obſerved, will 
carry.0n the courle of the peal to the end of 
ezolareenſcore, which is juſt half the 720, and 
then it terminates, asappears in the ezghteen- 
feare here prickt : but by making an exrream 
that -qumber may be -doubled ; for then 
ezghteenſcore Changes more will go in courſe 
according to the former method; and another 
txrream being likewife made at the end of 
the laſt erphteenſeore will compleat the 720, 
The manner of making- an extrean I have 
ſhewed at large in the' Ditroduttion, pag. go. 
where I have alſo ſet down a general = 

or 
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for making them , to which I refer. 
The fr rit exzream may be made either the 

firſt, fecond, or third Lug that the half and 
puree hunts dodg hind ; or <lfe. at 

ſecond, or chied pe bob; at che of 
which places the Sgle muſt be-made, dekin 

343516 143526 
| 324456} bob. 
ee ef bro 47 231495 | 134562 
426153 213985. 315426, 
2513. Hara 120354 | | 331496 

45231 | | 641253 | 123645 | 5321 
65432x | 614523 216354 5236 i 
$6341 2 34 | 925143 [8 

| 325416 
Jae | 1 mil 

125463 

BET | 

165324 
Ri 2 bob. 

24 1 156423 

342561 
ZE 
Jil 

123 | 165243 |. 

21 
$5362 

WES 

3k o_ i 

Ip Fg FREE 7 
| 655384 312465 | F£pvp4 2253346 + 
| $12534 | 321645 | 65 

625143 | 163549 
6 47 j—— 7+* 

2 | = 
*4612 i 

gl $19 1634257 

_ 4 #1 

3204 | —m— 

162534 | 2635141 526431 | 154263 
615243 | 625344 \ 
651423 | 652431 | 245163 145623 
= <4 2 S| 

$4023 

415302 | ! 14335 

254613 | ——— 

421536 | bob. 

143265 154633 
——___  —— 

145362 
bob 
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bob. — |] 2 
15436 | 16965 (13 954k | 169993 16 

| 5297 } T—= 164235 164523 

HEE 136524 | 15 INS 25 | 146253 
n_—__—__ 0} s Ger! | 142635 

126435 253462 | 128 =] 124365 

Here are lokes changes wanting 
one, which one if it were made double as the 
former, would bring the bells round, there- 
fore an extream muſt be made as in this 
change 123465, the two hind bells making 
the extream, and the bells in the 3d and 4th 
places making the ſwgle. Now in regard 
that this extream is made the ſecond time the 

- whole-hunt leads after a double beb, therefore 
the ſecond extream mult ;be made the ſecond 
time the whole-hunt leads after the third 
double bob-ſollowing. 
Thispeal may be rung with any hunts, and 

tobegin the changes. ge and double as in 
this bore prickt..- 705 

o * + 4 & - 

' \. 
+ L E © = # , j i , . 
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Fifty three Loxpon-Peals 
upon Five, Six, Seven, and Eight 

* Bells, compoſed by F.S 

Crambe. 

T% changes are all ſingle, it hath a per» 
fe courſe, and may be prickt many 

WAYS. - 

52248 | 42513 | 52431 32154 | 35421 | 15243 
21345 | 45213 | 25431} 23154 | 35412 | $1243 
21435 45231 | 25413 23145 | 53412 | 51234 
24135 | $9231 1 25143 | 32145 | 53142 | 15234 
24153 | 54321 | 52143 | 32415 | 35152 | 15324 
42153 { 45321 | 52134 | 23415 | 35124 | 13524 
42135 | 45312 | 25134 23451 | 53124 | 13542 
42315 | 54312 | 25314 3245 | 51324 | 31542 
24315 | : $4132 | 52314, 33541 | $1342 31524 
24351 | 45132 | 52341 | 35241 | 15342 | 31254 
42351 | 45123 23341 | 35214 | 15432 | 13254 
42531 24123 23541 | 53214 | 51432 | 13245 
2653t | $4213 | 23514 | 53241 | $1423 | 31245 
24513 | 52413 ! 32514 | 53421 | 19423 31425 

13425 
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12453 
Il 

13425 | 34215 | 43152 | 41523 
13452 1 34251 | 41352 | 14523 
31452 | 43251 | 41325 | 14253 
34152 | 43521 | 14325 | 41253 

34521 | 14352 | 41235 
34512 | 221 14235 

12435 | 

34125 
125 
215 

po 
43512 | 41532 | 

—_— 

12534 
21534 | 
21354 

12354 
12345 

o 

_ 

I and 2, 

T HE treble hath a per- 
fet courſe as in 

plain changes. And when 
it hunts up out of the 24 
place it makes two ſin- 
les together, and the 

tike when it hunteth 
down. When it leads, 
the ſingle is in the 3d and 
4th places, except when 
2 liesnext it, and then 
an extream behind. E- 
yery bell ( except the 

| treble) leads four times, 
A and lies ſtill behind un- 

till the treble diſplaceth 
it, except at the extream. 

| The Primroſe, 

12345 5143215234 
21435 15342|—— 
24135) 
24315} 
23451 
32541 
Fg {D 
13254 
13524 
31254 
32154 

15432 
— — —— 

14523 
14253 

12435 
Exire. 

12453 
14235 

12543 

14325 
32514|\—— [13245 
35241 13452\-—— 

53421 
2 

13542 12354 
Extre. 5 

$4132 1532412345 

New 
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_ 
Orphens, 

12345 j14253| 34125 | $4312 | 32541 [52134 
13254 | 41523 43152| 53421 | 23514 151243 
13245 ; 41532 43125 | 53412 | 23541 | 51234 

—| 31254 [4512334215 , 35421 | 25314 | 15243 
31245 | 45132 34251 | 35412 | 25341 | 15234 
32154 ,54123| 3241553142 | 52314 | 12543 
32145 | 54132{ 32451 | 53124 | 52341 | 12534 
23154 (51423| 23415 | $1342 | 25431 | 21543 

| 23145[51432f23451 | 51324 | 25413 | 21534. 
24] 21354 | 15423 | 24315 | 15342 | 24531 | 12354 
—| 21345 | 15432} 24351 | 15324 | 24513 | 12345 
31 12435 145231 42315 | 13542 | 42533 
| 12453 | 14532|42351 | 13524 | 42513 
41 21435| 41352] 43215 | 31542 | 45231 | 
—| 21453 [41325] 43251 {31524 | 45213] 
3 24135 | 14352| 34521 | 35142 | 54231 
3] 24153 | 14325( 34512135124 | 54213 | 
=| 4213513452] 43521 | $3214 | 52431 
2] 42153| 134251 43512153241 | 52413 
2] 412335| 314521 45321 {35214 | 25143 
=(, 41253 | 314251 45312| 35241 | 25134 
5 14235| 34152154321 132514 | 52143 
3 One change is double, the next ſimole, and 
+1 ſoby turns, 

I 4 New 
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_— —— — OO —_— 

[CES 
— 

New Donbles and Singles, 

I 4nd 2. 

———— 

() NE change is double, the next ſgle, 
and ſo by turns. The treble hath a di- 

re& hunting courſe up 
and down as in plain 
changes, and eyery time 
it goeth to lead and 
leaves leading, the 
change is double on the 
two firſt and two laſt 
bells, the reſt of the dou- 
ble changes are on the 
four firſt.. | The treble is 
one of the two bells that 
makes every ſmglechange 
except when it leads,and 
then the ſingle is made in 
the 3d = 4th places ; 
but when the 2 lies next 

12345151324 
21354 
23154 
32514) -- 
3254t 
23451 
23415 
32145 
31245 
23254 

15342 
15432 

14523 
14253 

12435 
Extre 

12453 
13524 
31542 
35142 
$3412] — 

13452] © $3421 
35241 
35214|— 
$3124 

15234 
12543 

Extre. 

[2934 

15243 
19423 

14532 
14552 

14235 
14325 

13542 
19324; 

13425 
"2295 
12354 
Extre. 

12345 
the 1,then an extream is made bekind. When 
the treble leaves the two firſt bells, they con. 
tinue ſlow dogding until treble comes down 
and diſplaceth thera. 
the treble) lieth twice in the 3d place. 

Every bell ( cxcept 

The 
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The Mornino Star, 

1 aud 2. 

| foe treble hath a dire& hunting courſe 
as 1n plain changes; and every time 

it hunts up, it makes two ſingles together, 
aud the like when it hunts down: when it 
leads the furgle is behind, but when 2 lies 
next it an extreamis made in the 3d and 4th 
places. Every time the treble goeth to lead 
and leaves leading, the double is on the two 
firſt and two laſt bells, and every bell except 
the treble leads four times together. 

12345 | 51432 | 14523 | 15243 
21354 | 54132 1 14532 14253 
23154 | 54312 | —— | 13425 | 14235 
23514 | 53421 ! 12354 ; 13452 | 
25341 35241 | eXITE. | 15324 

52431 | 32514 | 12534 | 12543 | 15342 
54213 321534 | $Beake | EXITE. | —— 

54123 | 31254 | 143521 12453 | 12435 
51423 13245 | 14325 | ——— { CxIre. 

15432 | 13254 | —— 13542 | 12345 
15423 | —— * 15234 | 13524 

— 

The 
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The Quirifter, 
1 and 2. 

T lis peal conſiſts moſt of double changes; 
the treble hath a dire& hunting courſe 

as in plain changes, and every time it hunts 
up and down it makes 
a ſmgle in the 3dand 4th 
proces > and when it 
eads , the ſingle is be- 
hind, but when 2 lies 
next it an extream Is 
made in the 3d and 4h 
places. 
When the treble leaves 

the two hind bells, they 
continue dodging untill 
it comes up again and 
diſplaceth them, and 
then they hunt dire&ly 
down; the firit to lead, 
and the other into the 
2d place: that which 
moves to lead , having 
lead four times, gives 
place to the treble; but 

(15234 
15243 
14352 
14325 

12543 
extire. 

12453 

15324 
15342 
14253 
14235 
13542 
13524 
12435 
extre, 

12345 

when 

PE" a th. a—— _ 



upon frve Belts. 123 
when the Treble hath done leading it takes 
the treble's place again, and leads tour times 
more and then hunts dire&tly up; the other 
bell which moved down into the 24 place lies 
there twice, and then the Treble in hunting 
down moves it mto the 34 place where it lies 
ſtill, untill the Treble in hunting vp moves it 
back into the 2d place, where having lain 
twice it hunteth up. This Pealis as muſical, 
ealie, and practical as any of this kind that 
ever was prickt. 

— — — -— — =—— -— — —— — ——— 

The Faulcon, 

I 4nd 3. 

His Peal conſiſts moſt of 4onble changes, 
The treble hath-a dire&t hunting courſe 

as in plain changes, and every time it hunts 
up and down it makes a ſimzle in the 3d and 
and 4th places, and when it leads a ſmgle is 
alſo made there, but when 2 lies next it the 
extream is made behind. When the treble 
leaves the twofirſt bells they continue there 
until it comes down again and difplaceth 
them, but obſerve, when the treble moves in- 
to the 5rh place, and again from thence , the 
double 1s on the two firſt and two lat bells, 
by means of which the two firſt bells then 
: | dods, 



| 124 London Peals 
| dodg, but before and after they lieſtill, Eye. 
| ry bell lies twice in the 3d place and then 
| hunts up, except that which lies there when 
| the treble leaves leading. 
| 

| 
| 

£2340] 53241 | —— | 15243 
21354 | 35421| 14235 | 15423 
23145] 53412 | 14325 | —— 
23415] 53142| —— | 14532 
3:451 | 51324|13452 | 14352 
23541 [15342 |13542 | —— 
32514115432 | —-—| 13425 
32154] —— [15324] 13245 
31245 | 14523 | 15234 | ——— 

13254 [14253 |—-—-—| 12354 
13324 | ——— [12543] extre. 
31542 [12435 | extre, | 12345 
35124 | extre. [12534 

35214'1245 3; ——1 

—— ———_——— 

© OS CIAO TIES 2 ea a _ _ 

Merry Andrew. 

I and 2. 

() NE change is double , the —_ le, 
and ſo by turns. The treble leads four 

times, lies behind four times, and twice in 
every other place, Every other bell _ 

our 

— —— RT OED. an OO 
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upon five Bells, I25 

four times. When the treble leaves the two 
hind-bells they continue dodging untill it 
comes up again and diſplaceth them. Every 
ſingle is made behind until the treble hinders, 
and then in the 24 and 3d places. When the 
treble leads and the 24 lies next it, then an 
extreamis made in the 3d and 4thplaces. 
When the treble goes to lead and leaves 

leading, the double is on the two firſt and two 
laſt bells, and when every other bell goes to 
lead and leaves leading, the dowble is on the 
four firft. 

12345 | $1423] 23574 [15243 
21354 | 15432] 32154 [15234 
21345 | 15423| 32145 | 12543 
23154 | 14532] 31254 | exiIre. 

23145 | 14523] 31245 [12453 
32415 | 41532 [13254 
34215 |41523] 13245 [13542 
32451 | 45132 | 1235413524 
34251] 45123 | extre, [15342 

43521 | 54213 | 12534 [15324 
43JAT 1504303 Oy III. of 
43512 | 54231 | 14352 [14235 
45312 | $2431 | 14325 14253 
$4132 | 25341| 13452 [12435 
(4123 | 23541 09429 extre, 

1432! 25314 |) ——- 112345 5143 4 May- 



126 London Peals, 

May-day. 

I and 5, 

NE change is double, the next ſingle, 
and fo by turns. When the treble goes 

to lead and leaves leading, the double is on 
the two firſt and two Iaſt bells; and when 
every other bell goes to lead and leaves lead- 
ing, the double 1s on the four firſt. 

he treble hath a con- 
ſtant dodging courſe, for 
in its hunting up it firſt 
makes a dodg- in the {e- 
cond and third places, 
and then anotherbehind, 
and then it lies ſtill one 
change in the 5th place 
then in its hunting down 
it makes another do 
behind, and allo another 
in the 2d and 34d places, 
and thenleadsfour times. 
$0 that the treble is one 
of the two bells that 
makes every ſigle until 
it leads, and then ?tis 
made in the 24 and 3d 

pla-* 

12345]151321125493 
11+1523115234 

231541[45123]12534 
2134542131 
23 14513423 [| 14352 
32415132413|1345% 
3245115243 1| 14325 
34215125341 Extre, 

34251125314 14235 
4352123541] —— 
43512123514, 15324 
65321132154 13524 
4531213 1254 15342 
54132132145 13542 
5143231245 —— 
54123113254 £2453 
5$1423]12354/14253 
1543 2113245|£2435 
14532 SIE. FxITe. 
15423113425'12345 
14523 — 
415319243 : 

a x. - 6 - A. - 5 

ks | 

i i A Sb Ha a4 « $— | —— cc as gn , as wa. >. 
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upon ive Bels, 

places, except when the 5th lies behind, and 
then an extream is made in the 3d and 4h 
places. When the treble leaves the two 
hind-bells they continue ſlow dodging, until 
it comes up agaiu and dilplaceth them. Eyery 
bell leads four times. 

I27 

St. Dunſtan's Doxbles, 

1 and 2. 

THE changes” are all 
deonble except one 

ſingle every 24d time the 
treble leads, there being 
fix in the peal. The tre- 
ble is a perfe& hunt ; 
and every time it go- 
eth to lead and leaves 
leading , the dowble is 
made on the two firſt 
and two laſt bells, at 
which changes the bells 
in the 3d place hie ſtill 
and then 'move down, 
and the two hind-bells at 
the ſame time dodg : but 
at other times all the 
bells have a dixeQ hunt- 

12545 13245 
21354 
23145 15423 
32415 14532 
34251] 

12453 
— — —— —— 

15543 
159324 

43521112354 
45312exrre. | / 

5413212534|14253 
$1423 
154321435213524 
14523 13425 
q1932——— 
4512315243 
54213 ſmgle. 
25341 —— 

2351414325 
pen 
31245] —— 
13254/125 
[ag ngle.extre. 

18n 



128 London Peals 

ins coarſe. When the treble leads, and the 
24lieth either in the 24 or 34places, then a 
ſimple muſt always be made betwixt the two 
next extream bells to the 24. 

— —_—— 

Church Doubles. 

1 and 2. 

T HE changes are all 1234 (1325414325 
double except ſix ſin- 21435 | ſengle. 

gles as the {ormer, The 2453 1345 T9Þ k 
treble is a perfect bunt ;, 
and every time it moves 
up into the, 5th place , 
and allo out of it, the 
double is then made on 
the two firſt and two 
laſt bells, at which time 
the bells in the ,3d place 
do lie ftill and then 
move up; and the two 
firſt bells at the ſame 
time dodg. When the | | 
treble leads, and the 24 .31524'1345212345 
lieth either in the 24 or 3d places, then' 4 
ſingle ruſt always be made betwixt the-two 
next extream bells to the 24. 

In this and the former peal the ſingles may 
be 

=_— £©AaA a R + cs  _ & owe 

my 

w =. mr) 9D re = © ww. 
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upon five Bells, 129 
be made in another manner, viz. when the 
whole-hunt leads, and the 'half-hnur lieth et- 
ther in the 4th or 5th places, a ſmgle muſt 
then be made betwixt the two next bells to 
the half-hunt;, but at other times a double 
change to be made when the whole-havt leads, 
2s in the former way, 

Stedman's Principle, 

T HE changes are all double, two ſinzles 
excepted. One double is made on the 

two firſt and two laſt bells, the next on the 
four laſt, and ſo by turns ſucceffively ; excep- 
ting every ſixth change, which is doxble on 
the four firſt bells, and for diſtinion is called 
a Parting change, All the bells have a like 
courſe. The general method is this; the 
three firſt bells $0 the ſix changes, and the 
two hind.bells in the mean time dodg ;] then 
a Parting change is made ' which parts the 
two hind-bells, moving that in the fourth. 
place down into the 34, and that in the 34 
place up into the 4th, and then the three firſt 
dells go the ſix again, the two hind-bells in 
the mean time dodging as before z and then 
another Parting change is made, and fo fuc- 
ceſhyely on, Every __ comes behind | 

| CON- 
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130 London. Peals 
continues there dodging ix changes with one |, 
beil and ſix with another, and then in courſe 
the Partins change hrings it down, One ſix 
cuts compals, the next doth not, and fo by 
turns ſucceſſively. Inthe ſex which cut com. 
paſs the twofirſt bells of the three makes the 
firſt change of it, but in the other the two 
laſt of the three. By this method the peal 
will go fixty changes, and to carry it on far- 

 _ therextreams muſt be made. An extream 1s 
' made by the lying ſtill of two bells when in 
' _  courle they ſhould make a change, as betare 

[ have ſhewed more fully-in the Introduction, 
paz. 90. but withall obſerving, that whereas 
in this peal the bells have all a like courlſe, 
therefore they may all be termed extrean 
bells, and conſequently the; extreams to be 
made according to this general rule, viz. the 
firſt extreammay be made by any, two. bells 
that are in courſe to make a change withm 
the compaſs of the firſt ſixty changes of the 
peal; and the ſecond extream muſt be made 
according tothis rule, Whatloevertwo bells 
are dodging behind at the firſt extream,wlien 
the ſame two bells come to dods there again, 
is a certain warning , for the ſecond extreaw 
to be then made. And; obferve, how many 
changes the firſt extreamis made from, a part- 
1g change; fo many likewiſe muſt. the laſt 

" ="_— 
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12345 
21354 

33345 
32415 
23451 
24315 
423531 
43215 
34251 
43321 
45312 
$4321 

$3412 
$5421 

$4512 
43152 
$4125 
31452 
13425 
14352 
41325 

14335 
12453 
21435 
24153 

por ſix Bells, * 
txtream be made after a Parting changealfo. 
And the ſingle and extream comes in courfe 

42135| $2437 | 
41253| 25341 
14523} 52314 
41 532| $3241 
45123 
54132 
$1423 
15432 
51342 
$3124 
35142. 

31524 
13542 
15324 
51234 
15243 
12534 
21543 
25134 
52143 
25413 
24531 
42513 
45231 
54213 

| 

35214 
32541 
23514 
32154 
31245 
13234 

EXITEL, 

24513 

I3t 

FI32.4 * 

42153|15342 
£41 35113524 

21453 

12435 
I42F}] 

41235 
14335 
12452 

31425 
34152 

15245 þ43125 
31254 
3z14) 
$3415 
33451 
34215 
452F1, 

42315 
24350 
42531 
45213 
$4231 
52413 
52134 

41353 
I 45.32 
41523 
45132 
$4123 
51432 
15423 

$1243 
52134 
25143 
21534 
12543 
15234 

(31542 

35124, 

33142 

35412 
34531 
43512 
45321 
54312 
F342 
35248 
ſ3214 
F234T . 
25314% 
2.3541 
32514 
23154 
21345 

I2354 

EXTYE, 

12345 

each of them to he made in the ſame place 
=) 

- K and 



132 Landon Peals 
and by the ſame bells at the laſt extream, 
they were at the firſt. Here the ſinzles ; 
=_—_ behind, and the extreams in the 2d ant 
3d places ; and as the 4th and 5th bells d 
dodg behind at the firſt exrream, 10 likewilg .. 
when they come to dodg there again, the te 
cond extream is then made, the treble le: 
ing at both of them, as appeareth in the pea , 
here prickt. | 

The firit Parting change is here male t 
third change at the heginning, and that + 
cuts compals. 

In all the ſeveral ways of ringing this pea 
if the Parting changes are mede at the fore 
ſtroke, as in courte they are in this her 
prickt, then cutting compatls is always on th 
lame ſzxe, as in this peal : but when the Part 
ing changes are made at back-ſtroke, then thq 
contrary ſix always cuts compaſs to whi 
coih here, 

— — a — —— 

Peal; 
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Peals upon Six Bells. 

HE changes are all 1234. 
 ſoigle, and treble 21345 

is the hjozt. When the 2134 
treble moves up-out of 231455 ; 
the 2d place, the two 2342 
firſt bells tohtinue flow 32145 
d © . 32415 

odging untill the tre- 23415 
ble comes there again. 
And wheh the treble ern 3546 
moves down out of the 274? 
fourth place, the two 234567 
hind-bells likewife con- 325461! 
tinue ſlow: dodging un- 3254! 
til the eng comes 2354s 
there again. When the 4 46 
treble leads,(if *tis rung 321546 
at half-pulls) the' fore- 312546 
ftroke change. (that is, at 3/25 of 
the third troke of the £32277 

The ſingle Method, 

$3264 —— 
153240 146235 
152346 146253 
152364 142653 
— =—- 142635 
[25643 ——— 
[25634 124356 
126534 1243 

6411 26543 123465 
OPT" IV x: 23456 

6 
trehle's leading)is made . 2 as 
inthe 34 and 4» places, 
the reſt of the changes 'there are 

RK 3 

162435 
162453' 

made he- 
hind. 



134 London Peals 
hind. By this method it will go {xſcay 
changes, 

To ringi249. When the whole-hwit leads, 
and the half-hant dodgeth behind; the fore 
ſtroke change muſt then be made in the 24 ani 
3d places, as in this here prickt, where the 24 
is the half-hunt, and there are little marks ſet 

| at the E fore froks changes. 
| 360. When the whole-bant leads, 
| and the half and quarter-hunts dodg behind, 

the fore-ftroks Toca muft then be made in 

| 7” 24. and 3dplaces as hefore. | 
| Tori "7 720, When the whole-hunt feds 
| and the balf-hant dodgeth behind, the fore- 

fizoke change muſt then he 'made in the 24 
and z4 places as hefore, except the quarter- 

| hant) dodgeth there with the half. hart, and 
| then in\'the 34 and 4th places as'at other 

times, "The 24and 4th, or thezdandi6rhrany 
| he the halfand qerrer chip ory others at 
| pleaſute. | 

& Narb, in all the Dilowing peak ip6n \fix 
e\ * bells, The bobs are donble changes, and al- 

.< ways made-at the leadings' of: the-whole 
«hunt (except Nenfuch Bob, for: there the 
*© Bobs are: made at the change wherein the 
© whole-hunt goeth to lead, and not when 
© it doth lead.) And whereas in the fol- 

| '« lowing 
— — -- CC I—_ © as 



upon ſro Bells. 135 
« nn the directions fot calling bob 
* runs thus ; - viz; Every tame the 'alf-hunt 
© dodgeth behind, «Boy myſt then be made, Oc. 
**tis there 'implied ,- That whereas every 
« tame the whole-hunt leads, the two hind- 
« bells then dodg;; therefore when' the half- 
*tuntdodgeth there at the ledtling of the 
« whole-hunt, a bob tauſt then be mage. And 
*<r like manner alſomuſt all the $obs in_the 
< following peals: 4c made at the jeading of 
< the whole-hunt. 5 He that rings: the halt- 
© trunt may beſt call:bob in. all peals.” - 

- 
—— / | % DAM OE: he 4 A. —————— a_ 

A Cure for .Melancholly. 

K \ Oubles arid Singles. The- Treble is the 
whole-bunt; which leads; four timCs, 

lieth? behand as many , and twice in every 
other place. When it: moves-n out-of the 
fourth place, the two bells in; the third ant 
fqurt places continue dodging until it cotnes 
down there again, and then;the two-hind- 
dells dag until the Treble ditplaceth- them. 
The Treble is one of ;the dells which\mbketh 
every double change, - except. when it heth 
ſtill behind, and .then+the dowble is on the 
foar firlt, and alfo when it leads'the donble is 

KR 4 .- 1» ,.en 



136 London Peals 
on the four laſt. Every r- 
ele is made in” the fifth and 
ixth places, except when 
the Treble lieth-there, and 
then/ in'' the third. and 
fourth places. Every - dell 
except the Treble lieth four 
times in the ſecond: place, | 
By thismethod it will go ſix- 
ſeore changes, but by-making. 
of bobs it will go 240, 360; 
or 720, The bob is a double 
change at the leading of the 
Treble, wherein the bell in 
the fourth place lieth ſtill. 

To ring 246. Every time 
the halfhunt dodgeth behind, 
a bob muſt then be made as 
in this here prickt, where'2 
is the half-hunt. 
'Toring 360. Every time 
the half and: quarter-hunts 

dods together behind, a bob 
muſt then be made. 
"Toring720, Every time 
the Dal ane dodgeth | be- 
hind 'a bb muſt then be 
mate, except «the quarter- 
bzortdodgeth there with it, 
and then not. 

123459134625 
213465 —— 
213456{162345- | 
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»pon ſix Bells, 137 
2 > may be the haif hunt, and 4. . 123465 

the 

—_— 

= hunt, or others at 123458 

"_— 

The Morning Exerc 

Oubles and ſmgles. 123456 
treble is the ol 213465 

hunt, and hurteth up 213456 
into the 24,34, and 4th + 405 
places , lying twice in ad 
each ; then having made 234156 
x dodg behind, it lyeth 243516 
ill in the ſixth place, 243501 
and then makes ano- 233 
ther dodg behind, and 2 54631 
fo hunts dawn in the 254613 
{ame manner as it hun- 256431 
ted up, and then leads vi 
four times. © When the 0197 
Treble moves down out 261543! 

_l— 

tſe, 

— -—— 

164352 
164325 
bob 

of the fifth place, the 2615341152643 
two hind-bells dodg un- 210943, 
till it comes up! there 
again ; during which 

place lieth ſtill. 
when the Treble moyes 

32034 
21653411 25643 

126563 12563) | 126534] —-—- 
time the bell in the 4th 162543|124365 

And 162534124356 

—— 

[32465 
1 32456 

-1123465 

123450 

up 



138 London Peals 

up out of the fecond- place, each bell that 
comes there lieth four times, until the Treble 
comes down there again. Every ſozple is 
made behind, By - this method. it. will go 
120 changes ; and by making of bobs it will 
g0 240, 360, 0r 270. At the.bobs. the bell 
in the 24 place always lieth ſtill. 

To ring 240. Every tine. the half-hune 
dodgeth behind, a bob muſt thenibe made; 
asin this here prickt,, where. 2iis the half- 

bat. , 
* The warning for the bobs in the ,360.and 
720, is the {ame with that inthe ,peal. next - 
defore: 2 may be the half-hyxt, and 4 the 

quarter-hunt, or others at plcature. 
SS ** FO Fs F , . 

| 6 WE IS "6 VI YI We: WE - ata LIE _ — ——— 

The City Delight. © 

Oubles and Singles. Treble: is: the whole+ 
hunt, and lieth four times before, four 

times bebind, and twice in every other placg. 
When it moves upout of the:third place, the 
ſmgles are made in the ſecond» and third plas 
ces until it comes there again; and-then be» 
hind until it moves up again out.of the third 
place, When it moves down' out. of the 
fourth place, the two hind-hells'dodg untiliir 
comes 1up there again, during which time the 

bell 



| pon {1x Bells. Th9 
bell in the fourth place: iheth+{till. By this 
method it will-go 120, andjby making: of $o0bs 
it will go* 249, 360, or-720. At the bobs 
the bell in the ſecond place always liethſtill 3 
and the warning for them 4s -the {ame with 
that in thetwo laſt peals.'' In the 240 here 
prickt, 2 1s the half-hunt;; and in the 36000 
720, the 2 and 4 may be the {-z/f and gen 
hunts, or qaets at pleafure... 

213465 I I 

JE : Nb 96 i 

123456 jg 2 mxnts! = jacks . 

$0 125643 |! 164382; -— | 83654; 
gr 15+ 634 194323 0509 136524 

255 © F1$26434 bez, [145632 
20435 |} —— 1 163452!” bob iy 
2900 184326 * 169455 146523 [1 2456 

194362 \\\——==1 "146532 
Rl bok, ali SEPA 123456 
250413 153495 "#954 143265 * ;.. 

' London ENT 

Oubles and Singles. Treble is tne whole- 
hunt, and lieth four times before, four 

times 
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times behind and twice 123456 
in every other place. 213465 
When it moves down 21345 
out of the 5th place, x. 9 
the two hind-bells con- 23416 
tinue dodging until it 234156 
comes there again, du- 243516 
ring which time the bell 4350 
in the fourth place li- 423061 
eth ſtill, And when 2453 
thetwo hind-bells leave 42536! 
dodging then the two 245316 
firſt bells dodg until 4253! 
the hind-bells dod 

240,362, or 720. At 145263 
the bebs the bell in the 15423 
ſecond place always ly- 154203 : 

611- 

London Peals | 

r26564] 
12653 
162543125634 
[62534125643 

2634 
153624|152643 
[53642] —— 

163245 
163254 

— 

16542 
162232 
143652 
143625 

ob 
146352 
140325 

132465 
[32456 

—-—— [123465 

1362451123456 
13625 

eth ſtill; and the warning for ther is the 
{ame with that in the preceding peals- In 
the 240 here prickt, 2 is the balf-hunt; and 
in the 360 or 720, the 2 and 4 may be the 
half and quarter-huits or others at pleaſure. 

The 
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*s The Evening Delizh!, 
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Oubles and Singles, Treble is the wholc- 
hunt and leads four times, lies bekind 

four times, and twice in eye- 
other place, except in the 

24 and 34 places where it 
makes adodg cvery time it 
hunts up and down. Every 
other bell hath the ſame 
courſe with the whole-huat : . 

but oblerving, when they 
come down and haye madea 
dodg in the ſecond and third 
places , they lie till one 
change in the fecond place, 

j 

and then make another dodg 13,1 24 
there, and fo hunt up as the 245613 w_ 
Ireble did. But note, when a ARG 
the Treble goeth to lead and 241536)— —- 
leaves leading, the bells in 21453 145236 
the third = fourth places 241359154230 
lie ſtill. Every ſale is made 1243055332 

| in the ſecond third pla- 
ces, and every bell lieth four 243 (53462 
times behind. By this me- 14263 351135462 

thod 



thod it will go 120. and by 
making of bobs it will go 240, 
360, or 720. At the bob- 
change, the bell in the 4h 
place alwayslieth ſtill. 

To ring 240. Every time 
the half-hunr dodgeth in the 
ſecond and third places a bob 
mult then be made, as in this 
here prickt, where 5 is the 
balf-hunt. 

| 142 London Peals 

153642165342 
135042|156342 

1365241153624 
1035241135024 

bob 1153264, 
1365421135264. 

NETISE 
— —— [132 
16532 cance 

1503241132456 
bob 1123456 

To ring 360. Every time the half and 
grarter-hunts dodg together in the ſecond 
and third places, a bob muſt then be made. 

. To ring 720. Every time the half-hunt 
dodgeth in the 24 and 34d places a bob muſt 
then be made, except when the quarter-hunt 
dodgeth there with it, and then'not. 

In the 360 or 720, the 6 and 5 may be the 
half and quarter-hunts, or elfc 2 and 4, or 0- 
thers at pleaſure. 
_ 

Colledge Doubles. 

Reble is the whole-hunr, and hath a di- 
red hunting courſe, When it moves 

down out of the 5thplace, the two hind-bells 
dodguntil itcomes there again ;during which 

time 

| 

| 
| 
| 
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time the bell in the fourth 
place lieth ſtill : but 0- 
therwiſe the five hind- 
bells have a dire& hunt- 
ing courſe- By this me- 
thod it will go ſixty chan- 
ges; and by making of 
bobs it will go 120, 180, 
360. At the bob-chan- 
ges the. bell in the ſecond 
place always licth ſtill, 
To ring 120. Every 

time the half-hunt dodg- 
eth behind, a- bob muſt 
then be made; as in this 
here prickt, where 2 is 
the half-hunt. 
Toring 180.Every time 

the half and quarter-hunt 
dods together behind, a 
bob muſt then be made. 

To ring 360. Every 
time the half-hant dodg- 
eth behind a bob muft 
then be mace , except 
when the quarter-huwt 
dodgeth there with it, 
and then not. 

143 
123456156234 
213465/165243 

2.31456 mom m——_ 

224165164353 
2436! 5 bob 

2463511163425 
264531|—— 
265413162534 

256143/126543 
251634 ——=—— 
21 5643;124365 

125634142356 
I 52.643 mn — 
ſ12634145623 
C2104J bob 

F260134|1405 32 
$02.3 Mfr mp mn_ 

$6 32341 

F39421 
534012 

543162 
541326 

514302 

15432 GO 

boy 
1 5340 % 
g_p—_—_— — — 

143265 
134256 
,— -_w—_—— 

135342 

bob 
136524 

32465 
12.3456 

In the' 180 or 360, 2 and 4. may be the 
half- 
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half and quarter-hunts,. or others at pleaſure, 
By making of two extreams the 360 may 

be doubled, They are to be made accoxd; 
ing to the rules in the 7ntreduction, pag.go.”" 

F E—— 

Non-ſuch Bob; 

Oubles. Treble is the. whole-htmt,. and 
hath a dire& hunting courle,, When it 

moves up out of the third 
place, the bell that comes 
there lieth ſtill until the 
Treble comes down there 
again; during which tune 
the two firſt bells dodg. 
When the Treble leaves 
the two hind-bells, they 
dodg until the change 
wherein the Treble go- 
eth to lead, and then one 
of them moves down ; 
but as ſoon asthat change 
is made, the two hind- 
bells dodg again until 
the Treble moves up and 
parts them, Every time 
the Treble leads, the dou- 
ble' is made on the four 

123456 

213465, 
231456 
234165 
324615 

234651 

532641 
352614 
532 164 

531246 
13264 
$3024 

324561 
2345216 
324156 
321465 

312450 
132546 

135264 
315240 

56342 
515324 

F61342 
563124 
653214 

56324! 
653421 
563412 

3512646 53142 
352146 
F32416 
352461 

11324 
; 5242 

bob 
hind- 

= - 
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pon five Fells. 

hind-bells throughout 
the peal. By this me- 
thod it will go foxty chan- 
es; and by making of 

Pobs it will go 120, 180, 
or 360. The bob is al- 
ways made at the change 
wherein the Treble go- 
eth to lead, the two firſt 
and tiyo lait bells making 
it. 

To rins 120. Fve 
time the half-hunt dodg- 
eth before , is a warning 
for a bob to be made the 
next time the whole-hont 
| np to lead; as in this 
cre prickt, where 6G is 

the balf-hunt. 
To ring 180. Every 

time the half and quarter- 
bznts dodg together be- 
fore, is a warning for a 
bob to be made when next 
the Treble goeth to lead. 

To ring 360. Every 
time the half-hynt-dods- 
eth before, is'a warning 
for a þoþ to be made- the 

165324 
163542 
613524 
63154? 
635124 

365214 
635241 

355421 
635412 
365142 

3615-4 
316542 

bob 
130524 

13564 
315624 

351642 
356124 

536214 
356241 

536421 
356412 
536142 

531624 
F13642 

15.3462 
154326 
514362 
$41326 

L 

I45 

#43162 
453512 
543621 

453261 
#43216 
453126 
4F130F 

415326 
145236 
142563 

412536 
421563 
425136 
245316 

425361 
245631 

425613 
245163 
241536 

214563 
124653 
[26435 
216453 
261435 
264153 
624513 
264531 
6243JFl 
264315 

next 
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Next- time the Treble; .goeth to 6241 35; 
lead , except. the.. quarter-bunt 621453 
dodgeth'there with it, and then 61 2435; 
not. bob 4 

In the, 180 and 360, the, 6 may 16245 3; 
be the half-hunt and 5 the quuirtey- 16423 57 
hunt, or others at plealure. 614253 

By making . of two extreams 6412.35, 
the 360 may be doubled; they 64z153; 
muſt be made according to the 462513, 
rule in the Intraautior:, pg. 9yO. C6: 1] 

The bobs in this peal may allo be | 
made at the: leadings of the whole-bunt as in 
other peals, and the bell in the fourth place 
to lie ſtill at every bob-cbange., The warn-; 
ing for them in the 120, 180, and 360 being 
the ſame with; that in the, Gelledge Dapbles,, 
par 143. . | Rn 

" __y - —— ———— ——— — - ——_— DL SALES 

London Doxbles. S925 

HE Treble is the who bans, and hath a | 
dire hunting coutſe... . When it moy 

down-out of the 6h place the two hind-bel 
dodg until it comes there... again, .dnring: 
which time the bel] in.the fourth, place lieth: 
ſtill, When the Treble is behind, the two 
firſt bells make a change ; but at other ons 

_ 
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he leading bell lieth ſtill, By this method 
}- $t will go ſexty changes, afid by making of 
hob; itwill go 120, 180, or 360, At the 
uob-changes the bell in the ſecond place al. 
3 rays lieth ſtill, The warning for the bobs in 
5\#he 120, 180, and 360, is the ſame with that 
3 $n Colledge Doubles, p.14.3. By making of rwo 
5 ulpxtreams it will $0 720. The exxtreams muſt 

3 ce made according to the rule in the [nro- 
3 auction, pag. go, 

In the 120 hereprickt, 2 is the half-hunt ; 
nd in the 180 and 360, 2 arid 4 may be the 
fand quarter-hnts, or others at pleaſure, 

123456 F41263 | 156342 ] mn — 
| F42136 | ———- [164523 

231456 | 24316 | 134562 | bob 
234165 | 523461 bob | 165433 

253641 | 135426 | oo nn 

4 246351 | 256314 | — - 1436527 
ik] 426531 {| 265134'| 242356 | bob 
4 425613 | 261543 124365 | 146325 

%f 452163 (216534 | —— | —— 
? 451236 | 126543 $30245 p33546 8 

$1525} j 1625347163254 tf 123456 
B | 145236 Form ep — 
h; 
o 
os 

6 

154263 [153524 {125674 ] 
#14236 - 1152643 

ELE'2 Triple 
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Triples, Dou- 
bles, and Sinoles. 

123456 
214365 
241035 
240135 
264315 
023451 
632541 

135642 

153462 
bob 

135420 

153246 

152304 
125034 
120543 
—— 

102453 
. 164235 

| Triples, Dou- 
bles, and Singles 
dodging behind, 



Doubles, and 
Triples. 

123456 
2143065 
241356 
243105 
234615 
326451 
36254 
635214 
653124 
651342 
615324 . 
163542 
136524 

upon ſix Bells. 

Szvple Bob, 

123456 

214365 
241635 
420153 
462513 
645231 
402531 
045213 

[2 561432 
516342 
153623 
156342 
513024 FI 

531204 
35214 
325416 
234561 
325401 
234516 
243156 
421365 
412635 
14625 | 40455 

| 164235 
/ 

if 

134502 
135426 Ei 
54 
1543 
142356 
143265 

London 



London Penls 

London Bob. 
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Theſe fix peals will each of them go ſex: 

| changes without any bob , and by making of 
| bobs each of them will go 120, 180, and 360- 

In three of them, viz. Triples Doubles and 
Singles, Single-bob, 'and Ciry-bob, . at, the bob- 
changes the bell in the fourth place always ly- 
ethtill ; whereas at the reſt of. the changes 
which are made at the leadings of the whole- 
by, the bell ih the fecond place heth ſtill, 
And in the other three peals,. viz. Triples 
dowbles and finglss dodging behind, Danbles «nd 
Triples, and Lo#idon Bob, - at the beb-changes 
the bell in the fecond place alwzys lieth til], 

| whereas atthe'reſt of the chanpes that are 
madeat the. leadings. of the whaſe-hwr , the 
bell in the fourth place lieth ſtill; - (The war- 
ning for thebobs in the +120, 180,-and 360, 
in each of thefe./ce pealsis theTame with that 
the 1 20, 180, and'360 ih Calledge Dowbles, 
P.143. Eachoftheſe peaks will go. 720 with 
two extras, whichmuſt be mzge-according 
ta the rul&in the ſrrodation, page 90. 
- Jathe 120 bfeach there prickt, wz.in City - 
Bob, London Bob, and Triples doubles and fir- 
£tzthe 2 isthe half-hnt, and in the other 
three the 3 is the half-buxr. 

In the 1 80 and 360 ofcach peral, the 2: and 
4. 4may be the half and quarter-hms, orothers 
 Utpleaſure. | 

L 4 New 
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' New Bob, 

"J ®iples and Doubles, The general method 
of this Peal is the ſame with Grand{/ire {| 

Bob, and the bobs alſo made asin that peal. It 
will go 120, 180, or 240, and by making of 
two extreams it will go 360 or 480; and with 
fix finglerit will go 720. 

Toring 120. Every time the -half-hwn / 
dodgeth hehind a bob muſt then be made. - / 1 

oring 180. Every time the half and quar-- 
ter-ouwnt dodg together behind, 'a- bob muſt 
then be made; and by making oftwoexrreams! 
it will £03 60. The firft extrcam may be made '' 
at the firſt, ſecond, or third bob; obſerving to-' 
make the ſecond extream at the third follow- 
ing bob from thefirſt extream, where the ſin- | 
#les in both-muft be made behind. 

i: To ring 720. The bobs (throughout the 
peal are made by the ſame rule as in the 1:20 5 * 
but farther obſerving, when the whole and 
half-bnnts come together before, if the quar-" 
ter-hunt lieth either in the third or fourth 
places, then a ſingle muſt be made betwixt the 
two next extream bells to the- quarter-humt. 

' Fhe 2 may be the half-hunt and 4 the quar- 
*r-hunt, or others at pleaſure. 

i [a | Colledge 
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Colledge Little Bob , dodgins behind. 

TP &iple: and Doubles. The 
[Lreble is the whole-hant, 

and hath a dire& bunting- 
courſe. When it moyes down 
out of the fifth place, the 
two-.hind-bells dodg until it 
comes there again. All the 
bells: have a direft hunting 
courſe, but oblerving, that 
when any bell moves up.into 
the fourth place, .if the Tre- 
bleis then any where below 
it, it Jies: there twice, and 
then moves down again, By 
this method it will go ſixty 
changes; and by making of 
bobs1t will go 120, 180, or 
360. At. every; bob:change 
the bell in-the tecond place 
lieth- til}, The warning for 
the bobsis the ſame withthat 
in Colledge Doubles, page 143, 
And the two extreams in. the 

123451162345 
2143 ( 20354 

241350] —— 
Ceo 55423 
4326 
346251 
304521} — 
035412 
653142 

42 t 

235163 
421539 
412563 
145230] — 
bob 

154638 

134256 
143265 

[ 63542 

(30524 

p 26435 | 

162534 

132465; 
142563 
——— — 

123450 

720 muſt be made according to the rule in 
the Intreduttion, page 90. In 
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In the 120 here prickt, 3 is the half-han; 

and in the 180 or 360, 2 and 4. may be the 
half and quarter-hunts, or others at pleaſure, 

- This peal in pradice will be found very plain 
and eaſie, and alſo good. Muſick. | 

London Peals 

| Colledge Little Bob, dodztng before 
and behind, 

Tax and Doubles. The 
e Treble hath a di- 

ret hunting courſe, and 
when it moves up out of the 
ſecond place , the two firſt 
bells dodg until it comes 
there again; and alſo when 
it moves down out of the 5th 
place, the two hind-bells 
dodg until it comes there a- 
pain, Every bell that moves 
up into the fourth place, if 
the Treble is any where be- 
low it, lies there twice and 
then hunts down; and alfo 
every bell that moves down 
tnto the third place, if the 
Trehle is any where aboye 
it, lieth there twice, and 
then hunts up behind. By 
this method it will go ſixty 

| chan- 

123456, bob 
21430515634? 
241350 |—— 
423105 134562 
243615, ab. 
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chariges, and by making of -bvbr-it will g0 
120, 180, or 350. [At every: beb-change the 
bell in the ſecond place lieth ftill, Fhe 2 is 

- the half-bunt in the 120: here prickt, and 2 
and 4 may be the half and quarter-bxnt: in the 
120 and 360, or others at plcature. | 
The warning for the bobs is the ſame with 

that in the Colledre Doubles, p. 14.3. Andthe 
two extreams in the 720 muſt be made accor- 

-- ding to the general rule in the /nutrodution, 
page 90. 

tree et 

Court Bob, 

*Riples and Doubles. The Treble hath a 
a dire& hunting courſe. Every bell that 
.--COMes before and behiad makes a Pods, then 

lieth ſtill, and ſo moves away, except Ye bell 
- thatlieth ſtill behind when the treble leads, 
and alfo that bell which lcads when the Tre- 
ble lieth behind, both which do dodg before, 
and after their lying ſtill, and then move a- 
way.When the treble leads and heth behind, 
the.donble is made on the four middle bells. 
By this methad it will go ſix:y changes ; and 
with bobs it will go 120, 180, or 360. At 
the bob-changes the bell in the fourth place 
lrech ſtill, of 

0 
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To rins 120. Every 
time the half-hunt maketh 
a change next the whole- 
bunt, a bob muſt then be | 
made, as in this here 
prickt, ' where 2 is the 
half-hunt. 

To ring 180. Every 
time the half and quarter- 
bunts make a change to- 
rw next the whole- 

t, a bob muſt then be 
made. 

To ring 30, Eve 
time the half-hunt make 
a change next the whole- 
bunt a bob muſt then be 
made,except when a quar- 
rer-hnut makes a change 
there with it, and then 
nok. 

In the 180 and 360 
2 and 4 may be the half 
and quarter-hunts, or 0- 
thers at pleaſure, The 
two extreams in the 720 
muſt be made according 
to the rule 'in the [atro- 

London Peals 

1234+C; 

214365 
241;56 

423165 

243615 
46351 
402531 

645213 

4651323 
641532 

(65324 
156234 
—<——# — 

143265 

13625 

15:643 
ob 

125634 
614523 

165432, 
156342) 
(13634 
531642 

356124 

536214 
35264 
325461 
234510 
324156 
231465 
213456 
124265 

bob 
14 vFF6 

I 4360F2 

134562 

126543 
bob 

162534 

(43526 
124256 

165243 

(56423 

132495 
bob © 

| 23456 

dution, Thefirſt extream may be made ei- 
ther 
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ther the firſt, ſecond, or third time that the 
half and quarter-hunts wake a change toge- 
ther in the {econd and third places at the lea- 
ding of the wholc-2unt ;, and then the ſecond 
extream mult be made the third time follow- 
ing that thoſe two bells make a change there 
again, the extreams being there made in 
the fourth and fifth places, and the ſingles in 
the ſecond and third places. 

- Every time the Treble leads, the double 
may as well ben ale on the four hind-bells, 
and the bobs to be made as before z but-the 
warning for them the ſame with Colledge Dow- 
bles. 

3 _ -— 
— — —— — 

Five Colleape Bobs, 

N theſe five peals the Treble is the whole. 
huat , and hath alike dodging courſe in 

all of them. The general method of the five 
peals is as follows : viz. 

| Colledpe Bob the pi: When the Treble 
moves down out of the fifth place, the two 
hind-bells dodg unti} :t comes there again, 
Every bell leads twice, and then hunts up in- 
to the fourthplace, unleſs the dodging courſe 
of the Treble hinders it, where it lieth twice 
and then moves down again; except the bell 

that 
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that dodged with the Tfeble before, and alſo 
that which leads when the Treble lieth til! 
behind, both which hant diretly up. When 
the Treble moves down from dodging in the 
third and fourth places, the bell that dodged 
there with it continues in thoſe two places, 
lying twice together in each by turns until 
the Treble comes to dodg there with it again. 

' Colledge Bob the ſecond. Every bell when it 
comes to lead makes a dodz before, then it ly- 
eth ſtill one change, then it makes another 
dodg, and ſo moves up irito the fourth place 
where itlieth- {till twice, and then down 'a- 
Sin ; except it dodgeth with the Treble in 
the fourth place, and then it hunts up behind, 
"But when the” Treble'moves down out of the 
third place, - the two bells in the third and 
fourth places continue there until the Treble 
comes up there again, during which time the 
two hind-bells dodg. | 

Colledge Bob the third, When the Treble 
leaves leading, the two firſt bells dodg until 
1t comes to lead again; except when the Tre- 
ble dodgeth behind,for then the two firſt be)ls 
lie ſtill. "When the Treble leaves the two 
bind. bells, - they lie ſtill one change, dodg 
the next, and fo by turns until the treble 
comes there again, The two middle. bells al. 
ways dodg until the Treble hindexcth os 

| Cot- 

= AP 
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Colledge Bob the Colpdge Bob the 
| Firſt. Second. 

123456 435216 | 123456 54326 
kh 214365 | ©e- 214365 Ge. 
13 124356 163543 2134s 153624 
1 uv 212468% bob. 213495 ./ bob 
211458 165324 123t 45 1135642 

2654 
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| Colledge Bob the 
Third. | 

123459 462513 | 
214365 GC. 

165433 

159423 

| 

Colledge Beb the 
Fourth. 

4.62 
ob? 2 



5iporn frue Bells, 

Colledge Bob the 
Fifth. 

123454632514 
214365] &c. 
124356] 63542 
213405} bob 

2314561136524 
324105} —— 
321450163425 
234.165} bo 

3246151136452 
236451) —— 
2340t51( 63254 

| 326451 

g-4 

3628541123 450 

them will 80 Z 
and by making of bobs they 
., will g0.240, 360,, of 720. 

 : In the fuſt of them the bell 

24365 * 

I61 

Colledge Bob the fourth. 
When the Treble leaves the 
two hind bells, they dods 
until it comes there again ; 
and then the two firſt bells 
dodg until the Treble gives 
way for the two hind bells 
to dodg again, and then the 
two firſt bells ceaſe dodging. 

Colledge Bob the fifth. 
When the Treble leaves the 
two hind bells, they dodg 
until it comes there again. 
And when it leaves the two 
firſt bells they fie fill one 
change, dodg the next, and 
lo by turns until-it comes, 
down there again,z during: 
which time the bells in the” 
third and fourth places dodg 
except when the Treble hin- 
dereth them. 

By thele methods/each of 
120 changes, 

in the ſecond place lieth ſtill 
at the bob-changes,” and in 

M the 
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the other four the bell in the fourth place al. 
ways lieth ſtill. 

To ring 240. Every time the half-hunt 
dodgeth behind a bob muſt then be made, as 
in theſe peals here prickt ; where, in the firſt 
peal the 4 is the half-hunt, and in the other 
four peals the 2 is the half-hurt. 

To ring 360. Every time the half and 
quarter-hunts dodg together behind, a boh 
muſt then be made, 

Toring 720. Every time the half-hmnt 
dodgeth bchind a bob nzuſt then be made, ex. 
cept when the qgrarter-hunt dodgeth» there 
with it, and then not. 

In the 360 or 720 of each peal the 2 may 
be the half-hunt, and 4. the quarter-bupt, -or 
othersat pleaſure. 

—_— | ———— _—___ 

 ——— 

T. he Experiment. 

Kiples and Doubles, The Treble is: the 
whole-hant, but never hunteth yp far. 

ther than the fourth place , for the four firſt 
bells go Doubles and Singles, and every time 
the Treble leads an extream is made inthe 
third and fourth places, ' according to the 
common courle of doubles and ſingles. upon 
four bells; which courle of doubles and ſingle 

mui 
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muſt be continued, the two hind bells in the 
mean timedodging, until the making of the 
firſt Parting change , which will ſeparate the 
two hind bells; and then the four firſt bells go 
the ſame courſe of doubles and ſmgles again, 
the two hind bells dodging as before,until the 
making of the ſecond Parting change, andſo 
lucceſhvely. The Parting change is a double 
change on the four mitldle bells, and made at 
the leading of the Treble. Thefirſt Parting 
change may be made either at the firſt ſe- 
cond or third leading of the Treble,obſerving, 
that whatſoever bell in the firſt Parting 
change moves down to the Treble, when the 
Treble leads and that bell lieth next it again, 
the fecond Parting: change muſt then he 
made. And whatſoever bet iti the ſecond 
Parting change moves down to the Treble 
when the Treble leads, and that bell lieth 
next it again, the third Parting change muſt 
then be made, and ſo ſucceſhvely. . There be- 
ing five Parting changes in the Peal, and"as 
many balf-hunts, each of the bells (the Treble 
excepted) taking that place one after ano- 
ther; and conſequently, the fiveperſons that 
ring them muſt call the Partzg changes one 
after another as their turn comes, according 
td the aforcſaid rule. <—bheth 

__ 
M 2 
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Changes upon Seven Bells. 

—_ E methodsupon five may be prickt up- 
on ſeven, obſerving but the true diffe- 

rence of proportion in the changes; that is, 
doubles upon five bells muſt be rrples upon 
ſeven; doubles and ſingles upon five muſt be 

. triples and doubles upon ſeven, Cc. 

Plain T. riples, 

LL the bells have a dire 1234567 
hunting courſe. - All peals 2143657 

upon ſix bells wherein half the 2429375 
changes are zriples, will go upon ſe- $997 
pen according to this method here : ' 
prickt; two of the changesupon ſix 674523L 
being always made at the leadings 7954321 
of the Treble,the ſx hindmoſt bells 7593412 
making them: the firſt is a rr:þle | 
change. brought in by the coteſe Ne 
of the bells, and the next muſt ei- - 3152746 
ther be doable or ſingle according to ' 1325470 
the method of the changes upon ſix. ** 

Doaz- 
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Dodging T; Yples, 

T foples and Doubles upon ſix may' alſo. go 
upon ſeven, according to this, method 

here prickt,- but in the lame mamney.as the 
former, F CLEUY v5 e's 

L.- 'S 

$6 
SD 
ea Vo 
Las Ws 
hy me 

Colledge Bob T raples,. .. 

Very time the Tre- 1234567 

* ble leaves lexing, 2155470 7698132 

the bell in the 
place lieth Mill , whillt _— pr 
the four hind bell ;dodg; ; | E Fare 3 
but” otherwiſe all ak , 5 125946 

1131 bells” Hiave'a diredt tun 
ng cotſe- as! Plain Triples. we Uh me- 
thod it' will g0 ſeventy hanges: 5 ahd«by 
making df bobs it wilt go 350. - The ruſe for 
the bobsis this z when the Treble" gortly'to 
lead, if the half lying before gives it 

3 place, 

Fe 

G43 [2 
7654132 
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place, thena bob muſt be made at that change, 
wherein the bell in the third place lieth till, 
and the four hind bells dodg ; 1o that at eve- 
ry bob the four hind bells make two dodges 
before they part. By making of two extreams 
it willgo 700, and with four exrreams it will 
$6 1450.- But by making of interyening bobs 
It will £0 700 compleat triples without any 
extream; 1400 with two extreams, and 
2800 with four extreams. Any bell may be 
made a half-huzr. 

—_——— —— —_—_— 

Colledge Bob, Triples : the ſerond way. 

1234567 
2135476 
2314567 
3241576 
3425167 

| 4536271 $463721 

5647312, 
65741334 
6751423 

4352617|7615243 

when the Treble leaves leading,. the two 
hind bells rrches 
in all ves 
former, ' and 

7162534 
1726354. 
1273045 
2176354| 

[7326145 
3792415. 
4674251 

013645] ij 
73231654 

cl Tele are them: .but 
*tis-. the ſame. , 

bobs made in the: 
the 

xe Ban- 
ner, and bythe ſame ruleas in that peal,, ang 
it wall gous mevy ow ee. as;that..": 

| 34+} big 

Gl 
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Colledoe Triples, dodging behind, 

£234$07 
2143576 
2415367 
4251376 
4523167 

5346271 
| 3564721 

36057412 
6375142 
6731524 

5433617 7613542 

1756342 

1753024 
7135642 
7316524 

3761542 

afran4 | 3675124. 
6357214 
6532741 

Colledge Triples, dodging befote and. 
behind. 

1234567 

2143570 
2415367 
4251376 
2453157 

2436571 
4263751 
2467315 
4276135 
2471653] 

4126753 
1462735 
1467253 

4176235 
4312653 

4235617, 

- Eath o6f theſe' two 
here prickt will go Ej 

4217635 7421635 

þ 

| 4726153 
7462513 
4765231 

by the method 
fonr changes), -and 

then when the Trebleleads, and the half-hwne 
ie boing then lieth next it, a Partirg change 

made, they will go 420. And by making of 
bobs they will go 5040. ! 
hunt, or any othg at pleaſure. The 

M 4 

2 may be the half- 
Parting 
change 
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change is a double on the four middlemoſt of 
the ſix hind bells. 

"Tis plainly demonſtrable, that he Princi- 
ple upon five may go 420 triples upon” ſeven, 
which is a twelfth part; 840, which is a ſixth 
part ; or 1260, which is a fourth part of the 
whole,” and the utmoſt period of triple chan- 
ges. And thenby making of four extreams 
it may go 5040, the compleat peal. *' | 

| Great variety of peals may be prickt upon 
leven: as Triples, Triples and Doubles, Tri- 
ples Doubles and Singles ; Doubles, Doubles and 
Singles, &c. But changes upon-ſeven- being 
{ſeldom praQtifed, I will therefore forbear to 
waſt more paper in pricking down examples, 
and proceed to the changes on eight. 

- Changes upon Eight Bells. 

Txſcores upon frve bells are commonly 
HI ' rung, upon. ezght,, three bells lying be- 

hind. The moſt muficalto lie behindare 2 i 8, 
4 1B, 148, 24 853 4 8,468, 64 8,'5 4 8: 
864, 2 41, 3:21. and 135 :to belaid be- 
hind, and then 1.and 3 to dodg. throyghout 
the peal.; -And alſo 1 8 4 to be laid behind, 
andd go the fix changes thys, 8 14+ 18 4 1, 
31h, | 481. 
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48 1.418.148.184.81 4. &c.and ſoon 
tothe end of the ſixſcore. They may go the 
ſixes either at whole or halt-pulls. Peals 
upon ſex, as Triples and Doubles, Ge. make 
exceeding good muſick upon E:izht, 4. 8.68. 
4 1.0r 1 8. lying behind. Or elſe Triplesand 
doubles upon the fix middle bells, the Treble” 
leading, and the Tenor lving behind. And al- 
ſo Triples upon ſeven, the Tenor lying be- 
hind: But for fuch as have not yet attain'd 
the skill to ring thefe compleat peals; Serr- 
changes are-very proper for, them, being ea- 
fie and rung with little duticulty, = 

Cn — _ — 
» 

| Colledge Grounds. 

T HE gromnds of thele ſeti-changes axe of 
two kinds. Fuſt, placing ot the bells 

Fifths, or lecondly Thiras. . To place them 
fiftbs;, the 4 muſt hunt up behind the 7, the 
3 behind the 6, and the 2 behind the 5. Or 
elje the 5 may hunt down under the 2, the, 6 
under 3, and the7 under 4. Or otherwiſe, 
firſt a /engle, then a doxble , and then a triple 
change to be made on the middlemoſt bells 
all which axe to one effect; for then the bells 
will lie ffths thus, 1 5..2 6. 3 7-48. Herearg 
four Corcords to be chiefly regarded in ihe, 

pea 
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peal. The firſt is 1 5. the ſecond 2 6. the third 
37. and the fourth is 4 8. Theſe four Con- 
cords may g0 the methods of any changes up. 
on four bells; 1.5 being taken for the Tre- 
ble, 2.6 for the Second, 3.7 for the Third, and 
4.8 for the Fourth; and the Concords to 
change places with each other at pleaſure, 
Wherein 'tis obſervable, that the two notes. 
ofevery Concord muſt conſtantly attend each 
other in their motion; that is, whenſoever 
one of the two notes moves, the other muſt - 
follow it. For example: admit they were 
to go the twenty four changes, and that 7. 
were to hunt up over 2.6, 3.7, and 4. 8. Fu: 
therefore it muſt move up over 2.6, wherein 
it makes four changes: for firſt, the 5 moves 
up over the 2 thus, 12563748, the 1 muſt 
follow it thus, 2156.37.48. Then the 4 
moves up over 6. 2165.37.48. the 1 follows 
it again 26.15.37-48; here the' two Con- 
cords have made a change. In which manner 
allo 1.5 muſt move up over 3.7. and 4.8; And 
in this manner are the Concords to move and 
ehange”places with each other throughout 

| the peal. Or ſecondly , to place the bells 
thirds, the 6 4 and 2 muſt hunt up, orelſe the 
357 down; or otherwiſe a ersple, a dowble, 
ani a ſingle change tobe made on on' the mid- 
dletnoft bells; all which af ro one we 

; ame 
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ſame effect, for then the bells will lie thirds 
thus, 13.57-24.68. Here afc alſo four Con- 
cords principally to be regarded in the peat; 
the firſt is 1.3, the ſecond 5.7, the third 2,4, 
ad the fourth 6-8: Theſe four Contordr' 
may alſo go the methods of arty changes wp. 
off four bells, 7.3 being taken for the rreble, 
» for the ſecond, 2.4 for the third, and 6.8 
ug thefoirth, arid they muſt move in the 
ſit trianner 25 before I have ſhewed: * 

| theſe Gromds Breat' variery 6f creed 
Muficat chariges are fo be _ If they 
the rwerty for, then' the will conf of 
_ = that number , Fa is,' rlinety = 

Secs. - But they may” go-only the! 
ch wp." of the twenty four, and rhew 

conſiſt of  rhrrry two. © Oreſe 
vo _ eight changevof a twenty four doubles 
and Singles, which will conſiſt of forty exghe 
# the'double:/changes of the nyery foubare 

&d;- otherwiſe but #2 :t50 as: beforet 
Any Commumay be. made'a hin, and: hy 
move Either up or down'at'the deginning 
fo that theſe Grounds afford! ace; mer 
tn theringiag of theſe Ser-eandes thenores 
will lie ſometimes fifths, fometimesrhirds, and 
ſometimes thirds and fifths, and then'*tis plea- 
ſant Muſick to Clam them, that is, the two 
notes of each Corford to ſtrike together; and 

1 
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if they are claw#dtrue, the eight bells will 
firike as if they were but four, but with far 
greater harmony. They may Clam two or 
three bouts, and then ſtrike open as many, 
and ſo alternately ; or elſe they may Clam 
one pull, open the next, and ſyon. To re. 
duce-the notes of the fifths to their right la- 
cesagain at the concluſion of the peal, either 
2 3.4. muſt hunt down, or elſe 74 65 up; or 
otherwiſe a Triple double and ſin A to 
bemade oa the Fiddlemoſt "A all yhich 
2re to one cffe&t, and will bring the bells 
raind. To reduce the thirds, . either move 
down 2.4.6 into their places, or elſe moveup 
7.5.3 into theirs; or otherwiſe make a ſingle, 
double, and triple change. on the middlemoft 
bells.; all which are to one cffe&, and will 
brjng the bells again round. 

The methods of all _ upon ſix bells. 
may be prickt upon e:ght; oblerving but 
portion in the PIES according to.the AE. 
ference in the number. of bells, viz.. Triples 
and dowbles upon ſix muſt; be anadraples and. 
triples upon eight. © Doubles | —"—_ Jes muſt be 
Triples upon eight, Ge. 
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Bob Major. 

Lain Quadruples and Triples, All the 
bells have a dire& hunting courſe un- 

til the Treble leads, and then the 
fix hindmoſt bells dodg. By this 
method it will go .112. And by 
making of bobs it will go 224, 
336,0r 672. The bob isa triple 
change at the leading of the Tre- 
ble, wherein the bell in tbe 4th 
place lieth ill. 
Toring 224. Every time-the 

half-bunt dodgeth behind, a bob 
muſt then be made. 
To ring 336. Every time the 

balf and quarter-hunts dodg toge- 
ther behind, a bob muſt then be 
made. 

Toring 672. Every time the 
balf-bunt dodgeth, behind, a bob muſt then be 
made, except when the quarter-hunt dodgeth 
there with it, and then not. The 2 may be 
the half-bunt, and 4 the quarter-hxnt, or 0- 
thers at pleaſure. 
By making of two extreams it will go 13444, 

and with four extreams it will go 2688. a 
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All peals upon ſox bells wherein half the 

changes are triples, will go upon ezght accor- 
ding to the method before prickt, but after 
this manner. Ifitis a peal upon fix, which 
conſiſts of 360 or 720 changes, then in the | 
ringing of it upon c:zght there muſt be five 
hunts. The Treble may be the firſt butt, 2 
the ſecond cc. Now the method of the 
peal muſt go on according to that before 
prickt until the Treble leads, and the 2 lie 
next it, and then two of the changes upon ſix 
arealways made, the fix hind bells making 
them: the firſt is always a zriple change 
brought in by the courſe of the bells thus, 
12436587, and the ſecond either dpwble or 
ſingle according to the method upon ſex; and 
the third fourth and fifth Hunts in eight, are 
the whole half and quarter-hnnts in the chan- 
ges upon ſix, By this method it will go 
40320 compleat, but then every 112 
change will be a double, and ſometimes ſingle 
in ſome peals. The bells may be brought 
round at 672 in ſome peals, but in others not 
till 1344. 

Coleage 
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Colledge Bob- Mayor, 

Uaaruples and Triples, The firſt hath 
AC ingle dodging behind ; the Jecovd fin- 

e dodging before and behind; the third 2 

87315642 
| EI 

12345678 

426153 
4625137 
64523187 

2817 

Pn! 
35867412 

2143658 
4p 

lhe 248 
751624 

524 
71863542 

ont 

; The ſecond. | The third. 

$3678 | 12345678 

5 | 78153024 

21436587 
24135 
423165 
432615 

34625187 
36452817 
635 $271 

364721 | 
50837412 

673142 
$791324 

67510342 

75 

421 5 
718586242 | 412 
© $324 yr 

E 6 

T he fourth. 

15786342 | 10423785 

double dodging behind; and the forth dou- 
ble dodging before and behind. It may alfo 
be prickt a fifth way, viz. with ſingle dodg- 
ing before, and double dodging behind. And 
likewiſe a ſixth way , viz. with doubled 

dodg- 
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dodging before, and ſingle dodging behind 
The dodging. is without -intermiſhon except” 
when Treblc hindreth, and alſo betwixt two 
bells until Treble parts them, By thts me- 
thod cach of them will go 112, and by ma- 
king of bobs they will go 224, 336, or 672, 
The bobs are triple changes at the leadings of 
the Treble”; in the fir/t ſecond and ſixth the 
bell in the 4th place heth Rill at the bobs,” and 
inthe third fourth and fifth the bell in: the>.d 
place lieth till. The warning for the bobs is 
the ſame with that in Bob-mmajor next before, 
And the extreamrmade as in that peal,' 2 may 
be the half and 4 the quarrer-"4mt in the four 
firſt or others at pleature: T 

_ - —_ _—— ——— HT —_____—- 
— ——— 

Colledge Triples,! aoaring before. and , 
china, | 

Y this method it 12345678 \ 4 7613 
will go 112, and 21435057 ae bo 

by making of bobz it will 241539758 | 42571836 
Wd 72, 42513087 | 245178 $0 224, 3306, 0r 672, Tote | 4214593 

The bob 154 treple-changg 42536187 4.1 295863 

at "the leadiogs of the 24 | 14729836 
Treble, wherein the bell 42563371 ! 17452863 
in-the 4 place lieth 24586731 | 
ſtill. The warning for the bobs is the ſame 

with 



with liebe, = exteams allo 
the ſame as in thet peal. ' The/ 2 may be-thie 
half-burr, and 4 the -pntige) or others at 

7 " 

4 Ib 4 + | £ *, - Ll + 7 at ITE 

| \ kl The willow: Cheſe; 

Tp The fart 12445078 
firſt hynt-up into the 7rþ 215 36782 

plactzand therthe'4-and'8con-' 25153248 
titwally —— 52613764 
out*the''peal , © _— 562731 748 
the Treble hind them. ' 65327184 
The-bell that moves up ihto--'6357vFt4 
the 6th place when the, Treble 3675 #841 
moves down from thence, lieth 3; 
ſtill there until the Treble dif. 
placethit ; during which time 
the two hind belle dodg, and 
the five firſt go'a perfe6t perfe& hunt- 
ing toutle.'” And alfo« when 
the Treble moves vp our of the * 
ib phe; thefive firſt hells go "1 £32160 

ng waghd until a Ts 
Penne ere again, this IF FE 
nEttiod it will go ples lan: 371 25648) 
ges, and by nitking of bobtit 7352 19684 
mill go1r60, 240,0t 480. The ar 
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bh is 2 triple change ,at -the. leading of the 
Treble, wherein the bell. in the 4+ place li- 
eth RIIL --. ET1 1 1; , + 21:4 

To ring 160. Every time the balf-ham 
maketh a change in the 24 and 3d places,- 2 
bob muſt at the ſame time be made, _. 

To ring 240. Everytime the half and 
uarter-bunts make a change together in the 
cond and third places, a bob muſt then-be 

UE, ©: tar" TITRE (3 
. Toxing 480, Eyery time the hf mi 
kobachs hange inthe ſecond and third, places, 
a bob muſt |= be made,. except. when the 
quarter-bunt makes a change there with j 

dthen not. The 2 may be the bhalf-hwr, 
and 6 the quarter-bapt, or others at pleaſure. 
Lud 

F WY 

ric 3g 7 bh 1*4 61, ain wr \; 

- .. (Colleage Triples, avaging behind, 

"F- HE method of, ringing this -peal. is; the 

fore, with this only. difference. .. Eyery gime 
the whole-bynrlcads,, the, rreple change ishere 

de on.the fix middle bells, which parts the 
two oy ry { introduceth them by 
degrees \into the body, of, the peal..; Byithis 
method it-will ga x 7.2, and by making of bobs 
it willgo 224, . 336, 90 672. - The: bob is-4 

| triple 



6 place licth fl. The 
warving” for the' bobs im 543 
the 224.is the ſame with 
tht in-the'r60 next be. 
fore.” In the 336 tis the: 

e' with * that in the 5, 
240 next before. And in the 672 tis the 
lame with tharin the 480next before: 2may 
be the hf. har and 5 the” quartehhony or 6+ 
thers at pleaſure, © 
F \ + t\ -- 144 of $4 , "—_ 20% 44 Sy Goo EDEP 

- 

The. Grand Experiment 1 

UVaaruples and Triples. The Treble, is 
the mhole-brnt, but. never hunteth up 
r than the ſixth place; for the ſix firſt 

bells go triplerand doubles,  it-matters:notof 
whatdort, - provided that the- doublechanges 
atthelcadings of the Treble arealways made 
on:the four hindmoſt-of the fix bells ;- which 
courſe of rr:ples and doables-muſt be-continu- 
ed, the two-bindmoſt of the eightbells itt the 
mean -time.dadging until the firſt Parting 
change ismade; which will ſeparate the two 
hindmoſt bells ; and then the (ix firſt bells 

N 2 
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theſame courfe of triples and doubleragain;the 
two hindmoſt bells in the mean rimedodginp 
ixsbefore , until the lerond Parting change is 
made;and ſoſucreſhvely. The Parting change 
1s a *rriple-change on the fir middle bells -, 
and made at the leadings of the wholedbant. 
The firſt) Paying change may be made either 
#tthe firſt Fecond third” fourth or fifth Tea. 
ding ofthe Treble ; -obferving, that whatſs. 
ever belt in the: fixſt! Parting change (moves 
dows to'the-Treble, when the Treble leads 
and thathbell heth-next-it again, thei fecond 
Parting change muſt then be made; : Anda; 
gain, Whatloever bell in the ſecond Parring 
change moves down to the Treble, when the 
Trebte leads and'thar bell lieth next it again, 
the third Pariing change muſt then be made; 
andfolucceſſively ; © there being ſeven Part- 
5p changes it the peal , and as mariy-balf- 
Buns, (each of the ſeven bells taking'that place 
one ifter another. So that the ſeven per. 
tons that-rinig the 2d, 34, 4th; 5th, 6rh;'and 
5th: bells, muſt call *the Parring changes one 
after#nother, according as the aforeſaid rule 
dire them : or «lic he that rings the Treble 
may dv'it,butnot fo well as the reſt. To ringit 
with ſuch peals upon fix bells: which confiftof - 
ſingle courſes, it will go 420; with double 
courſes 840.Thispeal may alſo be rung o_ ys "ao ww Soo DMPCaOT1r1r—THm cc,» tm mm” Ow 0 £500 © o&©& 
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upon ſeven Bells. i8r 
that is;:theſix firſt bells to go dowbles, the two 
hind bells in the mean time dodging, and. the 
Parting changes to- be.made as before; . But 
in ringing- it' with ſuch Peals of [Triples.and 
Dowbles, or elſe Doybles upon ſix bells, where 
the double change at every leading of the Tre- 
ble is made- in the 24 3d 5th; and. 6th places, 
there, whatſoever two bells lic next the Tre- 
ble at the firſt Parting change , the ſame two 
dells will lie next it at eycry:Parrting change, 
_ will _ rule for cg ;them, .there 

ing only five Parting changes in. it; . which 
pron rn before. The firſt Parting change 
may- alſo here-be made cither the firſt 1e- 
cond- third fourth or fifth time the Treble 
leads. If it is rung with peals upon fix bells, 
conliſting- of ſingle Courles,. it will: then go 
300; with double Copries 600, |» This! peal 
may alſo be rung by Concatenating of divers 
kinds of methods. | For as the:peal conſiſts of 
ſeveral parts, viz. from'one Parting change to | 
the next, being accounted a c at. part z- 
foeack'part imay-be rung by a different me- 
thod from-thereſt. For any peals-upon ſix, 
bells, whether doubles, or: rriples and doubles, 
conſiſting either of fingle or double Coutles, 

| may indifferently be 'rung| together: in+ this 
peal-, {ucceding each other: in the jeveral 
parts of it, and w—_—_ Parting change a new 

3 me- 
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method to Begin. - -Or de any two" of them 
to; ſucceed each: other alternately. throygh« 
out the parts-of the 'peal, or more or leſs at 
pleaſure. | But{kil}: obſerving, that all chat 
are rung together in one pea] avuſt be ſich, 
where Ge whles at the leadings of the Tres 
ble are naade:on the four hindmoſt of the fax 
bells ; orelfe all 6f them ſuch; where the dox- 
CIR of'the Treble are made in 
the ſecond and thitd, and the fifth wnd ſixth 
places. my te are of the firſt kid, then 
te will be teven Partmg: changes inthe 
peal, and as ma iy balf-lires x and the balf 
hunts moſt faccclhrely call the Parting chan- 
ges as before T have ſhewed : © if of the later 
kind; then but five Parting changes , which 
muſt be calPd by the ſame rule as.before 1 
have ſhewed in ringing it with-one- peal-of 
this kind, © And alfo obſerving , if the firſt 
Parting change is made at the' firſt ſecond 
third or fourth leading of the Treble, then 
wharſoever method it goes at firft, it muſt al- 
ſogo' the ſame again after the laſt Part 
change is made. © But in ringing it with 
of the firft kind, the ſecond being made: the 
firſt half-hivir , and to call the firſt Parting 
change ; and with of the later, the: 4d 
likewiſe : then the Parring change | in'Ci- 
ther of them will coticlude theheal? 54 

is 
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 |bells to go the compleat peal again, 
'hindmoſt. bells in the. mean De 

uo ſeven Bells. 18; 
. This peal way go the GO NB Eads: 
riment upon fix bells, [page 162, that-is;; the 
four firſt bells to go the Twenty ſor Doubles 
and Singles as in; that peal;, and the four 
hindmoſt bells m the nican time to dodg dou- 
ble, - The Part ges are triples on the 
middle bells, and. the {ame rules ablcrved in 
making and calling them, as in that peal; but 
here are {even of them in this, and 168'chan- 

: The Experiment upon fix y; o be rung 
Comprehenſovely herein. The {1x fuſt bells to 
80.thaticoimpleat peal; the two. hindmoſt of 
theeight bells in the mean time. dodging 3 
and every_ time. the 34 bell comes to call the 
Parting change on fix, then inſtead of it a 
Grand change muſt be made, that is, a #riple 
on the ſix middle bells: and then the fix frſt 

in, the two 
; Codging as 

before, - untill; the third . bell_ calls another 
Grand change, and ſo ſugceſliyely ; there be- 
ing three of them in the peal, and 360 chan- 
ges; | If the bells. are placed; 23567148 at 
the beginning, the 4.8 will, Jodg behind the 
firſt ſoxſeore of ity 4. + the ſecond, and 1.8 the 
third, and; then-the 5þ way call the, Grand 
changes in the place of the, 34 ;,or any other 
three bells maybe laid _onnd at firſt, for ire 

4. ake 
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{ake of Muſical dodging. .- The firſt Grand 
change thay be-made-cither at tho firſt ſecond 
thitd fourth or fifth. Parting c obler- 
ving, that whatſoever bell at the firft- Grand 
change ſhould then in courſe have call'& a 
Parting change,every time that bell comes to 
call a'Parting change , -it'muſt call a Grand 
change in the place of it: or elſe any one of 
the ſix firſt bells (the whole-hunt excepted) 
may be appointed beforehand to attend-the 
calling of the Grand changes, oblerving, that 
every time that. bell comes to call a Parting 
change, a Grand change muſt be calPd-in the 
place of it. 7 > 

= Dk mn. " » ——_—— 
— Su 

Imperial Bob. 

Uadrnples and Treples.. The Treble 
hath a dodging courſe. The two firſt 

and two laſt bells always dodg until the Tre- 
ble hindreth them, and in the mean time the 
two next bells to thoſe dodging bells do lie 
ſill one change, dodg the next, and ſo'by 
turns until the Treble alſo. hindreth them: 
And the two bells inthe fifth and fixth places 
whilſt the Treble is behind, and thoſe in the 
3d and 4th places when *tis. before dodg; un- 
til Treble likewiſe hindreth-them.  By-this; 

me. 
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pon. tight" Belts, - t85 
method it' will go 224; and by making of 
bebs it'will go 448, 672, or 1344. | The beb 
is a t+iple change at the leading of rhe Tredle, 
wherein the bell in the fourth place lieth 
fill. | | | 

678) 42361975 16847253 | 14283675. 

1876 432 cM 
wy" May fer 
17864523 | 16537432 

16573524 15684723 
| —  —— 

[15678342 18753624 
——— 0 

1735 17856342 Es 
| 13274886 | je 1 | 
13725468 Fama 

rae3f765 | 1352066: 
12347950, | fc 
_——_  _ _— —— — 

— —— —  — 

To 



186 Nottingham Peals, 
To ring 1 344- Every time the half-hunt 

dodgeth behind a bob muſt then be made, ex. 
cept when the quarter-hurnt dodgeth there 
with it, and then not. The 2 and 4 may be 
the half and quarter-bunts, others at pleaſure. 

L ——— — 

———— — ——_—_s 
__ 

C——_—_—_—_—_— 
— ——————— 

NorTtTiNGHaM Peals. 
"IO" 

| m_— — 

Nottingham Mix? Pea. 
I. 6.2, 

HE Changes are plain Tyebles 123456 
Fad and Dowbles unti or oP > . X 
leads, and then a ſ*gle change is al- 
ways made. Ns called Old: 439153 
Inge and _ upon five bells is [ 
the ground ofthis Peal , every ſimgle ' 654321 
in this peal being the ſgle in Nike 563412 
For as in that peal the whole-hurt is 530142 
one of the two bells that make every 3752 
ſogle ; fo likewiſe in this, the 6 be- 13554 
ing the hatf-hunt, is one of the two. 132504 
bells that makes every ſingle change 
herein, except when it lieth next the whole- 
bunt, and then the ſnele is behind ;, but __ 

2 liet 



Nottinghan Peal3/ 1897 - 
21ieth alſonext the 6, then extream in the 
fqurth and fifth places. = | | 

* 

CET _ — —— << — — _— tm — ——— 

| Nottingham Trebles aza Doubles, 

I. 2. 3. 

T HE ordinary courſe is to move 123456 
direftly,except when the whole- - 2143 

hut paſſes either out of or into the +12 
ſecond's place,, and then conſtantly p- 2612 
dodg behind. There are fingle and po 25k 
double bobs; the: bob is a double + 364521 
change at the leading, of the Treble; ©35412 
wherein the bell in the 47h place li- - 3142 
eth fill... When the third . une 2a 
dodges behind, the ſecond hut ther: . 1536 
kading, is awarning for'the ſingle., 135; 
bob to' be made at the next, leading 2, 2 

. of the Treble, And when. the (e- 
cond and third haunts dodg together behind, 
isa warning for the double bob to be made at 
the two next leadings of the Treble. The two 
extreams inthe 720 muſt be made according 
to the general ryle in the Inrrodudtioy, p. go. 

Wot- 
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hm 

I: 3.3. 

NE time the Treble 
| hunts quite yp', the 
next time only up into the 24 
fourth place, and fo by turns, 
as in the example here prickt. 
The bells obſerve the courſe 
ofthe Treble, and alſo dodg 
it being before; and once in 
120 changes bob, when that 
bell which is nominated for 
the ſecond hunt lying behind 
twice, meets with the third 

lecond and third hants are both one. 

124365 123465 

124356 123456 

Nottingham Single Bob, 

bant when the firſt hunt is going to lead, The 

The firſt ſozgle, The ſecond fingle. 

—""I 

Nottingham Bob, 
7 4d 2, 

T HE Treble hath a dodging courſe , and 
every time it leads, the double is on the 

four 
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four middle hells, except the bobs which are 
made in the 24and 34d, and the 5thand 6th 

ngle and double. 
When the whole-hunt leads and the half-hunt 
lieth behind, isa warning for a double bobto 
bemade at the two next leadings of the Tre- 
ble, there- being but three changes detwift 
the two. bobs. And when the bhalf-hwat lieth 
in the firſt and ſecond places for twenty'chan- 
ges together, is a'warning for a ſingle bob to 
be made the ſecond time the Treble Teads. 
The exrreams muſt be made according to the 
general rule in the Tntvedwuttion, page go. 

places. 

7334 39/ 

214365 
241635 
426153 

421635 
246153 
264513 
625431 
624513 
265431 

The -bobs are fi 

523614 
52634) 

235164 
32154 
325164 
»31546 
213456 

124365 
142635 

256341 

41,2635 
146155 

253614] bob 
164225 

| $63314 653241 
63 $421] 

364512 
612453]36 5421 
621543 
265134 
261542 
62F1 34 

552314 
416253 (63241 

634512 
643152 
461325| 
463152 
641325 
614235 

162453 

126543 
715634 
216543, 
[125634 
152364 
513246 

| 
] 

| 
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Redding Bob, . =; 
oF * 6.4 

| HE Treble hath a dodg- { 1234 is 
T ing courle, and when it; | 2143 234961 
moves up out of the 2d place | af $16 | 

; the twofirſt bells dodg until | 213 
it comes there again z and 432416 
when it moves down, out of: 23146 
thegth place, the two hind: 132415913 12: 
bells- dods until it . comes | 22450 £35 
there- again , except only Zn 
whilſt it dodgeth in the 34 3245611135264 
and 4th places, and then the 235461 
two hind bells lie ſtill. When the Treble: 
eth behind the doe is on the four firſt bells; 
and when it leadeth 'on the four laſt. By 
this method it will go 120, and by making of 
bobs it will go 240, 360, or 720. At the bobs 
the bell in the 47h place lieth ſtill The rule 
of callins the bobs is the ſame with that in the 
Colledge Bobs, page 1 62. 

— 

' Redding Bob according to the Cam- 
bridg way. 

His is the ſame with the former, excep- 
ting only the dexble changes which are 

made 



Redding #06. 
made when the Treble dodgeth in 
the 3d and 4th places,both in hun- 
ting up and down ; which are here 
made on the four hind bells, 
whereas in that they were-made on 
the fourfirſt bells: ſo that here the 
two hind bells dods without inter- 
miſſion until the Treble hindreth 231954 
them. This will alſo go 240, 360, 
and 720, and the bobs made by the 
ſame rule as the former, - | 
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Fifieen O x rok v Peals, 
— 

Adventure, I ond 2, 

wbles and fin- rgepot(n ith63 teak; 
t ples. Every 21435] 1542 — [1 
bell leads four times. 241351351 24114235 1453 
The Treble hath a ". phe yt [4352 
dodging courle; and 425131135 13022 13425 
is one of the two 42531115342 —— 13245 

bells which makes 45214[15432|15324}t 2354 
every ſingle change 45231] ——- 115234] Ex, 
except when it leads, 3432:|14523|12543]12345 

2114253] Z 
and then *tis made M6596 4 of (263, 
in the 3d and 4th 53412) Zxir.] -— 
places ; but when 
the 2 lieth next it, anextream behind, 

Ic 

- 
co. ou 

\L 

Camelion, 1x and :. 

E's. time the Treble hunts up and 
down, it makes a ſigle in-the _ _ 

ourt 

| 
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4th places, and when it leads 

#he//ingle is there allo; but when 
$-liesnext (it,ithen an extrears ,23 
behind. Every bell except'the 
Treble leads four times. 
# Y 

193 

12345145213 
21354145123 

145141532 
23415114523 
24351114251 

- 42531 —— - 

— 

Medley. 1 and. 

Oxbles and Singles. The Treble - leads 

— 

4.4, ſour times, lieth behind as many, and 

leads four times. . Every 
foe is made behind, except 

hen the Treble is either in the 
Pbrth or fifth places,” and then 
inthe ſecond and third places. 
Every time the Treble gocth 
toTead and leayes feading, the 
double is on the 'two firſt and * 
two laſt bells, except when the 
Treble goeth to lead if the 5th 
gives it place 5 and'then 'the 

bells 

" | F O 

e in every. other place. Every other 

1234954132 
2135454123 
2134551432 
2315451423 
23145 15243 

double is made on the four firit 

32415 15234 
l2543 

12534 

[4352 
14325 
13452 
13425 

Ox- 
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—_— 

Oxford Paradox. 1 and 5. 

| þ ras and ſingles, Every bell ſeads four 
times, and ſeth behind as many, Every 

fingle is made in the third and 
ph places until the Treble 7= 
leads, and then in the ſecond 
and third plases : but when the 
Treble ſex s and the fifth lieth 
behind, then the extream in the 
third and fourth places. 

bes. A 

Halliwell, x and 2. 

Reble leads four times, 
lies behind as many, and 

twice in every other place, 
When it leaves the twse Find 2 
bells, they dodg until it comes 
there again, except when it 
leads and 2 lies next it, for 
then an extream is made in the 
third and fourth places. 

ts SoleASS a rodfm., nf. OC #.£A.\ica-— cas 
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' Oxford S:xſcore. 

J]*E Treble hath a direQ 12345 | 32514 
hunting courſe, as in 21345 Jo 

plain changes; and tho wrt a2 [7 | 
ges are all fngle except w þ= 
the:Treble Keth behind; and 2365 13524 
then a- double is made bag ni. 
four firſt bells; and when it lead; the ſingle 
is in the third and fourth places, but yhen 2 
liethnext it an e:rtream behind. 

ts. — 
— 

Fortune. 1 and 2, 

Oubles. The Treble is 3 12345 73254 
 perfe& hynr, and when $354 

it "leaves the two. hind bells . 22 2g l 23 
they dodg until it comcsthere [344 [x 45 Wy _k 
again, Every bell leads twice, 56 122356 
= then hunts direaly wp, $924; Extr, 
unleſs the aforeſaid Jodging 54 4132 | 12534 
hindreth. them. Eve 

| the Treble leads, 2 Ales big 1352” 
made behind, except w 
lieth next it, "and then an ex- 13245 | &e. 
tream 1n the third and fourth places, 

O 2 Ox- 

N22 -— 1. 
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Oxford Szngle Bob. 

Triples, Doubles, and Singles. 
I, 2.414 3, 

T Ht Treble hath a dire& hnn- 
ting courſe; and when it 

leaves the two hind bells they 
dodg until it comes there again, 
Every bell leads twice, and then 
hunts dire&ly up, unleſs the afore- 
ſaid dodging hindreth them, 
When the Treble leads, the double 
is en the four hind bells. By this 
method it will $0 ſixty changes, 
and by making of ſingles it will go 
120, 240, 360, 0r 720, The ſin 
les mthe 120,240, and 720,muſt 
be made by the ſame method with 
Se in (06-7 cn8 eS 

e109. And to ring 360, every 
6. the 1.2 lie Keno before 
the ſizgle muſt be made behind ; 
and when 1.2.3 lie together there, then the 
frele in the fourth and fifth places. 

123456 
214365 
241356 
423165 

432615 
346251 

364521 
635412 

653142 
561324 

516342 
I 53624 
I56342 

F13624 
531642 
356124 
365214 

Ox- 
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Oxford Double Bob. | 
Triples, Doubles, and Singles. 

Treble Hen the 123456 246135 

leaves the two firft 214365 | 421653 
bells, they dodg until it 241350 412635 
comes there again; but .in xr 5 | 146253 

hy 3615 | 142635 all | other reſpedts *tis the 4236355 | 416253 
lame with the former. And 243651 | 461235 

426315 | the ſingles in the 120, 240, 
260, and 720, to be made as in that Peal, 

wal. 
— 

Oxford Single Bos. 

THE method of this Peal is the ſame iniall 
* . reſpetts with Oxford Single Bob, Triples 

Doubles and 'Singles, excepting the bobs in 
this peal, which are made in ſtead of the ſir- 
gles in that: BY ; making of bobs it will go 
180.0r 460; - The bob is a double change at 
the leading of the Treble, wherein the bell in. 
the fourth place licth till. $282; 16 

To ring 180, there muſt be a whole and half- 
bunt :, and when the whole-huzxt is before and 
the half. hunt behind, the next change is to be 
a bob. 

To 
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To ring 360, thexe muſt be a whole , haff, 
and quarter-hunt, viz. 

Firſt, when the wholelzunt comes to lead, 
and the balf-hunt to fall behind, the 
next change is a bob: and 

Secondly, when the whole-hui leads be. 
fore the quarter-hunt , andthe half-tun 
is1n the fafth: place, the'next change is 
alſo a bob. ' * [77020 30 

The 1 and 5, niay be the whole and' half- 
bunts in the 180, and 15.3 the whole;half,and 
quarter-Iunts in the 360, of others at plea- 
ture. | k » 6 | * 

—_ 

Oxford Doablt Bob. 

TJ" HE method of thispeal is the famieit) all 
1 rofpetto with Oxford denble Bob/before, 
exceptins the” bobs in this peal, whithare 
made inftexd of the ſme; in that, The bobs 
are here made in'thefame rmatner, andicall'd 
by thefame rule in the 1 $0-and 360/'as in 
Oxford ſtmgle Bob "ext before; and the two 
extreams in the 720, both in this and'the laft 
peal, muſt bemade according to'the general 
rule in the Introductuoy. = M 

Ox- 
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Fil Paige 53.57 , # , y 

Oxford Triple Bob. 

HE Treble is the whole-hunt, 123456 
and. hath a dodging courle, 214365 

When .it leaves the two hind bells, 124350 
they dodg until it leads, and then a -SaiH22 
double is made on the. four middle. 324.65 
bells,whichparts the two hind-bclls ; 321456 
but then the two hind bells dodg a: {234165 
gain - until. the Treble diſplacech *243%'5 
them; Every bell leads twice (ex- 423615 
cept when the Treble dodgeth- ' 246356 
there) and as they hant 'up and down 264535 
domake a dodsg in the third and 4h 62541 
places. When theTreble moves up ' 25:37, 
from dodging before, the. bell that : 256143 
ded here with it continues; in $1634 

.. thefrſt and, 2d plares, lying twice _ 526143 
together in. each,, until the Treble 731034 

- comes down to dodg there with it _ 1 24524 
Again. By this. method it wall 80 - 216543 

120, and by making of bobs it will 125634 

0360. . At the bobs the bell in the 15 2364 
- fourthplace lierh fill. . The warn: 51324 

ing for them is this, When the half- 512346 
hunt leads, and the Treble moves 521364 
down, and dodgeth there with it, . 

O4 A 
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a bob muit then be made at that leading of the 
Treble, The 3 may be the half-bunt, or any 
other. 

Oxford T riple Bob, the ſecond way. 

His peal is in, all re- 
{pets the fame with 

that next before,cxcept the 
double change which is 
made when the Treble 
moves up out of the fecond 
place, and alſo down into 
that place again , which is 
here made on the four mid- 
dle bells, and conſequently 
parts: the two hind bells, 
which in the former peal 5 
continued dodging toge- 

123456 

214365 
124330 
213465 
231645 
326154 
321645 
236154 
263514 

25643 
[3 

254613 
245163 
421536 

| 423163 
241536 
2x4356 
123465 
213450 

65 
142633 
416253 

ther, © This-will alſo. go'3 60, the bobs being 
made in the ſame manner, and allo the war- 
ning for them; the fame, as in the former peal. . 

tl —... _—_— _ 

— ———— c_—_— — 

Oxford Riadle, or the Hermophrodite, 

T Reble is the whole-hunt ; whilſt *tis hune- 
* ing up the two laſt bells dodg, and whilſt 

*tis 
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'tis hunting down tle two 123456 | 24162 
firſt, Every time it leads 214365 | EL be 
and lieth behind, the dou- 241356 | 155426 
ble is made on the four far- 423105 00s 
theſt bells from it. Every 3362-2 | 32462 

: 5 
bell leads twice and lieth 432651 | 534126 
behind twice, except the 346215 | 543216 
dodging hinder.By this me- 43%125 
thod it will go ſixty changes triples and dou- 
bles, and'then by making of ſingles as in Old 
triples and doubles, 1t will go 120, 240, or 
720. mn 
Le ———_— — 

f 

My Lora, 144. 

Ounbles. Treble is a pertet Hunt, Eye- 
” xy bell leads twice, and then moves up 

into'the third place where it lieth 
twice, ' and then moves down again HH 
except the motion of the Treble hin- 213 
dreth.” When' the Treble goeth to 231450 
lead and leaves leading, the double is 313-35 
on the two firſt and two laſt-bells; 43256: 
and when it lcadeth, *tis on.the four 423651 
middle bells. But when it leadeth, 243615 
and the'6lieth behind, then a :no/e Hs 
in the third and fourth places. 312008 

If a dowble be made on the four 132465 
hind bells, at cyery third leading of 123645 

=—_— 
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the Treble it will go 180, compleat dowbles, 
and then by making of two ſingles it will go 
362, or with four ſmgles 720, 

” "_ 
> a—_ —— 

— 

——_ * SO OI Yor — I I —_ — 

Seventeen Peals compoſed at 
Camprince, by Mr,S$.S. 

— — wo, b— 

My Honey. 1 and 2. 

J" this peal there isa 1234531254'54321 
whole-hunt and an half- 2135431245 45231 

bunt. The whole-hint li- 21345115254 5431 
eth always four times be- py FF) pp : 
fore, and four times be-" 3241 2342 25023 

hind, and twice in every 23415|——-i45t32 
_— place. The two os tpn ye cc 
hindmoſt bells always If | 
dodg *till the vhetctune 24 2 ap 
hindreth , except when 3251954132 14253 
the whole-hwrt 4s before, 23514453 1212435 
at which time there are © 3215454312 —— 
four changes made of a 3145453319493 
four and twenty doubles and ſhrples; | thefirſt 
of which is a double change brought in — 

nc 
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the courſe of the bells (as in the following 
peal appeareth) 1 3254 ; the ſecond isa ſole 
in the third and fourth places (13524); the 
third is a double on the four laſt (15342), 
and the fourth a ſmgle again in the third and 
fourth places (15432), except when the 
balf-bnnt is with the whole-hunt before, then 
itis tobe an extream behind, When the 
whole-hunt leaves the third*s place hunting up, 
the two formoſt bells dods till it returns into 
he ſame place again. 

The wWhirligigge, 1 and 5, 

IN this peal, firſt the bells dodg behind (and 
-- -not before) till the whole-hw# hindreth 
them; and the next courſe they dodg in! like 
manner before {and not behind)till the whole- 
hunt hindreth them ; and ſoby turns through- 
out the whole peal.When'the yhele-bunt js be- 
fore, if the belk were dodging behind Before 
it came to lead; fingle behind ; if they were 
dodging before, ſingle in ſecond's and third®s 
place: and when the whole-laer leads, and 
balf-hunt is \n T enar's place, there is always 
an extream to be made in 34 and 4#h place, 
_ is every foutth time the whole-hurt 

ads. 
21354 
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41352 
43125 
34215 
43251 
34521 
43512 
34152 

Cambridg Pexls. 

31245 [121 
23514 
25341 
52431 
$4213 
45023 
41532 | 31425 
14523\ 12245 
4532.1 13425 

21354 | 51243 
2 3145 | $2134 

32415 [25314 

34231 1 52341 
43321 | 25431 
4F312 , 52413 

34132 125143 
51423 | 21534 
I5432 512354 
15423 [13254 

== + <— ——— — ——  —  —  _—_— — 

Jack-on-both-ſides, 1 andy, 

IN this peal the bells always dodg both he- 
fore and behind, till the whole-bunt: hin- 

dreth' them; except when both the Hunts 

21354 

23145 
32415} 
34251 
43521 
34512 
43152 
41325 
14352 
14532 
41523 

45132 | 
$4312 
45321 
$4231 
45213 
54123 
51432 
15342 

15324 
51234 | 

25134 | 41352 

32514 
23541 

| 32451 
24205 
[43125 

52143 
25413 
52431 
25341 
$2314 

21543 | 14325 
1253+ | 14235 
12354 | 41253 
21345 | 42135 
23154 | 24315 

23451 
32541 
23514 
32154 
31245] 
13254: 
13524 
31542 
35124 
53214 
35341 

53421 
35412. 
53142 
51324 
15234 

15243 
51423 

-arc together cither before or behind 5 for 
then 
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then the two fartheſt bells from the Hunts 
do leave dodging for the next change onely 
which is always a double made by the two 
Hunts and the two next bells to them. The 
ſingles and extreams are made as in the Old 
Doubles. | | 

— IJ —_ — ———— 

Winwick Doubles, 1 and 3. 
nome peal, firſt,, the two hindmoſt bells 

» oo. the whole-hunt dindreth them, till 
heb nole is made: and then the twotor-. - 
moſt bells ht *till the whole-hunt hindreth 
them, until there be made another ſmgle, and 
lo they continually doug ſucceſhvely 
þoaypcanee the whole peal. Thereare fix 
"5 which are made in the ſame manner as 

t, Nunſtan's Doubles, page 127, 

21354 | 41532 | 31254 | 41523 
23145 | 45123 | 32145 1 45132 
32415 154213 j 23415 | $4372 
34251 | 52431 | 32451 145321 
43521 | 25341 | 27541 | $4231 
45 312 | 23514 | 32514 | 45213 
54132 | 32154 | 23154 | 54123 
51423 | 31245 | 21345 4, $1432 

15432 \ 13254 | 12435 | 15342 
14523] —=— 1 14253 —_ 

| 13524 | 15324 
Noie- 
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Non-ſuch. 1 and. 

IN this peal the bells always dodg both be- 
hind and before till the whole-hunt hin- 

dreth them, except when both the Hunts are 
together either hehind or before : for then 
the bells omit dodging for the'next change, 
as in Fack-on-borh-ſides. . There are four” fin 
yles which are all made in the 3d and 4b pla- 
ces every third time that the whole-hunt 
leads. 

21435 | 25134 | 32415 | 53214 | 54231 | 34521 
24153 | $2314 | 23451 | 35241 | 45321 | 35412 
42513 | 25341 | 32541 | 53421 | 43512 , 53142 
24531 | 52431 | 23514 | 54312 | 34152 | 51324 
4235t | 25413 | 32154 | 45132 | 31425 | 15342 
24315 | 52143 | 31245 | 41523 | 13452 | 
42135 $1234 | 13254 14532 14325 | 15432 
41253 | 15243 15423 | 41352 
14235 | 12534 | 13524 | 51432 | . fo | 
12453 | 21354 | 31542 | 54123 | 3421 | 
21543 | 23145 | 35124 | 45213 | 43251 
_— 

Cambridg Delight. 2 and 4. 

JN this peal the two hindmoſt bells always 
dodg -till the whole-hurt hinders: them. 

When the whole-hunt leayes the thirds place 
h unt- 
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TUNeIng up, the two foremoſt 'bells dodg till 
the half.hunt hinders them, whole courſe is 
the ſame with the courſe of the half-hant in 
Grandſtre. There are two ſingles which are 
made by the ſame rule as in Grandſrre. 

13254] 15243 | 14235 | 45237 
31524 {| 12534 | 41325 | 42513. 

1354 | #1543 } 43152 
31452 {25134 | 34512 
$4125] $2143] 35421 

24531 
25413 
$2431 

43:15 1 $1234; $3241 | 54213 
42351 | I5324 | $2314 | 45123 
24315 | 51342 | 25341 | 41532 
$3451, 4 15432 | 23514, 14352 
32415-} 14523 | 32541 | 13425 
3425t'| 41253; 35214 | 31245 

43521 |-42t35| 53124 | 32154 
45312 24153 | 35142 | 23145 

$4132.14 21435 | $3412 | —— 
314234] 12453 | $4321 | 23154 

— 

Cambridg Delizht, another way. 
1 anda, 

IN this peal the two hindmoſt bells always 
dods till the whole-hurmt hinders, as in the 

former Peal. - When: the half-hwrt leaves the | 
34: place hunting vp, the two ——_ 

'S; 
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dods till the whole-bint hinders, It differeth | 
from the former peal in this ; 'T 
in that the bells. always 
begin - to dodg before 
when the whole-hunt 
leaves third*s place, and 
are parted by the half- 
bunt ; in this they begin 
to dodg before when the ' 
balf-hunt leaves the third's 
place, and are parted as | 
well before as behind by 
the whole-hunt. It diffe- 
reth alſo, in that the half- 
hunt in this peal always 
bobbeth behind on the 
contrary ſtroke to what 
it doth--in the former 
peal; there are twoſmgles, 
which are made as in the 
former peal. 

*\ , 

542133451224315 
$2431}35421;23451 
2534153241 32541 
5231435214 23514 
2513453124 32154 
215438134231245 
1253415324 13254 
15243|[354213245 

ms. 

The Dream, upou five. bells. 14nd2, 

IN this peal the. two. hindmoſt bells always 
dodg till the whole-hunt hinders , | except 

when the two Hunts are together before;: Or 
it may be rang by making the two foremoſt 

bells 
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bells dodg always, cxcept the Hunts be to- 
gether behind. There are fix ſingle changes 
which are all behind every other time the 
whole-hunt leads, the half-hunt at cyery ſingle 
lying either in the 2d or 3ds places, 

2i435 | $1342 | 41235] 53142 

24153 $3124 | 42153 | 35412 

42533 | 35214 | 24513 | 34527 
45231 | 32541 | 25431 | 43251 
54321 | 234511 $2241 | 42315 

F3412 | 24315 | 53214 | 24135 

35142 | 42135 | 35124 | 21453 
31524 | 41253 | 31542 |,12543 
13542 114235 | 135241 ——— 

| 15324 | — FER 12534 
142531 51324]. Sc, 

SS 
—_— —— _-_ _ ——————_—,_ 4  — 

The Contention upon fue belts, 
1 and 2. — 

JN this peal the vo bindmoſt bells dodg as 
inthe former-peal till the Hunts are to- 

you before for twenty changes ;' and then 
or the next twenty changes the two formoſt 

bells dodg, except the- Hunts are together 
behind. There-are ſix ſmgles which are made 
35 n the former peal. 

P 2143 
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| 
21435 [ 134% | 41523' (41235 
24153] $3124} 45132 | 42153 
42513 35214" T4312: } 24513 
452315, 32541 | $3424 | 425IL 
44320 2 3451 | 35241; | 24350. 
$3412']} 24315 ' 52214 | 42315 

2 5142*j 42135 | 33124 | 24135 
31524 | 4053 | 31542 | 214F3 
T2542), 14235 | 13452 | 12543 

15324 | tet} 14325 | —— 
"1 14253 | 12534 

GC. 

The Cheat, "1 and 3. 

IN this peal *the two hindinoſt bells always 
dodg *till the whole-hunt hitders, and the 

two foremoſt bells dodg till either the whole 
or half-huzt hinders. Or on thecontrary, the 
two foteinoft bells may dodsg *rill the whole- 
huat hinder, and the'two hindmoſt *till either 
the whole-hunt or half-hant hinder. Or it may 
be rang a third way, by 56ining 'both theſe 
courſes together, rmging twenty: chatiges of 
it one way, and the next twenty changes the - 
other way throughout the- peat: - There are 
fix ſingles Which are all made behind,every fe. 
cond crime the whole-hurt leads or at pleaſure 
it may be rang with twelve ſiveles, which are 
!!xewile all made behind. 21354 
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21354 41532 | 31542 
23145 | 451238 35124 
32415 | 5J4213] F3214 

3425T | 45231 | $2341 
$353k] $4321 | 25431 
45312 | $3412 | $2413 

54132 | 35142 
51423, 31524 
154432 | | 3542 | 
14523 | 

12543 
15234 

pms 

—  — — —- 

Topſie-turvze, 

21354 
23145 

41532 
45123 

$2415 1.5421.3 

34251} 1,45234 
43531 [15,4321 
$5312 {53412 
F413z3 1 35142? 
$1433. | 31524 
45432111354? 
I4523 

13524 

31542 
35334 
53214 
3 $241 
53421 
35412 

31324 

P 3 

F342; 

15334. 
13543 jr mt 

— 

| 

21Iq 

51243 
52134 
25314 
23541 
32451 
34215 

251431 43125 
21534} 41352 

14325 
—”—— 

14352 Go, 

L 47d 2. 

21453 
24135 
42313 
24351 
4253E 
24533 
$34 3.5 
#1235 
11335 

14352 
(CC. 

Fwrping 
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_—_— 
— 

y—_ "—_ 

Fumiping Darbles dedging before, 

IN this peal' every "change is'a jumping 
change (in which one- bell leaps 'over two 

bells at once,) except when the Treble is ei- 
ther behind or beforc:, -for. then there is al. 
ways a plain dcable change made, orelle a ſin- 
gle at the end of each fixty $9496 Treble 

12345 1 31254 | 54132 245 3 } 
21534 | 23145 | 45213 | my 35421 33215 
52143 | 32514 , 54321 | 24531 | $3214 | 43152 
25314 | 23451 | 45231 | 42315 | 35142 | 31425 
52431 | 32541 | 54312 | 24153 | 51324 | 13254 
2534 | 23415, | 45123 | 44231 \ 15432 
52413 | 32154 | 131432 1 [4352 | 14523 13245 
25134 | 21345 | 15213 | 13425 | | 41352 | Tc. 
51243 | 12453 | 12534 | 31542 al 
15324 | 14235 43512 
13542 | 41523 | 42135 i 35412 | 3425t | 
is a perfet Hunt; the two foremott bells al- 
ways dodg uptibthe Treble hinder. When 
the Treble:is hunting up ; the} jumping chan- 
gesare alt made by the tell in the Tenor's 
place, jumping. ito third's, - except on- 
ly that one when Treble goeth out of ſeccnd's 
place into'thrrd*s; for then the bell in the 34: 
place jumps into Trebles, where it dodgeth 
with the bell in the 2d place till Treble hin- ! 

der. 

; 
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der, When Treble is hunting down every 
jumping change is made by the bell in the 
34s place jumping into Tenor's, except when 
it goeth out of third*s place into ſeconds, for 
then the bell in Treble's place jumps into. 34. 
And obſerve always, that when Treble is go- 
ing to lead the firſt time, the bell in Tenor's 
place/jumps-into chird?s, and the next time 
the bell in the third's place into Tenor's 

- throughout the peal. There are. two ſingles 
which are made, as in Grazdfire. 

— 
— ni. =_ —_ ———— 

"IS 

Tumping Donbles do
dging behind.” 

IN this peal Treble is a perte&t Hunt, as in 
the former. The two hindmoſt bells al- 

ways dods till Treble hinders. When Tre- 
ble is hunting up the bell in the chirds place 
always jumps into Treble*s, excepting only 
when Treble goeth- out of th:ra*s place into 
fourths;, for then 'the bell in Tenor's place 
jumps into 3ds. ' And obſerve, that eyery lc- 
cond time the Treble goeth out of 4th into 
gths'place, the bell in Treble's place jumps in- 
to34s; whereas at other times at the ſame 
charge the bell in 3s place jumps into 
Treble's. When Treble teaves the 5rhs 
place hunting down, the bell in the 34s place 

E-4 jumps 
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jumps into Treble's 5 when ſhe leaves 
4ths place the "bell in 34s place jumps into 
Tenor*s. When ſhe is either in the 2#or 
34: places hunting down, the bell in the Tre- 
dle's place jumps into 345. There are two 
ſmoles made, as in the former Peal. 

12345 | 31425 | 52143 | 24513 | 25341 | 34251 
31254 | 43152 et 45231 | $2431 | 23415 
23145 | 34215 | 32541 | 21 | 45213 | 32154 
32gie | 42350 | 23451 | 35412 | 941324 21345 
53241 | 24551 | 42315 | 53124 | 41523 4 13254 
35421 | 52413 24153 | 31542 | 15433 
43512 | 25134 1 41235 | 15324 | 14523 | 13245 
34125 | $1243 | 12953 | 13542 | $1432 oc. 41352 | 12534 1 14235 | $1324 145123 
12425, 15243 | 21453 | 35142, | 54312 
14352 1 21534 | 42135 | 53214 | 43521 | 
b — —— _— - . —— —  — - - - o— 

Symphonic, upon fox bells, 

I. 2. 4nd 3. | 

N this peal are 720 changes, all doubles ex- 
cept twelve ſingles, which are made as in 

plain Trebles and Doubles on fix bells. The 
two hindmoſt bells always dodg till the whole- 

- bunt hinders them, except when a ſingle is 
is made in the 4h and 5th places. When the 
whole-bunt leaves the 4ths place hunting vp, 
the two foremoſt bells dodg till it leaves the 

ſame 
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ſame place again hunting down : but, it may 

- be rang at pleaſure to make the hells dodg 
perpetually .before as well as bebind, by ma- 
king in every twelve changes two Trebles, 
one of them when: the whbole-bunt leayes the 
34s place hyngjag.up, p, and the other when it 
leaves the 47h: p hunting down; 10 that 
there will be in Mewhole cal Six{core Tre- 
ble-changes. When the whole-bapet is behind, 
the "0 foreqaoſt bells dodg ; when the 
whole-hunt is before, the four hindmoſt dodg. 
213465 \ 316254 | 615342 4 514623 412536 
231456 361245 | 651324 | 541632 421563 
234165 3621541 653142 | 546123 425130 
4 4 | 632514. 503412 | 4 456213 | 245316 

1 | 36254 544 | 053421 | $46231-| 425361 
32b 45t ISO 71 04321 45263 243507 
236 415 365214 6543412. | 542613 , 423516 
326145 533124 504132 | 452163. _- 
321654 | 631542| 561423 [451236 | | 24136 
312645 | 613524 | 516432 | 415263 214356 
132654 | 163542'| 156423 | 145236 | 124365 
136245 165324 | 154632 | 142563 124635 

is repo18 Symphonic, 

I.2., 434.6. 

Piis peal of Symphonic may be rang with 
but two ſingle or two treble changes 

P 4 A 
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at the end of cither E:ghteenſcore, by ringing 
it with ſingle and double bobs; as. in Grand: 

' fire Bob. ervle fot calling the bebs in-this 
peal is the yery ſame as in Grandſire Bob, but 
when the bob-changes are to be made, the 
Hunts do not lie in the ſame order as in 
Grandſire Bob ;, for in this peal at a ſingle 
bob the whole-hans leads, the half-hant is in the 
gthplace, and the quarter-hunt in the 4th 
place. , And at the firſt bob of a double-beb 
the half-bunt is in Tenor's place, and quartev- 
hunt in 2ds place ;, and at the later bob the 

316542 | 316425 | 612354. 
361524 | 361452 | 621345 
635142 | 634125 

6421 

634251 
362451 
632415 

263154. 
S | 623514 

263541 
625341 
205314 
625134 364152 362145 
261543 631425 | 631254 

613452 | 913245 216534 
542] 163425 | 163254 | 126543 

136452 | 162345 | 125034 Ge. 

balf-hunt is in the 5th place, and quarter-hunt 
in 2asplace, juſt contrary to what it is in 
Grandſire Bob. 1 have prickt this peal with 
two Treble changes in every twelve; ſo 
that if you make two Trebles more at the end 
of either Eighteenſcore (which muſt be made 

when 
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when the whole-hunr is going'tb lead-juft two 
changes ſooner than if you thowld hive made 

G ) there will then be in the whole 720 
ju Score and two Treble changes. 

Trebles and Doubles on frxx Bells with þ, 1x 
Singles. I. 2.474 3, 

His peal is taken ont of the Dream upor 
five bells. Every time the whole-hwnt 

is before, there being two chariges of that 
peal made in this. Every bell is a perfe& 

214365 | 321456 | 153462 | 16 164352 
- 163 5 4234165 ! 135426 
26153 $ pt = | FEI | 146532 
$6213 | 426 152304 | 1 145023 
Perch 49991 

Zi —w_ ETA Crortaags 351624 | 516342 | 162453 | 125346 
315264 | 153624 | +35 | 125364 ſing: 
1325 bob. | C. 

13526 135642 | 146325 
31254 6 | 

Hunt, when the wholc-buzt is before dodg on 
the four hindmoſt , except the hajf-hunt be 
either in the 5th or Tenor's place, then al- 
ways bob as in Grardſire Bob , except the 

o_ 
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guarter-hunt lieth next to the half-hwnt , for 
thenit is always to be a dodg on. the four 
hindmoſt. Every other time, that the whole- 
hunt and half-hunt come together before, 
there is a ſingle, which is always made behind, 

— 

A Twelveſtore T; rebles and Donbles, 

upon Six Bells, 

IN thispeal the four foremoſt bells go a four 
. and twenty Doubles and Singles, obſerving 

n__ 234165 HE | 156423 
241356| 324156 165243 
4231 231405 | 1 51 — — 
243150 | 2134 635 | 615234 
421365 | 1243 35 [12 53 165324 

el LD 22 163542 
142356 6 

431256 __ 140235 | 316425 

14250 | of | 264135 $1436, 213546 
312465 : | 621453 | 154632 [Iz 123450 
321456 | 624135 | —— 

always, That for one Four and Twenty the * 
bell 
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bell in the Treble's place is the hunting bell, 
and for the next the bell in the 4th» place 
throughout the peal, the two hindmoſt bells 
always dodging till the end of the Twcnty 
Four; at which time there is a double made 
(if the bell in the Treble's place was the Hunt 
in the Twenty Four) on tite four middlemoſt; 
but if the bell in the 4ths place was the hun- 
ting bell, the double is to'be made in Treble 
and 2d and 4th and 5th places, 

ti... 

- Cambridg Bob. 

T HE Treble hath a 'con- 123456:325416 
ftant dodging courſe 5 214365352146 

and when it leaves the two 1234651531264 
hind bells, they dodg unilit 219930537260 
COmes there again 4 Except 42315 $5 t 

when the Treble dodgeth be- 421365! 32564 
fore, and Mm my lie ft, + -j $031526h 
The two middle. bells atways 
dodg until the Treble cones pat, Teo: 
there, When the Treble 2354611135246 
leaves dodging before, every 3245611312564 
bell leadstwicegexcept when 235416321546 
the Treble fieth {ill þehind, 2345%"t Ce: 
and then the two firſt hells make a dodg. Bobe 
are made as in Grandſire Bob, and the war 
ning for them the ſame alſo with that, 
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—_—_—— — eo —__K_— 

: Fourteen more Peals, compo- 

ſed at CanpriDs, 

Doubles and Singles on five Bells. 
— a 

m—— 

The Paraſite, 1 and 5, 

INthis peal the Bells behind akways dodg, 
except the Treble prevents them. When 

Treble is leaving the 3ds place hunting up, 
the bells before dodg at whole-pulls, if Tenor 
be'not one of them, until it parts them. , The 
courſe of the bells in hunting. is the ſame 
with Tendring. | 

12345 | 35241 | 31524 BE 
; 21354 {.35214 | 31542. 42513 

21345 | 53124 | 35124 | 24153 
23154 | 53142 | 35142 | 24135 
23145 | 51324 | 53412 | 21453 
32415 | $1342 | 53421 | 21435 
32451 | 15324 | 54312. | 12453 
23415 | 15342 | 54321 | 12435 
23451 | 13524 } 45231 | 14253 
32541 | 13542 | 45213 | 14235 
32514 Ge. 

The 
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The Tulip. 

IN this peal Treble hunteth 
as in. Tendring, When 

Treble is in thirds place 
hunting up, the bells dodg 
before at whole-pulls , till 
it comes and parts them. 
When it is in third*s place 
hunting down the bells be- 
hind always dodg, except it 
leadeth, till it parts them. 
When Treble is before there 
are four changes of twenty 
four doubles ind ſmeles;where- 
of the firſt is brought in by 
the hunting of the bells. All. 
the ſingles in the Twenty four 
are made -jn_ the 3d and 

1 and 2. 

21354 | 51423 
21345 | 51432 
23154 4185 
23145 | 54132 
32415 | 45312 
32451 | 4532t 
23415 | 54312 
23451 | 54321 
32541 | 4523E 
32514 | 45213 
23541 [208 
23514 | 54213 
32154 | $5123 
32145 1 45132 
31454 | $1523 
31245 Uo 
13254 | 4 
I 4253 
kt 7. 12435 
15432 | wo bn 

C. 

4ths place, except 1-2 before, then extream 
behind, 

A— ——_— — — — —_——— _— 
__ 

The Honey- ſckte, I 41d 2, 

N this peal every bell leads four times. 
While eycry; bell but Treble is lqading,the 

bells 
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bells behind always dodg : every 4tþ change 
is made by the four foremoſt bells. When 
Treble is leading thereare four changes of 
Twenty four doubles and ſirgles made as in the 
the former peal. The firft change is on the 
four bells betore. 

{13524 | 32541, | 14253, 
LELT0 23451 1 12435 

| 15.432 
$4321 
$4312 

31435 ; $3421 | $1342 | 24351 
21453 | 53412 | 51324 | 24315 
24135 | 35142 1 $3142 1 42135 
2.4153 | 35124 53124 | 42153 
42513 | 3154qe [35214 | 41235 
42530 | 31524 | 35241 1 41253 
45:03 [13254 | 32514 | 14523 

e34rs 12453 & 6. 
_ 

Peals on 5 bells, with'twelve' Singles, 

Blunderbus, 1--2. 

IN this peal every bell is a Hunt. --Wheyn 
Treble and 24 are together cither before 

or behind, the fartheſt bells from them dodg 
till either of them part, excepting the ex- 
treams. When the Treble is before a ſingle 
in. zd and 4th place, which is unmade Te 
Next tune except 1-—2 for then the Hunts 

being 
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being together before, the bells behind muſt 
dodg according to the rule forementioned, 

21354 | 14325 | 13452 | 51234 | 23154 
23145 | 41235 | 13542 | 15324 | 21345 
32415 | 42153 | 31452 | 15234 | 42354 
34251 | 24513 - 34135 | 51324 | 12534 
43521 | 25431 | 43215 | 53142 { —--> 
34512 | 52341 1 42351 | 35412 | 21543 
43152 | 53214 | 24531 | 53421 | 25134 
41325 , 35124 | 25413 | 3524l, ©6- 
14235 | 31542 | 42143 | 32514 | 

oe. _ 
— 

—  -— — 

Hudibras, 1 and 2. 

IN this peal every bell is a Hunt. When Tre- 
ble is before a /imgle always in 3d and 44h 

place which is GL. the next time, except 
it be 1—2, for then the bells behind 9 U0gg Ute 
til Treble parts them. 

21354 | 15423 | 14532 | 31245"! 25143 
23145 510g | 14352: 134231] 21534 
32415 | 52134 14.1532 | 63245.) | 12354 

_3425t | 253t4 | 45123 | 31425 1 12534 
43521 - 3541 | 54213 34152 | — 

- 483 | 
2 /154132 134215. | 25341 45321 

- $1923 | 43425 þ 23814 1 54231 |. &- 
{15243 } 41352 | 32154 | 52413 | 



Weſton Doubles, s and 5- 

IN this peal Treble is isa perfect Hunt. line 
ry other tune. Treble. is ere dog. 34s 

place hunting up, the bells till it 
comes and pa Us them : the bells hehind dodg 
but when Treble hinders them,., except-the 
extreams which are in 3d and 4ths place 
when itis 1 —2 before; all the other ſorgles 
are made behind when Treble is leading, - . It 
may be rang by making all the ſargles behind, 
by making the change before ir is 1—z on the 
bells before. 

72355 | 13254) $1432] 46123 FARE 
21354 | 13235 15423 j41532)-23 154 
23145 | 31254 | 15432 92119 
32415 [E $1423 | 090 15354: 
23451 | 23445 $4132 1.44 ek 
32541 26351 $5312 | Gi @ 
23514 | 4253 ty | 
32154 FEE: u 
ne Mb | $4423 54213 | pt; 

Pr 0 five bells with. I'0 ; Singles; 
The Antilope, F 

}X this peal the bells hunt as in Graf 
When Treble is before, a ſagle is alw 

ma b 
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made by the Tenor, and the belt which fol- 
loweth » except'tivo doubles which atemnade = 
as the fþ Wa in Granſwe, ' It may be ranglike 

ether- way by obferving ' 
the fans bas if like Combri ' delight 
the common'way3 and by making eſo 

if 11k by the\half-huxt and the bal before it, 
Combride delight the other way. 

213541 15243 | 34152] 24531 ($3214) $1253 
23145112543 [31425 | 2541352341 | - 
132415 21534 (13452\ 52143 25431 | 15432 
3435 25143 | 13425 |5123+| 24513 14532 
43521 [52413 |31453| 15324| 42153 | — 
45312|54131 [34125113524 | 41235 | 12354 
$4132, 45321 [43315 3 51211453 Exr. 

42351|35124 [14235113245 

The Maremaid. 

INhispeal behind dod rele 1925 12435 
c » excepting" the fix 

which made on the bell before, 321291229 
and the twelfth whichisa ſmele 21354 12543 

in ied. he Ganges places; - and r2534|15234 
before; Encepds, 13243|51243 

the ixth, which is made Dt + pre 
os ah bells behind, and the © 25124 /1<242 513411534 
twelfth which is a ſonele-in 2d and 21543(51324 
34: places. When they dodg 214533124 
behind, every odd change is on Es 

Q the 
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the laſt bells, and every eycn one a beþ , ex- 
*cepting thele two changes. When they 
dodg befoxe, eyery odd change is a bob, and 
every even one on the fourfirſt bejls, excFpt- 
ing likewiſe thoſe two. changes. whixb are 
made according te the forementioned ryte 

—— 

©» 

The Checkquer, _ and 5, "wy 

IN this peal the Treble is whole-hwitt, - and 
Tenor the balf-buxt for twenty changes; 

and thenTenor the whole-huxr 
and treble the half-hant for the 
next twentyzand ſo they hunt 
by turns throughout the peal: 34 
When Treble is the whole- 
hant the bells behind always 
dodg , except it hinders” 
them; and when Tenor is the 
whole-hyut , the hells before, 
except that hinders''them;' 
when Treble is before and 
Tenor dodging behind, a fin- 
gle made by the Tenor and 
the bell which dodged with it; 
when Tevor is behind and 
Treble dodging before, a fi-'/ 
gle made by the Frehle, and 

21354131354 

32415 | $5842 

43521 $413 

13245 RE 
the bell which dodgeth with that. Ge. 
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His peal' may be rang by hunting the 
Treble and. Tenor as before, and it dif- 

fereth from it only in this; 
Whefi itis 1—5' behind in the 
hunting of the Trebfe, the 
bells before dodg till Tenor 3 
parts them; and when it is 
I—5 before, in the hunting of 
the Tenor, the. bells behind 
dodg till Treble parts them: 
and then when. Treble is the 
whote-bunt and Tenor half, 
It is plain Cambride delight in- 
yerted. It may. be rang by 
hunting the half-hwnt, as in 
Cambridg Delight the other 

"in cither of thoſe ways 
of ritiging it , but then the 
ſingle is always made by the 
hunting bell. 

21354 | 12543 
23145 | 21453 
32415 . 24135 
425T | 4231 

43251 
BE: 

43521 
45312 
54132 

An example in that like C ambridy Debigh 
the other way. 

| Q 2 Gog- 
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Go2ms4g 09, 

1N this peal the bells hunt 
as in Grand/ire, and it 

diftereth--from-1t, in this, 
That there 1s -not every 
other time a lingle bob, 
but in fead of a ſingle one” 
every other time a dou- 

2314543152 

<— 

| WR, jt 

12543 
21534 

3241541325'/25143 
34251 1435252413 
43521——- 54231 
453121432545321 
541324133243512 
5142343125334152 
15243 34215/31425 

21354 34512 

ble one : ſo that only once 
in four” times there 1s a 
fingle bob , when Tenor 
is dodging -bchind there Sf C1243B4t2s 
is always a gle mace by 
it', and the bell which: 35420, "23 ifoc 
dodgeth with it if Treble leadeth, other- 
wiſe not, ; 

| 2534 3245 0113452 
21543 23541h—— 
28134 253 t4413425 
2314521 34131452 

F — &+ 

" His pe: may ve rong like Cambrigdg De- 
tobr, if every other time the dodging 

be fare be. omitted; or it may be rang by 
dodging conſt; muy as in Cumbridy Detsybr, 

by ma king: double bbs and ſingle bobsas.in 
Grar dive; *1t may likewiſe be rang by.ma- 
king the coprie of the half-hwr in; all the 

Ways 
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ways of ringing it the ſame with Cambridg 
delight the other way ;, obſerving in all of them 
to make the ſingles as before direfted, 

An example of that like Cambridg Delight 
the other way, in which the dodging before is 
every other time omitted, 1- 4, 

' 21354 | 14523 | 12534 34152 | 25314 
23145 | 41532 | ——— | 31g25 | 52134 
32415 | 45123-) 12543 | 13452 | 51243 
34251 154213 | 21534 | 14325 | 15234 
43521 | 5243t | 25143 | 41352 
45312 | 25341 | 52413 | 43125 | 15243 

"54132 | 52314 | 54231 | 34215 | 51234 
51423 | 25134 | 45321 /32451 | 52143 

- 15432 | 21543 | 43521 | 23541 | 

Cambridg Marigold, 1, 2.and 3, 

iN this peal are 729 214356312564165432 
changes, which are a 361942 

all doubles except 12 3 =o 
ſingles which are made bebo wt 40 
as in Plain rrebles and 5423611623541þ——:. 
doubles. Treble 'is ' a 543216[025314124365 
pertedt Hunt, and ex- $341 20032134 4635 5 | Ras. | (7; 
cept the dodaes (whicti RL Gn6an 

2K*.5 to 
wy 

are the ſame -as in Qx- 132546152624) 
ford double Bob ) every 1352641156342 
double change is made by the rreble and the 

0.3 three 
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three tiext bells ro it : obferving always that 
the bell iti Tenr*s place liek fill tilt it g3- 
veth placets the Treble, or be removed by a 
dods behind when the Treble is before. 
Wherr Treble leaveth 3ds place hunting up, 
the dell thatthen come before, leads thrice, 
and likewite the next bell after it till Treble 
cometh back ings'34s place again; at all other 
times every bell leads twice, The bell in 
Tenor's place tieth five times Behind, ſand 
when the ſigle is made in the middle ren 
times) tilk1yeble remove it; and when treble 
comes back it lieth five times more behind, 
and then is diſplaced by a dotg behind and 
hunts downat whole-pulls. This peal may 
be rang by making bobs ſingle and double as 
in Grandſire Bob with but two ſmyles or two 
erecles, which muſt be made juſt Eighteen 
fcore changes one from the other. 
© —__—K ——_— th iii. _— 

ibe Nightizg all, - 1, 2, and 3. 

IVF this pealare 720 changes, which are all 
doxbles except twelve ſingles, which are 

made as in the former peal , and if yeu ring 
Grardfire Bob upon it, there maybe but two 
ſingles, or elfe two rrebles, as in the EMari- 
gold. Treble is a perte&t Hunt : the bells in 4b 

and 
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and 5thplaces dodg till :7cble 

' parts them, and then the two }. - 
foremoſt bells do the like for 
eight changes together till 
treble hinders them, and gives 
way to the other two bells 
to dodz again. in the. 4th 
and 5th places, which is al- 
ways for three changes and 
no more, except when the 
ſngle is made in that place, 
ind then they dodg ſix times. 
When treble is behind, dodg 
the four firft ; when it isbe- 
fore on the four laſt, as in 
Marizold. 


